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ORTHODONTIA: Running Light Without Overbyte Vols. 1, 2, & 3 

(The People's Computer Company Series), Each volume 
includes almost everything from all of the issues of Dr. 
Dobb's Journal published in the years indicated. 

Vol. 1 contains the first ten issues and reflects the changes 
that took place in personal computing in 1976. Chapters 
include: A Realized Fantasy: Unlimited Speech Synthesis 
for Home Computers; A 6502 Disassembler from Apple: 
Timer Routines for 6800'5; A BASIC Terminal Exchange 
Program; CHASE: A One or Two Player Video Game, and 
more. 

Vol. 2 ( 1977) chronicles the emergence of the 
sm all computer as a useful tool. It includes the source 
listing for Lawrence livermore BASIC. the source code for 
Dr. Starkweather's 8080 Pilot. and much more. Chapters 
include: A KIM· 1 TV Sketch Program; What to Get Your 
Computer for its First Birthday; More Support for Software 
Vendors; Some Dire Warnings of a Modem, and more. 

Vol. 3 (1978) looks at the growing interest in 
programming languages, along with articles on 
specialized applications and utilities. Chapters include: 
Memory Test for 6502: Relocation is Not Just Moving 
Programs; Z-BO RAM Tester; Absolutely Dazzling 
Dazzleware; Renumbering and Appending BASIC 
Programs on the Apple-II Computer; STRUBAL: A 
Structured BASIC Compiler; A KIM Binary Calculator: 
SNA. 76 - Additional Comments, and more. Vol. 1. 
#5475-0; Vol. 2. #5484-X; Vol. 3 . #5490-4; 
$18.95 each. 

Available at your local computer store! Call (201) 843·0550, ext. 307 
TO CHARGE YOUR ORDER TO 
Master Charge or BankAmericard! [J] HAYDEN BOOK COMPANY. INC. 

50 Essex Street, Rochelle Park, N.J. 07662 
Minimum order is $10.00; 

customer pays postage and handling. 

Editor's Notes 

It might not seem so now, but the People's 
Computer Company was a pretty daring ad
venture when it was founded eight yean ago. 
"Bring computers to Ihe people," indeed! 
Computers, then, were large and intimidating 
machines that took up whole rooms and cost a 
fortune. How could you bring something like 
that to the people? Where would you put it
in your living room? The whole idea of ordi
nary people using computers seemed like an 
impossible dream at the time. 

An impossible dream. But there was the 
People's Computer Company , publishing their 
newspaper, bringing tidbits of information to 
all those people who thought the dream was 
not so impossible. As a celebration of that 
long· ago vision , we are including in our Eighth 
Anniversary Issue a few pages from our up
coming book, "The Best of The People's Com
puter Company." Those of you who were 
around then will read these pages a little 
wistfu lly; the rest or you, we hope, will enjoy 
them for their somewhat madcap but always 
infomlative stance. 

This issue of Recreationtll Computing is some
what of a transitional issue. We are celebrating 
the past with the tribute to the early years of 
PCC, bUI we want also to look forward to our 
future. Starting with the next issue, RC will 
have a new editor. She isJoan Hiraki, a Journal
ism graduate of The University of California at 
Berkeley. Joan has a technical editing and 
writing background, having worked as a Publi· 
cations Manager for Gould Inc., and a Technical 
Editor/Writer fo r Lawrence Livermore Labora· 
tory in Berkeley. Joan brings a lot of enthusi
asm and plenty of ideas to her new job, and she 
will defmitely want to hear from you in the 
weeks and months ahead. Let her know what 
you think is good about this magazine, what 
could stand improvement, what it lacks. With 
your help RC will be better than ever. 

We hope you enjoy this issue as much as 
we enjoyed put ting it together for you. - SR 
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By Ramon Zamora 

In the world of business plannlng, large computers are often 
used to generate scenarios for altematWe business plans. One 
way to do this;s to 'Wow" probability frees, attach a model 
to the endpoints of each palh through the tree, fUn the model 
based on the [Xlth being trrIVe/ed, then aggregate the model 
results in the form of an outcome probability disrribution. 

This article briefly describes how to generate probability trees 
on your micro. Let us llear from you on any applications 
you devise using this big business technique on your small 

. computer. - RZ 

WHAT IS A PROBABILITY TREE? 

An event can be described in tenns of the probabilities of the 
event happening. For example, if I ask a friend what his or 
her salary will be five years from now, and probe the answers 
I get, I can end up with statements like these concerning the 
future event: 

There is a 90% chance the salary will be greater than 
120,000. 

@ ) 980 Ramon Zamora. 
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on the Micro 

There is a 10% chance the salary will be greater than 
135,000. 
There is a 50·50 chance the salary will be $25 ,000. 
There is a 5% chance the salary will be greater than 
$40,000. 
There is no chance the salary will be less than $15,000. 

A way to represent this information concisely is to use a 
cumu lative probability graph: 
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Cumulative Probability Distribution on Salary 

The graph captures the information of the verbal statements 
and gives a "piclure" of what the future salary conditions fo r 
this person might be. Each verbal statement can be phrased in 
two ways: 

There is a 90% chance that the salary will be greater than 
520,000, or 
There is a 10% chance that the salary will be less than or 
equal to $20,000. 

Look at the cumulative probability graph and detennine for 
yourself that these two statements are equivalent. What are the 
equivalent statements for some of the other salary probability 
comments? 
A way to use the probability graph in computations is to 
take many points from the graph and input thcm into the 
computer. The array of points can then be sampled to provide 
data for models. Another technique is to make a discrete 
approximation of the continuous curve in the foUowing 
manner : 
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Discrete Approximations to Continuous Curve 

The graph has been reorganized into four discrete lumps of 
probability. The resulting approximation , if done carefully, 
preserves the information in the curve and reduces the num
ber of data items to be fed to the computer. The number of 
lumps is detennined by the overall problem and by the 
importance of the variable being approximated. A general rule 
of thumb is that the more important the variable, the more 
lumps needed. A variable is considered to be important if 
changes in the variable significantly affect the outcomes or 
results of the problem being analyzed. 

The approximation technique just used involves creating small 
triangular shaped sections of nearly equal area for each lump. 
(See the shaded areas on the last figure.) The human eye is 
quite good at making these approximations directly. Of 
course , a computer program can probably be created that will 
do the same thing, but try it with your eye first. 

When a continuous graph has been broken into lumps, it can 
be represented in an alternate graphical fonnat: 

$20.000 

.30 

$25.000 

.38 

$33.000 

.27 

$41.300 

.05 

Discrete Version of SALARY Distribution 

This fonn of the infonnation is often referred to as a node or 
probability node. Each node has branches that correspond to 
the number of lumps taken from the original curve. The 
branches show the probability and values that go with each 
lump. 

When several of these probability nodes are combined into a 
single structure , the result is a probability tree . 

Salary Illness 
$0 

$20,000 .98 
.30 - $5.000 

.02 

$0 
$25.000 ... 

.38 - $5.000 

.Q2 

SO 
$33.000 .98 

.27 -$5.000 

.02 

$0 
$41.300 ... 

.05 -$5.000 

.02 

Simple Probability Tr" 

The fll'St node in this example is the discrete distribution on 
salary. The second node might represent the probability of a 
serious illness (.02), with a corresponding loss of 55,000. 
There are eight outcomes or endpoints for this structure 
eight distinct salary and loss combinations, and eight 
probabilities, one for each outcome. 
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SOLVING A PROBABILITY TREE 

Solving a probability tree involves a process of rolling forward 
through the tree structure (traveling along each path to an 
endpoint), and multiplying probabilities together while sum
ming the branch values. For example, in the salary/illness tree, 
rolling forward along the topmost branch yields: 

Probability path = .3 x .98 = .294 
Net Salary = 20000 + (0) = 20000 dollars 

Here are the results of rolling forward along each path of the 
salary/illness tree: 

Prob 

. 294 

.006 

.3724 

.0076 

.2646 

.0054 

.049 

.001 

$20,000 

.30 

$25,000 

.38 

$33,000 

.27 

$41,300 

.05 

$0 

.98 
($5,000) 

.02 

$0 

.98 
($S,DOO) 

.02 

$0 

.98 
($5,0001 

.02 

$0 

.98 
($5,000) 

.02 

Net Salary 

$20,000 
15,000 
25,000 
20,000 

3,000 
28,000 
41,300 
36,300 

The sum of the endpoint probabilities times the endpoint 
rewards yields the expected value of the solution: 

!:PiVi = expected value = $26,375 for the salary/illness t ree 

This set of hand computations is simple enough fo r the ex
ample given, but the solution is not so simple if the trees 
get larger. The question arises: how can the computer be used 
to generate and solve this kind of tree structure? 

LET THE MICRO SOL VE IT 

There are many ways to generate tree structures. Probability 
trees and their associated computations fonn a special class 
of tree structure tJlat can be generated and solved directly 
WitJl nested FOR·NEXT loops. The following program 
generates the salary/illness tree, develops and displays the 
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computations for each path, and computes the expected 
value of the outcomes. 

Program 

100 REW n PROB TREE GENERATION 
110 REM '"GET NUMBER OF BRANCHES 
120 READ LS, LI 
130 REM'" GET SALARIES S(I) AND PROBABILITIES PS(I) 
140 READ S(I), 5(2), 5(3), 5(4) 
150 READ PS(1). PS(2). PS(3), PS(4) 
160 REM'" GET ILLNESS COSTS AND PROBABILITIES 
170 READ ILL(l), ILL(2) 
180 READ PILL(I), PILL(2) 
190 R\<:M'" SET EXPECTED VALUE TO ZERO; CLEAR 

SCREEN 
200 EV"'O: CLS 
210 PRINT T AB(2)"I" T AB(6)"J" TAB(l1)"PROB" TAB(21) 

"NET SALARY" 
220 PRINT "--- --- -- - - --- ----------" 
230 REM'" GENERATE TREE PATHS 
240 FORI=lTOLS 
250 FORJ=ITOLI 
260 REM'" COMPUTE PATH PROBABILITY 
270 PROB '" PS(l) • PILL(J) 
280 REM'" COMPUTE NET SALARY 
290 NET" S(I) + ILL (I) 
300 REM'" COM.PUTE EXPECTED VALUE 
310 EV = EV + PROB , NET 
320 REM'" DISPLAY PATH RESULTS 
330 PRINT TABel) I TAB(S)} TAB(IO)PROB TAB(20) NET 
340 NEXT J 
350 NEXT I 
360 REM'" DISPLAY EXPECTED VALUE 
370 PRINT: PRINT "EXPECTED VALUE = "; EV 
380 END 
1000 REM'" DATA VALUES 
1010 DATA 4,2 :REM LS, LI NUMBER OF BRANCHES 
1020 DATA 20000,25000,33000,41300 :REM SALARIES 
1030 DATA ,3, .38, .27, .05 :REM SALARY PROBABILITIES 
1040 DATA 0, -SooO :REM ILLNESS COSTS 
1050 DATA ,98, .02 :REM ILLNESS PROBABILITIES 

When the program is entered and RUN, the screen will show 
the same results that were just discussed for solving the salary/ 
illness probability tree by hand . The program is written in 
Level II BASIC for the TRS-80. 

For tree structures with more nodes, the program can be 
altered by adding more FOR-NEXT loops for each node 
in the tree . and setting up the additional data elements. 
If this approach is used on larger problems. a few key items 
rrl\,Ist be considered, 

SIZE AND DEPENDENCIES 

The size of the tree (the number of paths) grows quickly 
as the number of nodes is increased. An eight node tree 
where each node has three branches will have 38

• or 6561 
paths. Adding one more node of three branches to this t ree 
gives a total of 19.683 paths! nus fact underscores the idea 
of including only important variables in the tree. Otherwise, 
the computation time can become prohlbitive, 

The other item to be considered is the relationshlps that might 
exist between one node and the next. In the salary/illness tree. 
the probability of illness was assumed to be independent of 

the salary figure; the probability of health or illness did not 
vary as the salary changed, A case could be constructed where 
the opposite might be postulated: as the salary increases. 
the probability of illness also increases due to extra stress, 
In the latter case, the probabilities in the second node would 
be dependent on the branch being traveled in the first node. 
The data might look like thls: 

Salary 
$20,000 
25,000 
33,000 
41,300 

Probability of nIness 
.02 
.04 
.10 
.20 

The example program would have to be altered so that the 
probability of illness (PILL) array would be a 4 x 2 matrix, 
,PILL(4,2), and the probability calculation changed to: 

PROB" PS(I)' PILL(I,J) 

SUMMARY 

This article has discussed, in brief. a method for generating 
and solving probability trees using FOR-NEXT loops. The 
technique provides a way to systematically produce the paths 
along a multi -stage tree -like structure, and associate data with 
the path being traveled. The progranl is particularly applicable 
to probability trees with both independent and dependent 
data elements, 
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Squadron Leader games are not just shoot 'em up arcade 
games, but detailed historical simulations. Each of these 
games gives you a choice of dozens of combinations of 
friendly aircraft (controlled by you) and enemy aircraft (con· 
trolled by the computer), Each is carefully researched and 
simulated for factors of speed, manueverablllty, firepower. 
sturdiness, and ra te of climb. Success or failure depends Of) 

your ability to learn and exploit the advantages and 
weaknesses of every aircraft, 
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Instructions; a tactics reference cor.;:!; and player's manual, in 
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The Computing Teacher is published by the 
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Computing! Please bill me 512 for 6 issues. 

Q Your students are gathering around the several PET computers in your 
• classroom. And they all are hungry for hands-on turns at the keyboards. 

Some students are just beginning to understand computers; others are 
so advanced they can help you clean up the programs at the end of the period. 
How do you set up a job queue. how do you keep the beginners from crashing a 
program. how do you let the advanced students have full access? And how do you 
preserve your sanity while all this is going on? 

A. With the Regent. 

Q. What is the Regent? 
A The ultimate in classroom multiple PET systems. A 

• surprisingly inexpensive. simple. effective way to have 
students at all levels of computer capability work and learn 
on a system with up to 15 PETs while the instructor has 
complete control and receives individual progress reports. 

Up to 15 PETs. one dual disk drive and as many as five 
printers can interface with the Regent. and do all those good things we promised. It's designed to operate with 
8K. 16K. 32K PET I CBM models and with the Commodore disk drives and new DOS. 

------
Five levels of user privilege, from the Systems Level. 
through Levels One and Two. Student; Levels One and 
Two. Ooerator. From f"lnlv th,. 11<:" nf <:I/<:T< ...... rnmm:o"rl<: 

and to the disk and bus. This situation can. of course 
be corrected partially by the Proctor. completely by the 

s inadvertant disruption when one 
loading and another is being used. 

harge of the bus and resolves 
cts. Each student can load down 
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Q Your students are gathering around the several PET computers in your 
• classroom. And they all are hungry for hands-on turns at the keyboards. 

Some students are just beginning to understand computers; others are 
so advanced they can help you clean up the programs at the end of the period. 
How do you set up a job queue, how do you keep the beginners from crashing a 
program, how do you let the advanced students have full access? And how do you 
preserve your sanity while all this is going on? 

A. With the Regent. 

Q. What is the Regent? 
A The ultimat e in classroom multiple PET systems. A 

• surprisingly inexpensive. simple. effective way to have 
students at all levels of computer capability work and learn 
on a system with up to 15 PETs while the instructor has 
complete control and receives individual progress reports. 

Up to 15 PETs. one dual disk drive and as many as five 
printers can interface with the Regent. and do all those good things we promised. It's designed to operate with 
BK. 16K. 32K PETICBM mOdels and with the CommOdore disk drives and new ~OS. 

Five levels of user privilege. from the Systems Level. 
through Levels One and Two. Student: Levels One and 
Two. Operator. From only the use of system commands 
to complete control for the exclusive use of the 
instructor. 

There's complete system protection against the novice 
user crashing the program: the Instructor has total 
control over. and receives reports concerning. usage of 
all PETs. 

A complete set of explanations for all user commands 
is stored on the disk for instant access by all users. 
And a printout of the record of all usage of Regent is 
available at the instructor'S command. 

The Regent includes a systems disk with 100.000-plus 
bytes for program storage. a ROM program module. 
together with a Proctor and a SUS·it ... and complete 
instructor and student user manuals. 

Q. SUB-it? Proctor? What are they? 
A The SUB-It is a single ROM Chip (on an interface 

• board in the case of the original 2001-8 models) 
that allows up to 15 PETs to be connected to a 
common disk via the standard PET-IEEE cables. The 
Commodore 2040. 2050 or 8050 dual disks and a 
printer may be used. 

(The SUB-it has no system software or hardware to 
supervise access to t he IEEE bus. The system is thus 
unprotected from user-created problems. Any user
even a rank novice-has full access to all commands 

------
and to the disk and bus. This situation can. of course 
be corrected partially by the Proctor. completely by the 
Regent.) 

The SUB-it prevents inadvertant disruption when one 
unit in a system is loading and another is being used. 

The Proct or takes charge of the bus and resolves 
multiple user conflicts. Each student can load down 
from the same disk but cannot inadvertently load to or 
wipe out the disk. Good for computer aided instruction 
and for library applications. offering hundreds of 
programs to beginning computer users. 

A combination of hardware and software protects the 
disk from unexpected erasures and settles IEEE bus 
usage conflicts. Only the instructor or a delegate can 
send programs to the disk. Vet all the PETs in the 
system have access to all disk programs. Available for 
all PET ICBM models. SUB-it and PET intercontrol 
module and OLW (down-loading software) are included. 

Q. How expensive are these classroom 
miracles? 

A We think the word is Inexpensive. The Regent 
• system is $250 for the first PET: $150 for each 

additional PET in the system. The SUB·lt is 540. (Add 
an Interface board at $22.50 if the PET is an original 
2001-8.) And t he Proctor is $95. 

There are cables available. too: 1 meter at $40 each; 
2 meter. 560 each: 4 meter. $90 each. 

Phone or writ e for information. We' ll be delighted to answer any questions 
and to send you the complete information package. 

Skyles Electric Works 
231 E South Whisman Road. Mountain View. California 94041 (415) 965-1735 
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10 RECREATIONA L COMPUTING 

puters 
Are 

Mostly 
Used 

Against 
People 

From Volume I, No. 1 
People's Computer Company Newspaper 
October 1972 

Way back in 1972, in those far away days 
before there really was such a t hing as a 
home computer, a few farsighted indio 
viduals decided to bring computers to 
the people. The best way they could find 
to do this was through a small store, 
the People's Computer Center, where 
people could come in, pay $3 and have 
access to a computer for an hour. It was 
a kind of very early and egalitarian time
sharing system. Eventually, the group, 
which was led by Bob Albrecht and in
cluded Jerry Brown, Le Roy Finkel, 
Mary 10 Bajada, Keith and Lois Britton, 
Joanne Verplank and Dennis Allison, 
decided to start a newspaper. 

Instead Of For People 
Used To Control 

Instead 
Of To FREE Them 

lime To Change All That
We Need 

A PEOPLE'S 
COMPUTER 

It was eight years ago this October that 
the fIrst issue of the People's Computer 
~ompany'newspaper rolled off the press . 
Wild, wacky, chaotic, absurd, infuriating, 
hilarious, chock fu ll of ideas, riddled 
with dragons, drowned in excesses of 
beer suds and strong Peet's coffee, and 
never, never aJoar: this was the pce 
newspaper. 

In eight years a lot of things have hap
pened. What had seemed like a fuzzy 
idea-computers for the people - is now a 
reality. The first real home computer, the 
Altair 8800, made the scene in 1975 with 
a price tage of under $400. Accessible 
to many, but not to all: the Altair was a 
kit. A couple of years later, Commodore 
introduced its PET, the first standalone, 

COMPANY I 
inexpensive home computer. The market 
opened up immediately and the rest 
is history. 

We here at the People's Computer Com
pany are proud to have been a vital part 
of that history. We were here at the 
beginning. The pce newspaper is no 
longer a newspaper; for some years it has 
been a magazine, and a year ago we 
changed our name to Recreational 
Computing. Commencing with the No
vember/December issue , RC will have a 
new editor , Joan Hiraki, a talented 
woman who is brimming with ideas and 
plans for the future. 

And so, on our eighth anniversary, let's 
pause for a brief look back at some of 
the highlights . On the next few pages we 
present excerpts from PCC's upcoming 
book , "The Best of the People's Com
puter Company," which will be available 
thjs winter. You can see the gamut that's 
been run in our pages: everything. We've 
never had a hard and slick format, and 
the newspaper/magazine has just kept 
changing with the times. We hope you 
enjoy this look back. 

Thank you, one and all for reading us, 
and we hope you continue to do so for 
years to come. Here's to the future. 

SEPTEMBER 1980 " 
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14 RECREATIONAL COMPUTING 

The Computer & the mover 

R~lr~II"l1iy. tht namtlZ"d €ompany ofllr~ ;DI"'Jlt$tlZ,tlSt 
liral products Ihls€omputu gtntn>ltd """vi",. "",IOJI in 
th. shufflt 

A French .. c.vc. by ,h. n.me or Joseph Ja.q ..... rd in •• ",.d 
•• "y ""phi .. i,.,.d 'Y~ "floom th .. fi ... arrived in America 
about 1820 and ..... opc ... cd by hand wi,h ,h. ny,,,,.huttl •. 
The Jacquard .".chmen' could b •• dded to l""m' .Irudy " 
in we fo< Double Wea •• co •• ,I,,,_ and ,hu. ,h. mochan;"'.;on 
"r _.ving had begun. j><'1 ..... ,d·. in~n'ion con.istcd of. 
se.i ... of card. with large and om.1I punched hole. th ... cti· 
va.ed 'he h .. n ..... of ,h. loom (as many as.f(l"" time) and 
nude .h. PO"""' 11' ...... b""ame very proficitn. and could 
"punch" ,h.i. card • .., .. t" .. ,;,fy ,h. d<sign whim. of ,hcit 
< .... om ..... 

Some inf.,.."",.ion .bou, the "'" of. <oml"""'o gen.r.,. 
de.ign. wiU bl! found in ,h. HANDWEA VER and CRAFTSMAN 
.... prin •. LOURIE. JANICE R .• Win,.,. 1966. "The Tex,il. 
Deoigner of ,h. fu'ure" and VELD ERMAN. PATRICK. Fall. 
1911. "Compu", C.ntfa<ed o..."ho' P.".m." 

WEAVING BY THE CARD 
In 1728 a French engineer invented this automatic loom. An 
endle$S chain of punched cards was set to rotate past the 
needles of the loom . As the cards m oved by only t h e needles 
wh ich matched holes were able to penetrate and their th reads 
determined t h e pattern. 

DRAGON EMBALMERS 

Morlal~ andlor Dragons: 

We, the mOltieian!, having observed your paper fm a 
YUr, have decided 10 subscribe. Please enter us upon 
your mailing list. 

We have been using a ~mOle hook·up wilh the Univac 
1108 ~tlhe llIinois Insh tule of Technology. Recently 
..... obla'ned a se<:ond hook·up with Ihe IBM 360 al 
Ihe Chicago Boord of Educ~tion. W. have implemellled 
several of your games on the 360. Som. of Ih...., games 
are Chomp. SuM' WwnplolS. Numbtr. 51111rk. Hu,k/r. 
and soon 51o, Trade,. For the most pari. Ihe Innsl.lion 
10 Ihe 360 (using a 'rax' compiler. which we don·tlike . , 
all) has been smood,. Howev.r, we d,d run into some 
problems. Fmexample, you can't transfer 10 11 

DIMENSION, REMARK. Or 10 Ihe firsl Stalement of. 
subrouline. 

Anyone who h.d 01 is having l imilar problems or lInyone 
who wishes to know mOre aboul our implementauons 
is inviled 10 eomact I.1S at the following addr~S5: 

The Monidans 
3326 E. 19ht. SUee l 
Lansing. II. 60438 
c/o Paul A. Kubinski 

Ordinarily, we rd.ain from doing anYlhing (onsul.1c tive 
bul as they say 'the lim ..... ·.-<.:hangin.' So. ye reade rs 
of P<'C. we mOl"tici~ns in defense of th e under·plhlileged. 
in pursuit of jus lice. and in recognition or those wllo are 
nOI excoplional e.xample~ 10 mankind bUI ye t ~re 
consistently medioc~ , end Ihis le tl e •. 

freedom of Ine Pr.ss . ... . 
TheMorlicians 

GAME PARLOR 

Dear People. Company: 

Believing thai computers Can St,,'e people in Iheir 
=realion:llas _II as Iheir business lives, we at CRI 
are curnntly preparing 10 open a computer lime
$ha.w game parlor in Ihe New Ju<ey area. Evenlually 
_ hope 10 be able 10 provide a 10lal computer amuse
menl environmenl within which Our U"'!'Ii can I 

I 
fI) 
m 
(3) 

play game$ wilh each olher, I 
play game~ wilh Ihe machi"e. I 
walch olh •• people play games. 
3Cc~~ a variety of amusemenl'orienled database .. I 

We would g~ally enjoy hearing from PeC people and 
readet$ wilh regards 10 'heir idea.!. obsoe .... alions. a nd 
opinions on Our vemure. In parlicula ....... a~ curren tly 
consideri ng for purchase any and all nature of BASIC 

IPtOgramlPed amusemenlS, pmO"S. diversion •• and pasl· 
times. We _k"""e proposals from programming 

l en lhusiasts who han or would be willing 10 develop I BAS IC programs for CRJ. 

I 
ScOI1 B_ CUlhery 
CRI CorpOrlll ion 
P.O. Box F 
C iffwood. New Jef2Y 

Sc~T7 ~ L=1f.J /,(:t A 

0772l 

Jrt-Il.r 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I , 

TED, COME HOME - ALL IS FORGIVEN 

To my honorary parents and members of my k.ara!l:f 
II pee ( .... ad Vonnegut's Cals Cradle!) 

I Stud you greetings and salutalions Once again from 
the land of sand . milk, and honey _ although 
(excepti",lhe Sinai and Ihe ~ad Sea area) more 
and more of Ihe !lind is luming inlo CREEN! 

It is with pleasure Iha! I announce Ihat I am '10 give 
my firsl "paper" ( to be published wilh the Conference 
I'roceedings) al Ihe second Jerusal.,m Conference on 
Te<:hnolog)'. From whu I can $«. il looks like a 
loner in a fO~1 of lechnologicaUy-oricnted a,Iicles, 
sinu IIIe lille is: "CAl _ Computer A$<lned 
Inhibilion or Inspiration?" _ in which I tried 10 
point oUI thai CAl has been losingoul on ;IS biggtst 
polenlial by concelllrating on rein forcing "righI"' 
1I1$_rs. inslead of I~'ting children play and explore 
new concepts, and that continualion of dogmalic 
behaviorism will end up producing children inhibiled 
lowards crealive Ihinking. Pop Albrechl is quoled 
(from Ihe Salurday Review arlicle) -I'll try 10 
IICIld I copy of Ihe arlklt 10 PeC, although Ihe finks 
don'lgivc me any reprints! 

Your n.""paper has bee:n a smash hil here - ilS's 
being used mOre and more for ideas. and I '''-'peel 
you will be lCCe;"ing mort orders from leachers 
<wer here for subsc riptions of Iheir own. 

More happy ne"". I received an NIMH pre-doctoral 
fcllo-..sltip (2 years) 10 do research on developing a 
seri.,. of compule. assiSled (inspirational) p.ograms 
10 luch ~rtain <Iralegies of problem .olving and 
c .... alive Ihinking. One of !he main ideas was to 
Iry to pul cerblin related computer gamu and 
simulations inlO optimalleamingsequencO"S _l ike 
LIllI' different kinds of bnard games 101l"Ihu or do a 
,.ri.,. of games relaled !o indue live ...... oning. If 
anyone h. heard of a ny work being done like Ihis, 
pica .... have Ihem conlaCI me-

Ted ~hn 
c/o Rehov Maoz . 4 
Civllayim. [~rael 

MIKE PITT STRIKES AGAIN 

Du. lIig A. 

YEA YEA YEA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Thi. is ju.t a note 10 leU you I'm dead and I;"ing;n NY. 

I've already gOI a ... sponse from my lelfers you primed. 
a guy from Tens is sendin~ me. prinlout of Ihe Came 
Wumpus in RPC. is Ihallolally illSllne! I don ' l even know 
his nallle. 

I"m going to Columbia Universily during Ibe SUmmer 10 
leam ,ne 5(lme BASIC and olher Sluff. OR I"LL go to . 
NSF funded Ihing)' al Brooklyn Polylechnic Univel10ily 
where Ihey leI you play around wilh Ihe stuff Ihey gOI 
there WOH! 

I s!ill don'l know whal 10 do wi lh lhe MONROBOT XI 
don'l you have any ideas? Please ask around . 

Mike Pill 
213·17861h Avenue 
Queens Villlll". NY 11427 
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P.op .. •• Ccmpuler Caller. "Gotchar 
aies .. twelvo-yeu..{)1d as he "shoots 
down" III enemy ,paoeshlp blipping 
ILCrOSS • computer screen. Another com
puter rlays footlnll IlId is on the mort 
end 0 • 3S-O route .. t the hands of I 

dignified middJe..aged man. Mr oom
puter plays "guess a number." guess 
three-dlpt combinations; it signals 
"'bagels if II~ of the digits are cor· 
rect, "pico" if I digit is correct but in 
the wrong pi .. "" and "fenni" if a digit 
i. corre<:t and in the right pi""". I ~ 
6ve tbnes, a"d it types, "You got it. 

Bob Albre,.:ht runs this workshop. 
It's much like his PeupJe's Computer 
Center in Menlo Park, which, be hopes, 
will be a prototype fur setting up 
"friendly neidlhorhOOd cumputer cen
te,,- everywhere. '"We'd like people 
to think of w as the local bowlinl l Uey 
........ place to l....."e have fun, Pys 
Albrecht. What ,hoot the schools? Ap_ 
other workshop leader ... ys nearly a 
n,illion students ill grade school and 
high school are now getting SUJ1"\e part 
of their edUcatiOIl from cumpulen. "A 
<"OII1puler call respond moment by 
moment to Ihe Buctuations of a 1dd $ 

curiosity," he says. "Kids can learn to 
progra!" compute" 1.$ early as fourth 
lI~de. 

! had reopened 
doors into ways 
of learning that I 
had shut or that 
had been closed 
upon me for years. 

PEOPLE'S COMPUTER COMPANY sounds 

like a DP-orienled WHOLE EARTH CATALOG. 
I'm inlerested . 

Dover, De!aware 

Name The Dragon 
Dear PCG, 

How about a name the dragon (the one with 3l\eads) 
oontest? 

Ira Wexler 3031 Glen Ave. 
r'--). __ ~",~Itimore, MD 2121 5 

c:-C"' .. UT .... 

P. O. BOX 310 • 

'A llo. I"m in prison in fraly. I fan't .HoJi bt'I!C/i1l8 
me mind. 2 years to go. Plea.le ht'"d it SOlllt' 

mOTe. will! Y' splendid nl'wSlelll'r. I lIeI'd ,t!
creating &: edt/cIJ lillg. 

S.udeglllJ. lraly 

RECREATIONAL COMPUTING 

FRIENDS 0/ 

(SO'l""\-4 ~"'VE n C;1"£PS) ... CO Jliso;,l.o ..... a-tG4: 
I",,"~~~ Ol'lL o,c.Lo:. SA-sT ~ G+- ,,.,.-10 "5~ 
WO"'p C'lt 65 ~......-:i..., "PO<:>"'-," !o~s· ~1.J(.~I,IX)J:;It.H 
-two 1.<.0;"' ,. -si ... <::4.. it;. '3~ "SD..ct"H -to ]..1+ . (:r-+ 
,~ UIO'\+''''ULS, ;-t-- ~"& O'"O$."S ~"' '1 o::>bs-/r.ac lil.~ 
~~"""'o"!IJ') 

remember 
~ 

:If' 

.~~~ 

~~ 

~ 

J 
~ 

~ 
' ...... .......... . 

NA _ 
"-AA ... Mou.."I"tA t t<J5. 

®·Qu..iat:.S .... ""b 

. ...... 

My Idl>a is to set up ~n INl:HI-IORN 
type Il·'me along tne lines of \JUMPUS. One person sets up a board 

'. with varl<'us hazards . An<'lther persnn Is df"sll'lnsted as the ' worm ' • 
• The object Is tn get th", "nTm frnm corner (1.1) tn th'" opposite 
: ,"orner . The persnn who made up the .board now her"me~ the INCHWDRM ' A eyes 
: because everyone KNOWS Inchworms are blind _ To play. the worm starts 
• out by IDOving in any direction, fro., (1,1) . The eyes tell the worm if 
• it comes within one square of any hazard . The worm ",uSC then avoid the 
: hazard, If the worm hits the ha~ard , the ha7.ard, what"ver it is, is 
· a"tivated . In other words , this is the. same of WUMPUS translated into 
: INCHWORM, with the ' eyes ' person acting as the comput~r . HoW ' s that? 

.".,. Andy Finkel tit 
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Remember your rmt birtMay? 
Maybe the Clke looked like lhis 

How Do You SpelL PEEPEL? 

Look it up in the New Phonetic Spe/llng 
Dic llOlUlry by Ikhzad Kasravi. First, 
remove the vowels. then look up PPL 
and find 

PPL 
PH 
PH 

People 
Papilla 
Pupil 

Aha! Here it is. 

In other words, this is a phonetic 
spelling diclion~ry that goes Slricd y 
by the pro nounced sounds of the 
COlIJ"onallts of words. 

Interes ted? Go to the source. 

Behlad Kasravi 
lNTERBOND 
P. O. Ball 5S66 
Santa Barham. Ca. 
93108 
{80S )962.990S 

Well, on your SoeCond birthday there were 2 eand~, on your third birthday 3 CIIndles, . nd 
so on. As we grow oider, the number of candles gets embarrassingly III,.. and harder to 
blow 0111. 

Sooo • •• why not try a binary birthday cake? 

ONE YEAR OLD TWO YEARS OLD THREE YEARS OLD FOUR YEARSOLO 

FIVE S1X SEVEN 

and aD on. With 4 candlelll, we can 10 up to IS years old. with S candles. up to 31 yean old 
and with 6 candles, up to 63. 

39 Y EARS OLD 58 YEARS OLD 

But if you are 58, get people to look at the cake from the back instead of the front ... 
in fact. if you don' , puC some thing on Ihe cake 10 indica te lhe fro nt. YOU I aga will be 
ambiguous (unless. o f COUIR. il is a binary palindrome !). 

A PALINDROMEI 

How many candles would Methuselah need? 

How many candles would Gandalf need? 

How many candles would a Ol<lson need? 

And. fo r all you computer people out there-

H_ il a cake with an extra BYTE 
.... ... ............ , ...... ..... ... ". 
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Going to buy a Minicomputer for yourself! 
".....1'.'--

your school! 
your friend ? 

Before you do it, GET 
JANUARY 1975 VOLUME 7. NUMBER 1 

POp'ular Electronics" 
-----------------;. WOflI.O·SI.~RGEsr.l!EWN(l HEcr_OCS""GAZrNE 

and read about 
THI: HOMI: COMPUTIUf IS HEREI 

Fo, ","ny ,. .... ,.. ... DMrI ,,,,"ing Ir>d _"ng 11>01<1 how 
CO"",,"''''' will """ ""y t>o I """...."" Item. Th.,.'o' •. ,..." '''''''".y "..0U<I1O ".._"n Ihl ...... ll ... Ii'"'C<>m"'"'~1 ~ 
01 m,nlcomp,,'" .... ofKl .. It< pUolIOl>l<l ,n.'" priced ... th,n flocn 
~''IIlny """ .... oIClO-ln.AIII;' 8800, wi,h . n "nd .. ·$oOOO 
t'" 'ploll101 cool. '''''''''''ng c.b< ... , 

T·, g;.-you """"oorgh1'o ou' ""ilOri.'II""'I", Ih"f1IO(NfI1o" • 
.... oj«:l.,..,..II "'I .. mine<lll<>' 10 p, ... n' . " 10;1111' <:""""" .. 
"omon,",IO' wi 'h bI,nklng LED·. ,Ila, """,'d O< "'P\-; t>o I" n 10 "..,11d 
."d w.leh. ".." sulf .. Irom iI",II"" " .. ,"'_. Hlgn ch,p COSIO _,M nl .. mado tnl .. moll .. pen",," 'oy WII. , w. wa nl"" I.,. 
ou,~,. 101 ........... I·ln ... rt ml",eO""",IOI' wno .. 
oapabirltin would m.le~ Iho .. 01 c", .. nl\-; • •• ,1."", "nl ... , • 
...... I'"CU"" cI tho Col'. 

Aft., ''' '''n~ down 'h, .. CO"",""" pro,le' propo .... 'hot did 
"," _1~ ... ,oq,,;'.monl ' .I"" b,., kll"or.rgh "" 0 ma<lo pooUlr.-. 
"';Ih , ...... 00,.Oil;1y 01 tho 10 •• 1Il080 n-chann" CPU ("..·",.1 
"..00 ...... "n/I)-I .... n,gnnH>OI"",mo""'.llngl .. ohlp pr"",,'''''' 
...I "~I,", Ih l.llmo. As ... o,III.Ai'oi, 6IlOO on .... up '0 6~.OOO 
_.01 m."""Y. 2'51! InpulO.n<I ... ",ul ... m""o""",,SIy. OU. 
IInl . . ... noion. OIIbroull_ ,nil .... ""'''''''' Il~ ,,_. Ind 'aol 
oyclo timl . omong ollte< ".., .. 0'. o""OeIOl'i"'o" P.,iph ... 1 
IqUIPm.", sucn n •.. ""'." .. CRT '.,m,n.' i •• 'pec''''' 10 t>o 
••• 111Il10. '00.'0 mok. "p' ,.,"'in·po<:kl1·l>Ool<-,...,n 
"""h"I1",,,,,, mln,CO<IIP"'" .~'om 

Ul>Iik •• calaolato,_nd _.,. ".. ... "Iong In und .. ·SIIO 
..,,...II1ic: e.'cuIlIO' In In .. , ..... 1. loo-<:ompu,"" c.n mIke 
Ioglol'<I«;llItmfJ I", "" ""oounling .plem. n .. !g,,,,,,, co""",I ... 
lI ..... ono,.., oompU, .... oophlll'cII"" 'nllu"",n oplOm . .,," 
thou .. r>doo'o' .... ""plic:.tion .. ~h. P _"·oIAl,.,,8800,oOllc" 
,n'lli con nondll m. ny p,,,,,' •• ': ,,",,!', .. ""'''y 

WIIOI ,..',. p, ... nling 10 YO". U'. i'Cl"" ........ H OCTJIONC ....... "'. 

"'erll", • . i • • ml,,;oompu'., Ihot w,lI gr"OW .i'". ,""" _S. lllhe, 
)~In ..... 11\0'.,.;11 t>o oboel .. "" .. you mO"l m",M d_'y InlO 
oompu fOf",,,,, ""pllelliona. Wilh mln<oo""",'OfS .""ioillng." 
,nn",1 O'owth "II 0' oomo r.o\Io •• <cording 10 Ih. E.l.A... . nd"';lh 
.... o<Iic:tion.ln.' ,i. ou, 01 ton co"""', .... 00I<I Oy '975,.,11 be 
m,nl·o. \'0<1 o.on". SUf, 'ho' ' .... 11 """ t>o monilcl" " .... _ can",,' 
oyon 'hin k 01 "' Ihi, 11m. 

T ...... ·" t>o """. ec .. ,ag. "" Ihi ""010<". lu"'" ' ....... 

' Iy ... _" , '0 buy rOIl' "«YO ..... ALTA,R 8800. \If at .... , r.,d ou' m.,..boII, I,. "";C< : 

MITS.JNC.. P.O.Box 8636. Albuq""qll<,NlII 871 08 .•. '" ooU(SOS)UiJ-7SSJ 

r .... I ••• ALTAIR 881)(1 •••••• ....., 

PROCESSOR OESCRII'T'OH • 

~,I~'~~~' 1.,,-. .. -.-. .. -.>0 .. -. .. ., 

'Ii II~~~' 
The M.,..,. 01,11< ALTAIR 8800 .. .... 
INTEL 8OSJlMICROI'IWCESSOR • ........ 

"<h;p.~ W. couIdn', fond. pie,,,,. of , ... 

INTEL 8080 in 'im. ' IX 'h ......... bu' 
........ p;c.u .. of ,II< INTEL 8008. ...::;:., .... =~~:....... ...... ~"I<""" '0 ,II< 808il. 

"AM.AOM .... OMI 

l 
......... _'''''',aeo ..... , ......... , 

.20 .. '..,"' .. _ ....... . .................... . '""x, ........... wiU .... , ... n...bou, 
,II< lro-EL lI08Omie",_oo ,h:o, 

.. -;..,. ... -'-~' .. ~ ''"."tl:t /~ 
p<OfIit ........ , oec .... ~. of bccom;nl old· 

fo>JIiont<l. \\<bold! P.C.C .... ps '0 ,h • 
ru,.".! 

""~"' ... --"""""'" 
--~ ._ .... .. _--""' . .,.--' ..... -,-_. 
"~""-

fl lZlY "'UTO~I "'T'" >I ..... on •• o mol>nehr.ly •• nd ... ood. IV,""I .1 •• 1 

t .... " ........ t ............. ""'.u.o.. 

IUr .... 4l,I!.) (;- A II",.,E C",.."....U<f.) fcH~L CJ:JM""TfIl.
J 

FfllCNli Lj 1oI€!(;/I I" ~ WO()b CoMPI.rT(il., C"MM /.I tJ '"')' J.ll",IR.Y 

C" .... pu-rlfl. ... t:; ...... ~" PLAY/Nt; TuJJ t.CV,,,,6- f:.c_rrll .. 

UJ,,,,"" A>J INTlL 8008 c.e ']>J7rL &80; n.VJ~ 

W/l'T{ ,.. t.H1{1I. TO TIE pee "D/OIGDrJ? 
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APt News 
APL Press i • • new put}li$hi"llI>oUH dWl)t ed e~clusively 
to APL. In lin t book. to appear ttli. w mmer, is II 
higtl scllool '8)[t on elementarv a""IVsis t}v IVl!"son. 
Severa l other litl .. are planned for publication ttlis 
year, and Iurttl. manusa ipts .. e being soug-ht. 

A newsletter is also planned, to present brief articles, 
Il'oblam, . definition. of functions, reports on oon
fer~. o;:orrnponcil1>O!, and other ilem. of interest 
10 tile APL oommooity. Ttlelir51 issue, wtlich is 
dleduled for July. will include II raport by Profes.sor 
Jenkins on. recent APL implementor. workshop, an 
article on magic cubes by Professor Maulden, and 
mater il l on . new form 0 1 lunction dMinition I)[cerpted 
from a forthc:oming book. 

Readln internttd in r_ iving tile ne'W$letler and 
information on otn. pubticlliom, or in submitting 
mater ill for publication, 5hotJ ld .,... ite 10 APL Press 
80)[ 27. s-thmorl, PA 19081. 
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A Guidtd Tour ofCompul t r ProgramminS in BASIC by Thomas A. Dwyer 
IJnd Michael S. Kaufman 

avatklbfe from Houghton Mifflin Company 

BOsIO" . MA 02107 

People price S3.6(J 
School price $2. 70 

If you are I J 2 year old dngon and wanl 10 learn BASIC, gel this book 
and begin! Bul don' l be surprised if o lder dragons start looking over 
YOUl shoulder . .. Ihis is I fine gel-Slarted book for anyone who wlnts 
to learn BASIC. When you are finished wilh A 9uided TOUT • • • you 
will be ready to go it alone and learn about STRI NGS and FILES and 
MAT statements and other c)(otic features of the BASIC language. A-..,. . 

/Iwt,,.j; N1J 
~rt'1'f~ 

A --«-u,..,u 

This book is divided into lour parts: 

PART 1 will tell you a IitUe about computers and what to 
expect of them. It w ill also show you how to get the com
puter ready to " talk" to you (this is sometimes called 
logging in) . 

PAATS 2 AND 3 form the main part of the tour. They show 
you how to write compu ter programs. Aprogram is a lisl 01 
instructions thai makes the computer work for you, follow
in9 your wishes with great precision and speed . 

PART" is where the tun begins. II intreduces you to pro
fessional computer applications, including such things as 
an airline reservation system, automated game playing, and 
a program that " writes" payroll records. 

" 11'1 a subset 01 APLI" 
• OAU ....... TfO'O· 

REVERSE for a V;d~" T~rm",~1 

\..aM I"'l~. yo ", may r~(" ll. we <.I,·s("tl~d nUic ditlCf"l'1l1 ~a rf al'ull' vf lhe 
pille REVERSE. For yuu lud.y I"'vl"'l,' whu h~",'" ~I<"'u ,~rm'I1"1 Wllh 
an uddr~s.ah'" (u!"W r. her~ i," w"ion or RL VI RSEju,' 10' yvn. Th" 
v~"iul1 re" tur~s w me ,itn l"'l~ "a ni",at ,,,,," v" 110,' ,,·r~c., ," t h~ nunlh~r' 
~'<: , reve""<.1 ri~ h' hd 'n re y,,,,r,·y~'. Rcad>",' I kr,·w~ ~() Ih~ ~Jnle 
:<t ail s li~c .hi.' . 

RUN 

THIS IS THE GAME OF REVERS£. I WILL GIVE YOU A 
SCRAMBLED LI ST OF /lUMBERS . YOU UNSCRAMBLE THE LIST 
PUT IT INTO NUMERICAL ORDER. FOR EXAMPLE, 

SCRAMBLED LIST: 251<1763 

PUT IT IN THIS ORDER: 1 2 3 <I 5 6 7 

UHE N VOU ARE READY , PRESS RETURN ANO WILL TlLL YOU MORE 
ABDUT TilE GAME OF REVERSE . 

,~" 

b~y ellouJlh >0 far ... We "...,,.. RETURN ~,,<.I 

YOU HAY REVERSE TWO OR MORE NUMBERS IN THE LIST, STARTING 
FROM THE LEFT END OF THE LIST. FOW EXAMPLE, 

ORIG INAL LIST: 2 5 4 7 6 3 

WE REVERSE 3: 152 4 763 

YOU HAY CHOOSE THE SIZE OF THE LIST. YOU HAY ASK FOR UP 
TO 9 /lUMBERS. HOW HAN Y NUM BERS 00 YOU WAN!? 

u,t" try"n eosy ll<'m~ . We lyl'" 5 and press RLTURN. 

SC RAMBLED LI ST: 2 5 1 4 3 HOW HANY SHALL I REVERSE? 

Obvious ly (we thin~), we ~hou ld REV ERSE J >0 lhal I will t}~ in the fi ... l 
pla L~ . So. "'e ty po.' '3' and pros. RETUR N 

WO"' ~ If w~ could just show you the ~ct ion 011 the K recn ,n gloriou~ 
SUPER~8 ! Sill .. .., "'~ L-an 'l. he re ,s ~ rr:l me-by·(rJm( d(..:ril"ion o f what 
happ<: n~d . 

BOII4JIDB 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 

The fi rst three num~n. from lhe I~fr ~nd of the lis\, haw ~el1 
REVERSED. 

OR IGI NAL LIST NEW Ll ST 

2 5 1 4 3 I 5 2 4 3 

L T 
Wdl. we <li<.l ~~t I in .11l" tiN I ' I ~\."C. hv. lh~ r~.l vi Ihe 1"1 is . !l1I .cramMed. 
I lac i, th,' ,·" r"·111 ,','e uf afra'" 

SCRAMBLED L1~T: I 5 2 4 3 HOW HANY SHALL I REVERSE? _ 

L. .. t', re'w",·~. Thai ~hu"!d,,ut thc I Jnd ~ tv~,'lh(r. We tyl'" ~ an<.l 
1'1",-" RFTURN. The I ~n<.l tilt ~ m~rdl aHl\ff1<.1 on the ..:I't~n and 5etll~ 
ml(> the" n,'w pia .. .., •. 

SCRAMBLED LIST: 5 1 2 4 3 HOW MANY SHAll I REVERSE? , 

Aha' 5;' now in th., finot "b,..,. I fw~ RI·V LRSI: S. w~ w,1I pu.5 In th~ 

fif. h " .... ~..,' s.... wc <.Iv ,I. 

SCRAMBLED LIST: 3 4 Z 1 5 JfOW MANY SHALL I REVERSE? , 

Jl'" 10 f"l'lnin<.l yuv. we ",·, 11 ,hu", the al.·llUn dU/1ll' ~ha~ la'l lnove. All 
r,w nlu,,"""" wi ll muw un Ih,' >cr~(n' 

BDDJDD 
WII,'" ~vu l'rO~ rJII111,,>. h~ .ur~ In leav\.· ~non~h rOOIil al)o~~ ~nd below 
ll,,' 1,,1. "" lhal lh~ n,"nh~ .... ha v~ roum tn mov~ In. Remcmb~r, lhere C~f1 
"" ul' tu 9 numb-c .... in th~ Ii,l. 

Ev~nll,ally. W" did put lh~ Ii.t ,n ord~r Jnd th~ .. vmpvter d!splay~d the 
lollowin, n",ssa,~. 

UNSCRAMBLED LIST: I Z 3 4 5 YOU 010 IT!!! 

00 YOU WAHT TO PLAY AGAI N? ' 

Ifyuu tyP<' YES. the 'vmputer w,1I ~a'" again. askina you how many 
numbo:rs you want- If you typo.' NO. the ~"Omput~r m" ht $ay som~ t hi n, 
like: THANKS FOR PLAYING WITH ME. LET'S PLAY AGAI N SOME· 
TIME. • 

YOUR TU RN. Wnt~ th~ prOJr:lm. If you do. we would surc hh to 
see it. If you..,nd vs the prolfllm. pLca5e tell us whal 
version of BAStC" lor olhcr I,nauaae) you have used 
and the nam~ of your vidro terminal. 

Q'py,;,hl (fl/971 by BIJb Albrt<N.l 
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TELETYPES 

./~_.carj£oarj 
___ --J--felelype 

s?,ndle 

511 

~=d/ 

WfSE .. ') 
Is it wise 10 buy a Teletype from Teletype Corp? 

In Ihe inlerest of saving money we checked Ollt 
the possibility of buying tele t ypewriters from 
Teletype Corporation direCl]y. rather Ihan buying 
through a local dealer (which is wh~t we pre
"iolls]y recommended). 

We found Teletype Corp. to be most coopernl ive, 
They sugges ted that imerested readers contact 
their Los Angeles sail'S office at I Z I J 1724-6040 
Or tll ... i. I.'entrnl number, J 11 1982·2500. or write 
directl y to the plant : 

Teletype Corporation 
Sales Department 
5555 West Tonhy Ave. 
Skokie. III. 60076 

You shuuld note till' purchas..- ur:l Telel Yl1e is a 
a1sh 0lleratiul1. I):l yment is due in to tal in 30 
days. If you want to lease a lTV. you'll have 
10 dl'al willi RCA. Weslem Union or 3 loeal 
dealt-r. You should also noh~ Iha! prices are 
F.O.B. planl , which means the buyer pays the 
freight eharges from Skokie. Illinois Ihis 
will probably run 3 minimu", of 520 per unil. 

We were unable !O 8et any rlefi niti ~e respon,;e 
tu a qlleslion on delivery dales. Rumor h3~ il 
that yoo will wait 6 - 8 months for de lh'ery 
when you buy from Ihe faetory. Even if de
livery is only 4 moutlls (we'w been wrong 
before) yuu have 10 PLAN AliEAD. 

Ouce delivered, your1TY will ha>'e 10 be 
'·inslalled.·· Though it's checked out at Ille 
fa("!ory. 1000 miles in a truck may beat il up. 
Inslallation {final tesl aud adjos trnelll) by 
Teletype will eosl you $75/ullil plus mileage 
if you're more Ihan 25 Iniles from an offare . 
Our friends at Dala Terminals will only charge 
about S35 /unil if YOIl have tile machine shiPl1ed 
10 Iltcir o ffice in San Jose - then Ihey will 
deli"er it to YOIl. Data Tenl1inab cla ims Ihal 
unless yoo have 3n experienced mall al your 
school to eheck onl your uew TrY, you 
could possible find you~1f in ( .. ,, / trouble a 
few weeks laler. __ 

RECREATIONAL COMPUTING 

.. .......................... " ............................................. -
Huw M"ny terminals 10 you need? 

Grddes 9 12 Slarting In termcdiJle TOtdl 
Enrollmcn l ProgrJm' Us .. ge 1 Pro):r d rn l 

Under 500 I 3 4 

50 1 - 1000 2 4 5 
1001 2000 3 5 7 

200 1 - 3000 4 8 " 3001 - 4000 5 " IS 
400 1 - 5000 6 14 19 
Over 5000 8 18 24 

(1) EI& tive coorse in compoter literaty or supplemental 
u~ in one year of ma thema tics. (10, I 5% of s [od"nt ~ 

will use compu ter regular ly; S% oc~~si on a ll y . ) 

(2 ) EI&tive coorse in computer lite racy and supplemental 
usc in one or twO years of malhematics and use of 
simulations in physics, biology, or social studies. 
(20-25% of stodems will use computer regularly; 
10·15% occasionally. ) 

(3 ) Elective courSe5 in computer literacy and computer 
sc ience and supplemental use in three yeus of math 
and use of simulations in two or more sobject areas. 
(30-35% of studcms will use computer regularly; 
25·30% otcasionally. ) 

Compliments o f Dave Ahl, DEC. 

~ ......................................................................... . 
Well . is it worth it ? We priet'd out the following 
unit which is perfee! for a T IS lerminal. ASR 33 
Data Terminal wilh paper 13pe reader/punch. 
friction feed paper. automatic reader cont rol 
(X-on. X-off), ME Iype wheel (give a slashed 
zero). pedes lal mount including chad box 
and copy hokler. 
Modol 3l2015JC 
Towhi<h ... od~ 

Pr..,. h70 
T •• _ ... ;,,~ 20 

I ..... " .. ;"n ~( ... ....., 

"""Ii"",1 
TOTAl SlO~ 1<0"1'1..-. 

... 'lncl ....... 1 

The same uni l from our friends al Dala Terminals 
is only $ 1100 and they can del iver quickly and 
will assume all resllonsibility for barl unils etc. 

Is it worth il? We don'llhink so. Not if yoo're 
buying onesy. Iwosy units . The $60/unil profil 
you give to your local dealer will save you more 
than thaI inaggraval ion and risk, BUT. if you're 
buying lOIs:! terminals. it might well be worth 
the risk to buy all your units d irecl from Teletype 
3'ld have Ihen, iuslalled by your loeal men. 

Olher words of wisdom -

Yuu can buy a builtin modem from Teletype 
also. The modem runs 3n additiona l $200 
or so. It mUSI be hard wired to a le lephone 
Data Access Arrangement (DAA). You cannol 
use a builtin acoustic coupler with Ihe 
3320/5JC for some strange reason. You have to 
10 use 3 separa le coupler sitting on Ihe noor 
or nearby. 

Teletype recommends maintenance every 750 
hours or 6 months. How do you keep track? 
For SI5 more. lhey will equip your1TY wi lh 
an elapsed tlmer thaI reeords Ihe "molor-oll" 
lime 10 the nearest hour. We Ihink it's a 
wOrlhwhile investmelll! Model SOP 188660, 

There are a zillion other o ptions available when 
you're buying a lTY . The unil and informalion 
dtsCri bed above is basic, but will meel your 
needs adequately. 

~~cro~r . Wh.t i, ii' M"",ding I" Sippi and Sippi I I I.' mi~'''pr<>c ... ", 
1$ "" d.Vlce ClIp"bl< ur r.c.i.ing dala. In.nlp"13Iin~ i', ,upplying r.,,,It, u.ually 
uf an inlc rnaliy !Iur.d prog .. ", ." In tloe words uOlrice Ward I~I. "A micr". 
",ur;e .... , .. J •• ry Sm, II p'''''.''''r . "Old, I""'''''' .... r i, • s""~;..1 "",chin. 'hll I"" 
be.n d.Vlsed rur I h •• xpre~ purpose of pruees.ing 'nf",mation or perf"rming 
'""cifl" !Ish, I I rep,.sen" an exlrem.ly ,,",w<lr 01 and in.x""n,I •• d."I!J' 
.ppr .... ~h t". wid. "riel y "f indu'l 1>' 1. <"""01.";"1. ree ... li"n.1 and 
educa'iunol'pplicalions." 

The mie,,,p''''' ..... , 11 un.n ,.re"ed Iu .. 3 ''''m~",''p,"r,. Allh"ugh II does 
.:unIOin Ih. arilhn,e{jc and logic funCliun! a,socialed wilh cumpUI.". il i. not 
r.a lly a mi"",compuler. in Ih. [ypica l micn,,-""'pul." tlo. P".>C~ is 110. h •• 11 
uf 110. c"mput.r, It is <""t.ined in. 'ingle chip (inlegrat.d ,'ir""il . $Omelim .. 
,.f.rr.d I" ' Ian 1('), 

Su<h chlp<". ca lled m;rr"prtl<;f:/.1<lrdlips 0' .imply mimJ,""'''''''''' Th.yar. 
used in th. con<lruc[ioo of. micrueumpu,el. mmicumpum . '" .ven ""' iph ... 1 
tIe.i,,,! u, full si .. "ompul .... Tu. large ."Ien, Ihe microp,,,,,.s.sor dele'min.s Ih. 
.har'cl. ri llie' or th. mii;,ueumpul.' ur whid, il I, . p.o,l . 

"TI,. ,nod.,. mioruptoc<S«>, i. Ih. p,od"", "f ''''' lechnologic. 1 d .... lopm.nl" 
lar~·.s.:ol. inl.gralion (lSI) and low CUSI semiconduclo, memories." lSI and 
semicunducI", memori.s .,. d.sc,ibed in the lall issue ofPCC. 131 n nuugh 
110 ... d ••• lopme"" i[ hu be.n possible 1o de,ign p,ocessors which will ,outinely 
ha ndle o:<lmpl" probl."". Th. m.nufac'ur ing [echnlqu., h.ve m3do Ihe .. chip$ 
r.loliv.ly in.xpen,i'. while ,"IOining rophisl kat.d cap.obllili... [n.'pen,ive 
",m,"onduCI", m.mori •• h .... p","d.d a cump.oct way fur mic,oproc"f:SSO'$ 10 
'lore ,nSlruclion •• nd dJl •. 

As . .. ,ull of 'hose d ... lopmenlS, mi<roproctSSOf ci,cuits hIve b •• n d.sign.d 
Wl lh Itla lively f.w InleK.-.I.d CIICUUS. Wh.n m.mo,y and Inpui/outpul ([{O) 
de.ice. or • • dd.d. i, i. possible [0 pul Ihe .mir. m,erowmpo'.' on . lingl. 
prim.d chcull bw,d. 

Mi"'o<ompu[" , What is il" Eve ,yone ' g' •• s Ih,t i, i, I compul.r. bUI the .. 
[h. g.n ... 1 'glUm. nl .nds. The t.,ms ·'m ic ,opro«ssor and mic,oeump ule," 
hove M.n w l~ly used Ihll [hey hIve Mcom. l imost In ltrtha ngeab le. Th . 
microcompu[.r i. $Omelhing more Ih. n a microprocessor. 

On. could say I" .. I mi<,oeompul.,;. m",.ly I •• ry """ll compul." bul Ihey 
... ru lly a ne w .nd diff. r.nl produc'. Th. use or logic chips .nd ,h. price of 
mi ~r ocompul .r de.icn becomes Ih. mOSt impon. nl di.tinclion. They do <11 ... 
commoo ancest,y how.v ... 

Anolh., "gr.y" area uim in Ih. diff.,.nce belwun mieroeomp uI ... . nd 
ca lc"lltor.. MOlorol1 St:mie<>nduclor (41 m. k., lhis distinClion: " An y 

CHIP 
TALK 
REVISITED 
BY DON INMAN 

h:o,d", ... sysl. m will he d.,iiO".d "ompulc,.S upposed lu c.k"I'lo< when liIe 
roli()w inR <"ndlli(~\S a,. fulfilled 

"It.,. ,"nd"m ",'CO" memory for ,nd/wfi,. op'r.lions: 
il lu.s. ",>nI,()II.bl< inpul .... ulpul ,vSlcm; 
il1 r.""rl,,,y ur inStrucl iun •• lIuws: 
.J Ih. m.nipul'liu" "f wurd'''",cd in Ihe me,"ury 

( .. lIhm' lie. lo&ie ur Ir,n,f., o"",.liu"$J 
hllh. m<><lin" .. i"" uf .ny bit in" word, 
~) t ... ,r.ning Ihe ,,,,,Irul "r. prug'.Olm. by br.nchin~ 

",h.n Ih. n.cessity .. isesfdecisinn m. king poWl'r "f a 
e"mpuler) 

d) ,,,n{f,,lhn8 Ih. external.quip",.nl wilh lh •• id "r.n 
inl. rruplion rU'ilily : 

Ih. In,lruc[i"" •• Ih.1 i, Ih. prug""'''''.''" sh".d ",d p""' .... d 
u'in~ Ih . ... me h .. dwa, • • s fn' Ihc d" . , 

n,i. definitiun .h.ady allows 01 to ge[ . fil11 ide. "f [he mUel"r. "f. ""mpu[er 
0< "f a mink"umpul.,. which hI< ,h. sam. mgani'-'lion.s. bi, cumput.' bUI 
diIT.r, rrom il .... n".ny" ' . g>rd, p,k •. "",fornlanco .nd I~e fI.ld of 'ppl;cati"", 
which it .'0 .... 11, .. 

Wrl h Ihe .. riely of definillun, for . m'e,oeu'"pu[.r, i[ become. n.cessary 10 t .. ,nin. 
wh.l. m.nuf."tur.r;s induding when a microeompul.' is discussed. [.;1 JUSI 
Ihe microproc",:"" . i, il lh. microp,oe."", .nJ closely 3swciOl.d chip •. or 11 
,t I compl<,. m,c,ocon'pol'" 

OilS . Byl ... Nibbles oS. Wonb· "Th. , •• Wn th.r. i. nu f"nd.mon[.1 diff.ren,. 
be,w •• n. mic,oeumpulrr .nd Iny ",h., cumputer;, bec.~ ... 11 ,"(Imput. , P'o' 
ducls ... ba<e<l on [h~ ... me fundlm.nlal compuling comceplS · which in lurn 
devolvt 10 un. fund.ment.llogic cone. pl. lit .. of 110. bin .. y digit:' IS I 

A binl!Y digil can be up' .... d as ei[h.r a 0 Or ' 1 Binary digils •• n be lik.n.d 
to I .witch which i, .ith., on or oIT. Bin.,y digits art .1$0 ij k~ .011.~s· t i,h.r 
hij.h or low. Since comput ... lie .I<clronic de. ic." Ih.y can , .. dily u ke 
.d .. n[oge of such elocl,ieal l n.logi ••. Numbe" I .. g., lhon 00. on be expr ..... d 
by. ,[ring ofuros Or 001<5. The lerm "biiSM an be """sid.,.d as me,.ly . 
sho'l nicknam. ror "bina,y digll .... A bil is ,epresent.d by a U rO or I on •. 

BinJTY numb." ar. used by lh. comp Ultr. Th. se nu mbers are mlde up of bits. 
Bina,y numb .... r. orga niz.d inlO groups $0 ,hit . comput.r co n ea'i ly hondl. 
Ihem. Dlff. ,.nl compu"rs mly 0"" .. 1. wi th diff. r. n, sized group<. ~ 
ponic ~l.ar group used by . &i ' •• compuI .r;S known IS its word size. An S-bil 
compult" i. orK.niud 10 h. ndle words which If. 8 bits in sileo 

An a·bit dala unit i. commonly ,ef." .d 1o a •• by' t. In Olhe r wo ,d,, ' s ,h. 
compu te, is hnd ling daU II p,e>«<se. th. d. l. by byl ••. It "by[es" off 8 bil, at 
• lime. 

Similarly 4·bit dala un;U, used by 4·bil compolors ar. ofl.n ,.fe"ed 10 a. nibble~ 

!O" ' O,,~bl'~,O" 
~ -bY" • a"". ",1>1>10 - ~ bi" 
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O<'~'''''v """',_ .. no. I'h>l'"',,-U. 1'",_" c"1' wl.,,,, 
""' ...... ,,'0. /Jon Ii, no",. /I,1sI on Tho CACHE R .... " .... 
VO' 1 ,7, '.",,",.., ... " """"" ..... , 

II btgan i""OC"olly enough I t ,h. lUI "" " in, of 
CACHE. and ,h. incidenl hasten .och. "'., un "'. 'h ' l 
[r .. l r milS! bring lh. "ntir' ,hing oul inlO ,h. ope"_ 
Of cOlur .. , lh. whole Ihin,5hould h."" been do .. 10 me 
f,,"" ,h. '{Irl, and "",uld ha •• bun wer. il no' for my 
""i •• r. ilh In hu""'. Ollur._ 

r WIS speaking w;lh Ted Nelson, .ulh", Oflh. book 
o,mptuer Ub and Droam MQcl!i~u about/he comi,,& 
"'. of. CQmpu1er in .... ry home. 11 is . good and Mci· 
lina d, •• m Ind M., Nelwn'unthusi .. ", on bringing 
the 01'$ OU, of 'h" .10,..1 and away from the 'cybe,elud' 
types thu can "ill be fGund •• ilinglhose computing 
de.ices in shroud. ,,( my,tory can nol be oul done 

Sin,," my Inter,slI.,. mony, J .... 'u ... lIy brought up lh. 
subjec, of lh. p,,,,,,mmable calculators. You'H n",", 
gu.ss whl! T.d _ I compu!., fo, .",yone _ Nelson 
did. He laugh.d! H. IIltly sta!ed !h.! ifi! couldn', do 
gropkics on I CRT;t w"n't I compute" and laugh'd. 
Wh.n h. lellnod thll some ",,"chines had thelbility 10 
stOf' and play blck p,osram. on magnetic ca,d., h. 
",",ed ""n more. 

"Why both ..... whll fo,?" hOldded .• q .... t;ng ,h .. 
f •• ,u,o OS bring .. ,idiculous ... somewhll off·colo, 
joke in M.III,ook<· "Silent Mo.,i .. .. 

Needless to say, I was Slunned. H .. e ~ I"",n thll wanll 
to ""e 'h. compu!e, oome OU! f,om lhe fll .. comple"i. 
tie. !hll .u,round il. and .... ke th" powe, .""II.ble 10 
e"ryone .• nd then nukes I ",Ie men! IS h. did. 

Then, slowly. the I"oces bt&ln 10 fallrn place. I be&IJI 
lo .. e.n eve, d • .,ing plclure. It I.n·!just Mr. Nelson 
aJOfIe. il', nully eve,yo".. Didn'l lIill Precht himself 
includ. Ih. PPC in Iny survey only when ,.mmded lhal 
Ihoyexisl? Hadn'l IU attempts 10 sH, inl .... t in' c.l· 
Q.llalO' sub-goup f.iled? It', aU , clear ca .. of Cybe,. 
_bb~ry. 

All. you may soy. but my machinelJ bell ... I can OOn· 
,,01 ... eral Inpul and oulpu' pO'l$. I Un run things in my 
bome. my ..... mory i. expandIble, my spud quick.,. 
AIld, grimed. ifs.1t !rU'. Ind I would ha,dly bt Ih. one 
10 want and Sly !h .. Ihe PPC is a<:1 ... lly bette. Ihan a 
SWTP 6800,0< Altai. 0' Irmai o. wha' have you. Afte, 
a1I, 1 own I uP 100. The question ii, 1$ a uP belte, than a 
PPC? lie' you be IhejudS" 

0. .. 'he p231 .. ve,.1 m"lings. I h .. e ... n and hurd talk 
on ...... I pious of software. Th ... ;"clude nrch inl",$
IIngonel OS diagnoi,ics (10 ... if 'he damn machine is 
"""ldnl), In 8Q80-Ed uca,or p'OSI'm !hat I cluolly I .... 
you .. e 4 whole ,egi.!~rs II you input I limi,ed number 
of commands, one III Ii"",. Then Ih .. e Is I ",·hol. lis\ 
ofp'",rlr"rI$ thll cln , ... ,fe, dall. Now 'haf> ,ully 
...... ,hin&-

RECREATI ONAL COMPUTIN G 

"Whl' cln you do w,th you, c'Ompute •• " , ffiend .sk •. 
"I Can ,un a p'OV'1n lh>l "I".,.te. 11I.lfin RAMi" you 
proudlya",wOf. T."ific. 0, how I bout on. th3! will 
fill. CRT ""e.n wilh. charac,er 0' SOm~ oddl»l1 p.tt.,n. 
ere" ..... ylO Sp<nd an evening. 

AIld wh .. lbou! Iii those .. things" 'hll cln be conl,oll.d 
lfOund the hou!JO? H ... ing. air-conditioning Ind Ihe like. 
W.· •• III goltlo>l p"" .. m ..... d In. 'ight? We don'l? 
T.kes tOO long to ,ewi,e th. house, you Sly. Don', 
re.lly want to l,uS! your machine at ,unn;"B .1I1imet.' 
I .... 

Ok.y. SO what I'm gelling.t is thll ",hile ,h. uP hos 
".11 p,omi ... , II ,h. p,.diclion. h.ytn·1 yo, COm. 10 
.~ 

What Cln the PPC do, ho ...... '? Problbly nothing ,ha, 
you couldn', P'OSI"m your micro '0 do, Of Nu'l<. Ce.· 
tainly nOI in ,h .. number ofll.",. how ..... fo, .xampl., 
with 'he HP-6S. !he oue, hll 100 6-bit p'<>gIam st.ps 
., his di,pos:!l. Ho .... many can p,osram \hei, mic,o '0 
multiply ,wO' 18 di&i' numb." Ind·prodlke I 36 diSiI 
prod""t In 100 byles? Iiow lbou, He~p>wn, 0" cyb· 
ern .. ,Ic Nimb pme? If I ",Ofe SO inclined. I oould pu. 
• e>,d th,ough my 65 and load In I 100.,.1' pros .. m 
'0 pe,fOfm "Paflllu T .... formation. in a Celeslill Ref· 
.,ena System"'. I e>n o.Iso ballnce my check book. pe •• 
fo'm trend lin. Inlly,is, comput~ compon.n" fo, I 

chebyshev mU.,check male pulmonary funcliOns, nav-
19ate' ship. Ay . plan. by one o. two VORl. have. 
pme of HanlflW' usln,an alphabeticove,~.y of ,h. 
key. , 0' iimulll •• dime slo' machine thll duplicltes 
.11 .tondard plyoff oomblnllion •. AIld I CIII do all this 
II Ihe Ii"", I need it. My m.chine fits;" I pocket .nd 
ope,a'e. f,om ball.rie ... 

All o"'n., of In SR·S2 hUlhe ability to do binary 
,earche.: linked Ii>!; manipulltion of subscripted .. ,~bl .. 
and a, .. ys: inl."Upt p,ocessing: dyn.mic code modlfi · 
cation; op coo ' .. nslaliO"; linked edill",.loldinsand 
execution: ov •• llYs paaing; Ind, y.s Ted, e .. n oUlput 
grlphics, via the "'achlble p,inter. The new HP67/97 
se"<1 opens up .v.n mo,. Idvlncod p,ogramming 
'echniques. 

Speed? The p'OSIlmmable calculato. is slow. Romem· 
be,. how<:" •. thaI it runs in an In,e'p,eli" mode. A 
loop Ihat , "k .. 15 min", .. on 0 KIM I mighl 'ah](l 
d.y. On a PPc, How<:ve,. whote", ,euon fo, 'he loop. 
ch3na ... eth. function is .I, •• dy ... illble It 'he touch 
of. key on Ihe PI'C. Accuracy .. n'l be buten. Tho 
PI'C. I'm famili., with h.ve 10 digil, of ICcurocy wllh I 
lan~of J~IO** ·99 t09.999999999xI0 .... 99 fo, both 
pos;tI.e and nepti .. numbers. Thl! .. nae .CluoUy ex
ceed< tho ""Iumn oflho known uniytlle In cubk mic,ons! 

M,. N.!Jon p.~iC'$ thll ove, 10.000 people 0,. ",inl to 
In.nd th. "pcoming conven,;on Ind th .. Ihis will reaUy 
get 'he public .w .... ofcompulen. Well,juS!,," poinl 
of in!ere". many people rve talked 10 ha" become in'er· 

by Craig Pearce 

e"er:l in th,s. Ihe gr."~st of I II hobbi ••. thlough ,h. 
PPC •. And there lie 70,000 ofu •. ! pe,sonally belong 
to a PPC club f,om Cllifolnil th , t h. s ove, 12S0 members 
nalion wid., with ..... mb.rship &fOwinl Ih,oup wo,d of 
moulh only. flct is . th. PPC hu allVlYS h.d more pub. 
lie exposu,. th.n 'he average mic,o. 

Just who dUN I PPC 0""'" Ihlnk he 1$' He (0. sho) b a 
person 'hat needs compu,ing po .... e,. wllhoul!h. ti"'" to 
WIlt fo, lime "'aring; a person who n •• ds this po .... , 11 

odd lim ... nd place' thll \II(In't allow for some , .. mo'. 
'e,mina!. A PPC Owne, 'ak .. pride in locompli"'ing 
difficult computing l:ukl On' small. limited m.mory 
'llIc" .. e. 

(Did Inyone know 'hll two HP·65s .... n' a10", on 'he 
Am.ricln/Ru!3i.n skylab mi!.$ion I nd ...... u .. d '0 blck 
up Ind confi,m the results obtained by Ih. onbOll,d 
computer?) 

I>bybe ,hi. whole !hi", has be.n ,11I.d p,etty .uon&. 
AIld maybe i! has.'o bt. I'm no, sayl", down ",Uh the 
mic.o-eomput.,. I'm SlyingdoWll with cybe, .. nol?bery. 
Maybe the lowly PI'C can'l evo, hope 10 do"l.lllh~ ad .. ": 
ced func'ion. of. g.nuine mic,o, and il ,ealb'shou)9]!'1. 
Bu, ,ojus! IIUgh, and 'kink that il will neve, ploy I fOl~ 
in penon.1 com pUling i,"bsu,d. It a1re.dy h ••. 

DATA IIANDLER, ANSWERS 

fler. are typical.n,wers to ,h. homewo,k probl.m on 
p>g. 18. Your choiet of wo,d. mly be dlffe .. nt. 
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Application of Computer Analysis 
-----------to Athletics-

BY GIDEON B. ARIEL. PH. D. 

Interest in athletic activity has stimulated 
both performer and spectator for many 
centuries. Concomitant with tile sporting 
mania is the question of what differen
tiates the Gold Medal winner from the 
less successful competitor. The answer is, 
of course, very complex. 

In the past, athletic achievement 
depended mainly on the individual's 
talent all hough skill was often enhanced 
or diminished by existing facilities and 

I equipment. However, with the advent of 
new measurement tools and knowledge 
in the field of sport sciences, athletic 
achievement has attained a new 
dimension. Countries such as those of 
Eastern EUrope and Cuba, with relatively 
small populations, have achieved a spec
tacular level of success in many of the 
athletic events which has previously been 
dominated by the Western world. Current 
evidence suggests the likelihood of this 
trend continuing into the 1980s, Such 
domination stems, in part, from the 
application of science to the realm of 
athletic performance. 

The establishment of Olympic Training 
Centers in the United States shows an 
acknowledgement that winning will not 
result from the dedication of individual 
athletes alone. With th.e increasing inter
national interest in competitive athletics, 
recrea tion and fitness, it was inevitable 
that com puters would be used for the 
analysis of sports techniques. Application 
of Newtonian physics is perhaps the 
cornerstone of modern Eastern Eu ropean 
and Russian sport groups. In this country, 
advanced technology in computers and 
computer graphics makes it possible to 
perform similar biomechanical analyses 
and to utilize biomechanics to quantify 
motion as well as optimize performance. 

The first computer graphics system was 
developed by Computerized Bio
mechanical Analysis, Inc. (C. B.A.) in 
Amherst, Massachusetts, utilizing the first 
available sonic digitizer and one of the 
first graphic systems manufactured by 
Megatek, Inc, This computerized bio
mechanical system has grown steadily 
since 1970 and today consists of several 
Data General computer models in addi
tion to the advanced Megatek graphics 
system . The application of this system to 

sports analyses has increased, and with 
the establishment of a sophisticated 
laboratory at the USOC Training Center, 
this work will continue. 

Several manufacturers have made substan
tial donations to the U.S. Olympic 
efforts, including the Eclipse S/250 
computer system (Data General Corp.), 
the Wizzard 7000 graphics system 
(Megatek, Inc.) and a digitizer (Talos 
Systems, Inc.). This equipment will be 
located in the Biomechanics Computer 
Laboratory at the U.S. Olympic Training 
Center in Colorado Springs and will allow 
the Sport Medicine Committee to apply 
advanced scientific-computer technology 
beyond the limits of what the human eye 
can see and in tuition deduce. Human 
judgment is stiH critically important, 
however. As in business and industry, 
where decisions are based ultimately 
upon an executive's experience and 
interpretive ability, the coach is and will 
continue to be the ultimate decision 
maker in athletic training. The computer 
should be regarded as a tool which must 
be skiHfully used by people in order to 
achieve the desired end . 

Computer technology has facilitated the 
combining of high speed photography, 
anatomical data, and the utilization of 
man as an integral part of a system, Thus, 
the long tedious hours of tracing and 
hand calculations have been reduced to a 
matter of minutes and make whole body 
motion analysis practically obtainable. 
This analysis provides a quantitative 
measure of th.e motion and permits 
perfection and optimization of human 
performance. 

METHOD 

Biomechanical research relies primarily 
on data obtained from high speed cinema· 
tography and force platforms for 
measuring body motion and forces . The 
analysis of the data consisted of kine
matic data including a description of the 
motion in terms of displacement, 
velocities, and acceleration of body seg
ments and kinetic data consisting of the 
measurement of forces, momen ts of 
force, and center of gravity analysis, 

The athlete is photographed performing 

the particular skill or activity of interest. 
After the film is developed, the films are 
projected upon a 30 x 40-inch glass 
digitizer screen. This digitizing process 
involves touching the projected joint 
centers with a stylus which transmits 
the X· Y coordinates into the computer 
memory for further analysis. As each 
frame is digitized, the joint centers afe 
projected onto a graphic display screen 
and connected by lines to form stick 
figures. The complete movement can then 
be recreated in stick figure form on the 
screen so that examination and correc
tions, if needed, can be made. These 
procedures are repeated for all camera 
views so that three-dimensional analyses 
are possible. Calculation of forces and 
moments of force require knowledge of 
the mass of each segment as well as its 
center of gravity. These parameters are 
available in a publication by the Aero
space Medical Research Laboratory and 
are used in the present system. 

Utilizing special software developed by 
C. B.A. for this purpose, the segment 
lengths, angular displacements, velocities, 
and accelerations are computer for each 
body segment. The effects of different 
cubic spline smoothing factors can be 
visually observed util izing the Megatek 
graphics system. The displacement of 
each body segment is thus smoothed 
independently with as small a value as 
possible in order to best represent the raw 
data. Utilizing NASA data on the location 
of body segment centers o f gravity. 
components of center of gravity dis
placemen t, velocity and acceleration are 
also calculated. Smoothing factors are 
then applied to the displacement of the 
center of gravity . Following these calcula
tions, the information is then communi· 
cated to the coaches and athletes for their 
use. 

Data acquisition at the U.S. Olympic 
Training Centers at Squaw Valley and 
Colorado Springs was guided by questions 
posed by the coaches and athletes of 
various sport groups. The analyses varied 
depending upon both the particular sport 
and the guidance sought by the 
participants. In some cases the data were 
collected during national or international 
competitions rather than at the training 
sites to afford evaluation of the superior 
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competitors within that sport. 

Some selected examples from among the 
numerous findings resulting from these 
studies will be presented here. The sports 
studied include long distance and sprint 
running, kayak, weight lifting, diving, 
figure skating, hammmer throwing, shot 
putting and discus throwing. In addition 
two non-Olympic sports - golf and 
tennis - are illustrated . 

RESULTS 

Long Distance Running Figure I to 3 
illustrate utilization of the graphic system 
in analyzing a runner. Although long 
distance running is generally considered 
to be a cardiovascular event, the present 
study revealed that biomechanical factors 
are ext remely important since cardio
vascular demands depend on the 
individual's work output. Running speed 
and the runner's work output depend 
on the stride length and frequency. 
Studies have suggested that one advantage 
to running with long strides is the 
resulting reduction in the number of 
strides per mile. However, our study 
indicated that each running stride is 
associated with a breaking force which 
stops the forward motion of the athlete. 
The larger the stride, the greater the 
resulting breaking force created. This 
phenomenon is a function of the relation
ship of the location of the body's center 
of gravity with respect to the location of 
foot contact. 

When the runner extended the forward 
leg, the contact point was ahead of the 
body's center or gravity and a greater 
breaking force was produced. This 
resulted in a less efficient running 
motion. A stride which is too small, of 
course, will require a faster leg motion 
and more strides per mile. It was calcu
lated that each athlete has an optimal 
stride length when the breaking force 
is at a minimum. Calculation of the 
precise relationship can improve running 
efficiency by as much as 20 percent as 
verified from energy measurement 
studies. Leaning forward slightly at the 
hip joint also contributed to running 
efficiency as did landing on the ball of 
the foot rather than on the heel - a 
common characteristic of efficient 
runners. 

Angular displacement measurements at 
the knee and ankle joints revealed that 
running is associated with large amounts 
of elastic energy. The electrical potential 
of the muscles associated with running is 
activated prior to contact with the 
running surface. The muscular contrac
tion is eccentric in nature, absorbing 
kinetic energy in the same manner as 
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bouncing a basketball. In other words, 
the better runner is the one who can 
absorb more kinetic energy in the elastic 
component. 

Weight lifting Once an event of American 
glory, weight lifting in the U.S. has lost 
its pOsition to the Eastern EUropeans. 
The reason may reflect the improved 
techniques developed by the winners. 
Figure 4 graphically portrays a Russian 
weight lifter. Bulgarians, Soviets, and 
Gennans have developed coordinated 
techniques allowing the lifters to get 
under the weight and accelerate upward 
when the bar is at a lower point than 
that characteristic of less successful 
lifters. Our studies showed that the U. S. 
athletes delayed getting under the bar 
until it had begun accelerating downward. 
This technique prevented the U. S. 
athletes from lifting greater loads since, 
once the weight was descending, the lifter 
had to overcome both the inertial forces 
and the weight of the bar. 

Another characteristic displayed by the 
European lifters was that the path of the 
weight was found to coincide with the 
path of the athlete's center of gravity. 
TIle American athletes demonstrated 
deviations from this center of gravity 
path resulting in inefficient perfomlances. 

Diving Diving is judged by aesthetic as 
well as performance capabilities. The 
American athletes share successes in this 
event with other countries. However, a 
need for a defined base line for successful 
performances exists. 

For example, Greg Louganis has a unique 
technique which allows him to perform 
better than most divers. Our research 
findings revealed that Louganis' method 
of absorbing kinetic energy in the diving 
board differs from that of the other 
divers who were tested. This technique 
incorporates a coordinated movement 
with Greg collapsing his knees before 
loading the board. At the same time his 
arms accelerated downward, a motion 
which caused the direction of the force to 
be upward and was counteracted by the 
collapsing knees. When he reached a knee 
joint angle of approximately 90 degrees, 
he abruptly decelera ted the body down
ward. This motion caused a loading of 
the diving board without additional 
body motion. At this point, Louganis 
accelerated his arms upward. This move· 
ment created an additional downward 
force adding to the decelerating force of 
the body and increased the loading force 
on the diving board. When his arms 
reached approximately a horizontal 
position, Louganis began to decelerate 
them . At the same instance that his arms' 
began decelerating, the diving board 

started to unload with a high potential 
energy that was transferred to kinetic 
energy. At that point, Louganis prepared 
for the dive with the diving board 
providing the upward force. In other 
words, from this point Louganis was able 
to concentrate on only the diving stunt 
without being required to generate addi
tional effort. Most other divers provided 
muscular forces throughout the dive
a phenomenon which is less efficient 
than Louganis' technique. 

Hammer ThlOW At one time American 
throwers dominated most field events, 
including the hammer throw. In recent 
years, however, American hammer 
throwers have failed to produce distances 
comparable to those of their Soviet and 
Eastern block counterparts. In fact , at 
the Montreal Olympic Games, no 
American exceeded the qualifying 
standard of 226 feet while the Russians 
had more than twenty· five athletes 
capable of heaving the hammer that 
distance. A graphic illustration of the 
Gold Medal winnner is presented In 
Figure 5. 

The computer analysis revealed the 
discrepancies between the Americans 
and the medal winners. The shorter 
throws of the American athletes were 
paralleled by relatively low velocities 
during the turns and low linear velocities 
of the hammer during the delivery phase. 
The reason for these low velocities 
stemmed from inefficient center of 
gravity displacement of the American 
throwers. 

Non-Olympic Sports In addition to 
analyzing Olympic sports, biomechanical 
methods have been applied to recrea
tional sports such as tennis and golf. In 
tennis, various top players, including 
Connors, Evert , and Nastase, were 
analyzed at the Coto De Caza Sport 
Research Center in Orange County, 
California. Figures 6 through 9 graphi
cally illustrate several of these tennis 
players in action. A top tennis researcher, 
Vic Braden, asked various questions 
about the velocity of the tennis ball 

·and the time of contact between the ball 
and the racquet. 

The ball! racquet interaction tests 
provided a new, and sometimes 
completely different, insight into the 
mechanics of the game. A series of tests 
were performed and displayed on the 
graphic system each time a tennis ball was 
fired into a racquet held by a simulated 
hand grip and mounted on a force plat
form. The residence time varied between 
3.8 and 4.2 milliseconds. Since human 
reaction time is approximately 70 milli· 
seconds, it is not the ball on the racquet 

--------------------------------------------------~" 

which is felt but rather the racquet's 
reaction to the impact. When the ball 
leaves the racquet, the racquet head has 
just begun to move. 

Analysis of the athletes during play 
revealed that as much as five times the 
body weight must be absorbed in the 
knee and ankle joints. In other words, 
players weighing 150 pounds subject 
their knees and ankles to forces of as 
much as 750 pounds. Tennis shoes and 
courts, then, must be designed to have 
the correct energy absorption. 

A term frequently heard on the tennis 
court concerns the "sweetspot" of the 
racquet. The term refers to the center of 
percussion of the racquet and can be 
calculated mathematically quite readily. 
It is usually found to be on the racquet 
somewhere between the center of the 
strings and the throat of the racquet. This 
is a result of assuming the pivot point to 
be at the handle. Analysis of high speed 
mm, however, has shown that the handle·' 
wrist·hand connection is a fairly rigid one 
and that the pivot point is actually the 
shoulder. Using the whole arm as the 
system results in a center of percussion 
slightly above the wrist. These bio
mechanical studies showed that there is 
much yet to be understood about the 
interrelationships of the various com
ponents that make up the game of tennis. 

Golf The player's desire on the tee is to 
translate maximum bodily effort and 
complex timing sequences to the ball so 
that it will travel a great, yet reasonably 
straight. distance. In order to achieve 

Rodgers ' Regular 

Regular 

this goal of maximum impact, which 
must occur within a very short time 
approximately 1.2 milliseconds, the 
whole body works in unison. The forces 
of all body segments from the feet to the 
hands are summed and transmitted via 
the club to the club head. Thus, with 
proper timing, maximum kinetic energy 
will be transmitted to the golf ball, and 
to produce the optimum timing sequence, 
the body segments must be coordinated 
like the instruments in an orchestra. The 
body's center of gravity has to follow a 
certain pattern with specific velocities 
and accelerations, and each muscle must 
produce its own melody of effort in a 
coordinated pattern. In an effort to 
determine how "symphonic" their swings 
are, the golf drives of Jack Nicklaus and 
former . President Gerald Ford were 
studied. Figures 10 and II show a 
portion of the swings of these two 
golfers. The analysis revealed that it took 
Ford .2 seconds to complete the swing, 
that is, from the first movement of the 
club in the direction of the ball through 
impact. The same stroke phase for Nick
laus required .18 seconds. At impact, 
Ford's club was positioned approxi
mately 300 degrees from the right hori
zontal and Nicklaus' was approximately 
270 degrees. In other words, Ford's club 
passed the vertical position by 30 degrees 
before meeting the ball. The ball-club 
position is extremely important since the 
application of force is the most efficient 
when it is applied at a perpendicular 
angie. In the present analysis, the perpen
dicular position is at 270 degrees relative 
to the earth. There are some occasions, of 
course, when hitting the ball at different 

Figure 4. Voronin Weight lift 

or non-vertical angles could yield 
different, yet desirable, flight patterns. 
One of the most important differences 
between the two golfers was that Nick
laus exhibited greater separation in the 
timing of the peak velocity among the 
sequences of the different arm segments 
as compared to the timing produced by 
Ford. This separation or delay allowed 
a more efficient interaction between 
Nicklaus and his club. This physical 
relationship between the body segments 
is a demonstration of superior neuro
muscular coordination originating in 
the higher centers of the central nervous 
system. 

SUMMARY 

Athletic achievement has emerged 
into the world of measurement and 
diagnostic expertise. With the engineering 
principles described by Newton and the 
rapid calculations provided by the 
computer graphic system, man and 
machines can lead athletic performance 
to new levels. The information presented 
in this paper has briefly described the 
possibilities that exist for biomechanics 
and athletic performance. The art of 
coaching men and women will certainly 
be enhanced by effective and timely 
utilization of modern medical and 
scientific techniques. Through the efforts 
of the United States Olympic Sports 
Medicine Committee and with the aid of 
the donations of the Data General 
computer, the Megatek Graphic system, 
and the Talos digitizer, this technology 
will be made available to coaches and 
athletes at all levels. 

Figure 3. Bill Rodgen' Regular 
Marathon Pace 

77 .62 Gold· 
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WORD SEARCH 
a hunt for 

HIDDEN 
WORDS 
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BY LEN LINDSAY 

The following program is written to work on all models of 
Commodore PET and C8M microcomputers, f rom the original 
PET 2001-8 to the latest 80 column screen CBM 8032. 
Only standard microsoft BASIC commands are used with no 
trickery, so other computer users should be able to mod ify 
it for their compu ters as weU. 

WHAT THE PROGR AM DOES 

This program will create a word search puzzle from any list 

J 
., 

of words you supply. It can print the puzzle on your screen ~~~~l!'",,? 
or printer. The puzzle dimensions are variable, and an answer , 
key can be supplied as well as a list of the words hidden in the 
random looking box of letters. A MENU is provided to aid 
in the user's choice of what to do next. A dirferent puz71e 
using the same list of words is one of the options. 

OPTION MENU 

I. Print a list of the hidden words to screen or printer. 
2. Print the puzzle on the screen or printer. 
3. Print an answer key on the screen or printer. 
4. Create a new puzzle using the words already supplied. 
5. Start a new puzzle with new words as input. 
6. End the progra m. 

HOW IT WORKS 

Two arrays are used. WS(X, Y) is used to store each spot in 
the puzz.le. The puzzle dimensions are X and Y. All spots 
in this array are a hyphen" .. unless occupied by a le tter 
in one of the words hidden. SS(X) is the array of words to be 
hidden in the puuJe array. Lines ISO and 152 in the program 
set the size of the puzzle array. The number of words to hide 
is determined in lines 200 and 210. 

Words are entered in lines 410 10 500. It is possible to change 
a word that is entered incorrectly using the REDO option. 
Simply enter an ARROW ACROSS" +- " as your word and 
you can alter or change the previous word. You also can stop 
entering words early by hitting the backslas.h as your word. 

28 RECREATIONAL COMPUTING 

Each word can be fit into the puzzle either forwards or back
wards, up and down. across, or dia,8onally. Lines 1000-2150 
calculate where to hide the words in the puzzle. Lines 5000-
5140 are routines used to pick a location. If you don 't want 
any words spelled backwards, change line 2080 as foUows~ 

Lines 3000-3130 print Ihe puzzle. Lines 4000 -41 20 print 
an answer key. Woes 4500-4560 print a lis t of the words 
that are hidden in the puzzle. 

Comments are sprinkled throughout the listing to help you 
keep lrack of what is going on. As listed, it takes under 6K 
bytes of RAM and thus can RUN in any model of PET with 
8K or more. 

HOW WOROS AR E FIT INTO THE PUZZLE ARRAY 

Each word is worked on one at a time. First a direction is 
chosen (I for hOrizontal, 2 for diagonal, and 3 for vertical ) 
and then random locations are tried. If each position in the 

puzzle needed for the word is not occupied, the word is 
placed there. If not, another random location is tried. After 9 
random tries without success, a systematic search is 
embarked on to place the word. If that too falls, then another 
direction is tried. After failing all three directions, yOll are 
informed what word won't fit and asked if you would like 
to try another arrangement of the words. 

Each word is printed on yOU! screen as it is placed into the 
puzz.le. Also, while the PET is thinking about each word, it 
prints a "." for each time through the main loop. This lets 
you know that it is still thinking and did not forget you. 
If the PET has trouble fitting a long word into the puzz.le, 
try reentering your words. If you enter your longest words 
first and shorter ones last, your odds for success will increase. 

POSS IBLE USES 

Word search puzzles are an all-time favorite pastime. Now you 
can create personalized puzz.les. Teachers can take the current 
list of spelling or vocabulary words and hide them in a "uzzle 
for their students to find. Creale puzzles for your nex t party, 
hiding the names of all your guests. Send a Christmas puzz.le 
of all your family names and inlportant events. The list of uses 
can go and on. But most important, it is fun. You con trol 
what words are hidden. With that power you can rule the 
puztle world. 

HOW TO USE TH E PROGRAM LISTING 

The Program listing follows the standard listing conventions 
for the PET special characters. All special keys are indicated 
by their keycap identifier enclosed in square brackets. Do 
NOT type the brackets and letters in these cases, rather just 
hit the specified key. If there is a number inside the brackets. 
it indicates to hit the specified key that many times. Ex
amples: 

[CLRJ • • • •• CLEAR S;CREEtl KE'T' 
[RVS] ••••• RE' ... 'ERSE OU f(E't' 
[OFF J ••••• RE'·/ERSE OFF KE'T' 
[DQl.H~ J. ... CURSOR IIm-HI KE'T' 
[LEFT] ••• • CURSOR LEFT KE'T' 
[DEL] • • •.. DELETE KE'T' 

i t is a two-step process to program the DELETE into your 
program. For each DELETE you must first hi t an INSERT. 
And you cannot be in QUOTE MODE. Thus to have ZZS 
~qual 40 DELETEs. you would type~ 

22$;" [DEll" [ 40 HISTJ [40 DEll " 

The above line will tum out to be 

ZZ$=11 [4(1 DEL]" 

Only one graphic character is used. In lines 10200 and 455 , 
the ...... is the"? ., key shifted. This character is not avail
able on the business keyboard, and any other character may be 
used in its place. Have fun. 

Word Search 
Charts 

Most people who type in programs from listings usually also 
make some modifications or changes to suit their particular 
sit uation. For this reason, WORDSEA RCII was analyzed, 
and the following charts have been printed for your benefit. 

COMMANDS 

This is a list of the BAS IC commands and the line numbers 
that use them. 

MNEUMONICS (BASIC KEYWORDS) 

This chart lists all PET Microsoft BASIC keywords in a alpha
betical order. The number printed before each word indicates 
the number of times that BASIC word was used in the pro
gram. If no number precedes a BASIC word, then the word 
was not used in the program. This chart will be heJpfu l to 
anyone wishing to try the program on a differen t model 
computer (check if all words used are available in your dialect 
of BASIC). It is also worth noting that the two BASIC words 
used most are PR INT and REM. 

ANALYSIS SUMMAR Y 

This shows some of the program statistics. Anyone curious 
about program listings should be interested in this. 

NUMERIC VARIABLES 

This is a list of all variables used in the program, as well as 
the lines that they are used in. If you add a routine to the pro
gram. this chart will tell you what variable names are not used, 
and thus provide no conflict. Or if you change any use of a 
variable, the chart tells you all the other lines that also use 
that variable so you can check them out also. 

STRING VARIABLES & STRING ARRAYS 

This chart is sim ilar to the NUMERIC VA RIABLES list, 
except for STRING variables. 

BRANCH INSTRUCTION S 

This chart is extremely useful if you wish to move some lines 
up or down , or delete lines completely. The first number of a 
line is the line number, followed by every line in the program 
that references it with a COTO, COSU B, or IF ... TH EN. 

SPECIAL NOTES : 

The program listing employs what many people refer to as 
PRETTY PRINT. Prt tty print is an attempt to make a pro
gram lis ting as readable as possible to HUMANS. Th us, extra 
spaces are inserted before or after many BASIC keywords. 
to make the program line easier to read. All line numbers 
end in the same column so as to provide a nicely aligned 
listing. Lines within FOR ... NEXT loops are indented by a 
CO LON to; : ". Plus REM statements are interspersed through
out the listing to aid in understanding wha t is going on. 

When typing in the program, you do not need to type in any 
of the REMs nor any of the ext ra spaces. Colons at the be
ginning of a line may also be ignored if you wish . 
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~LlSTINGS~ 
o REM WORKS ON PET 2001-6, NEW PET/CBM, BASIC 4 . 0, AND CBM 8032 & 60]6 
] REM ...... I.JORDSEARCH 
2 REM .. H ORIGIHflL PROORfII1 
3 REM ..... (C) 1980 
4 REM n. LEN LI NDSAY 
~ REM ..... LATEST REVISION 4/18/88 
6 REM *** WILL BE PART OF UPCOM It«l BOOK 
7 REM H* PET GAMES AHO RECREATIONS 
8 REM *H FROI1 RESTON PUBLlSHlHO 
~ REM 

18 ZP:PEEK(50B03) IF ZP)I THEN ZPz2 : IF PEEK(34816)()32 THEN ZP-3:REM SET PET 
TYPE 

II REM 2P MEANS 8~OLD, j zN£l.J, 2"MSIC 4.O , 3=90 COLUMN WITH ~IC 4.0 
15 POI<E 594613,12 
2U PRINT "CCLRI", 
:::B X=RHD(-TD REM SEED RIiD OEHERflTOR 
40 DEF FN R(X}",IHHRtlD(1HX+1) REM CHOSE RANDOM. FROM 1 TO X 
5121 ZZf","[ 48 DELI" REM 48 DELETES 
51 IF ZPa3 THEN ZZf=ZZf+ZZt ' REM FOR 68 COLUMN SCREEN 
52 ZUI=-"[ 10 LEFTJ" REM Ie CLRSOR LEFT 
54 ZSt"'" " REM 48 SPflCES 
96 XXS-"CCLRHRVSlW ILL YOU BE USINO A PRI NTER?" :OOSUB 10100 :PR INT IF Xi1S0"Y 

THEN ~~ 
97 XQS"'·PRINTER DEVI CE ' "'XPS-"4" : QOSUB 10200 PD"'XA 
9S IF PD(3 OR PD)15 THEN PRl tH 2ZS; ·OOTO 97 
3~ IF RP THEN RETURN 

HIe IF RU)0 THEN 22OO:REM RESTART SKIP TO t1£HlJ 
1~2 PRI NT "CCLRlWEL COME TO WORD SEARCH" 
110 PRlNT "[DOwt111 WILL HIDE WORDS YOO SUPPLY INTO A" 
120 PRltlT "[DOwt1JWORDSEARCH PUZZLE. I CAH ALSO OlliE YOU 
130 PPINT "[OOWH IAH ANSWER KEY.C 2 DOWtU" 
150 AW=]9 REM PUZZLE WIDTH - FOR PRINTER MAY GO ~ TO AW=39 
152 AH=II "EM PUZZLE HEIGTH- FOR PRINTER MAY GO UP TO AH=31 
19121 DIM Wt(AW,AH ) REM PUZZLE ARRAY 
2M XOS,,"HI)W MANY WORDS TO HI DE" XPS-"~" OOSUB 10200 
210 '.jI.j"XA IF NW)9~ OR flI.I(] THEH PRIHT Z2t; :GOTO 2e0 
223 DIM Sf(fU" REM WORD ARRAY 
23·) PRINT "(CLRIWHAT IS THE TITLE OF THIS PUZZLE?" GQSUB HI200 TPt:"'xAt: 
.. eo PRlflT "CCLRlPUZZLE CRIISl " ,TPt: PRINT "[ DOWNJENTER YOUR WORDS HGJ. " 
" .. 4 P~:I NT "[DOWUIEUTER IRVSIHOfFl TO GO BACK FIND REDO A >lORD. 
~?~ ~~~Ni=;[~WlJ~ENTER (RYS]\[OFF) TO END INPUT OF WORDS EARLY.[DOI!.Hl " 

"20 IF Z(I THEN 2"1 
.. ~ PI\lIlT " [lWSHDOJ.lNlENTEI\ WORD NU/1BER "+STRHZ) +·' PLEI1SE" OOSUE 18200 
425 IF )(At""'" AND 2"1 TNEN PRIIH "CCLRHRIISIYOU DON T HAVE ANY WORDS YET" G 

OTO .. 0'; 
.. ;::(, IF XAf"" .. " THEN Z-2-1 PR)HT "BACK TO REDO " +S$(Z) GOTO 420 
.115 IF L[fHXft.f»AW AND LEN(XA.f»AH THEN PRINT "[ RYSlTHAT >lORD IS TOO Lot.:;" PR 

IUT GOTO 422 
44.. SHZ}"XAS 
4'30 IF XAI_"," THEN O-Z- I Z=NH NW=Q 
4'35 I!' Xf1f."" "," THEN PRINT ZZ$; GOSUB 1"2e0 OOTO 430 
4.::0 IlEXT Z 
4 ;'(0 Pf'IIJT "CCLRlTHAIit( YOU - PLEASE WAIT IotHILE I THINK" 
~(OQ D"HI P( 3) GOSUB 3310 REM HUT DIRECTION & PUZZLE AAAtly 

1000 FOf' CH=1 TO IIW REM PUT WORDS HI ARRf!Y 
1005 PPltlT CW,"OF", tIW,"-", 
!(l10 CWI:SH CW' PEM CURREln ~IORD 
1020 CL"LEtH(WI ) REM CURREtn WORD LENGTH 
10:<0 [1F"0 REM DIRECTlOIJ FLAG 
11)40 DF"I1F+1 PEI1 II/CREMENT DIRECTION FLAG COI.)HER 
l0'30 I!' r,F:'3 THEil PRINT "(CLR1",CWf ;" WON "' T FIT":PRINT "TRY [RVS)D(QFF]" GOTO 

2220 
10;;(0 
lQ70 
1080 
1890:.; 
19~~ 
2 .. 80 
2010 
20]5 

U"O+\ IF D)3 THEN D"I REM CIRCULAR DIRECTlOI! 
DX"e W=FllJ IF D(3 THEN W"W-CL DX=1 IF 14(0 THEN 
~/=e H~AH IF D)I THEN H"H-CL DY-1 IF H(8 THEN 
PF"" REM POH1T FLAG I=RRtHlOM,Z"'fILL3EDOHE 
PEM P I CK START COORDINATE 

1840 :REM 11QYE» 
1840 REM MOYEW 

C. ! PF GO&Ull 50f.l0,5100 IF PF)2 THEil 184 .. REM TRY NEXT DIRECTION 
REM TEST 
TX-X TY=Y TF",O 

~Charts~ 

COMMANDS 

2330 

190 220 

2900 

CLOSE 

DIM 

EMD 

FH 

GET 

INPUT 

DH 

"'EM 
PEEK( 

POKE 

40 500 2080 3050 5030 5040 

10130 10140 18220 

ABS( 
CLR 

2 DIM 
3 GET 
3 LEFT$( 
2 HID$( 
50R 

74 REM 
SflVE 
5TOI' 

12 TO 

10270 

21:100 2260 2330 

2320 

10 10 

15 

RUN 3700 

3 AUD 
CND 

1 END 
17 GOSUB 
7 LEN ( 

HEW 
2 PEEK( 

RESTORE 
SGN( 
STR$( 
USR< 

MNELMONICS 

ASC( 
COtH 
EXP( 

13 OOTO 
LET 

12 NEXT 
1 POKE 

11 RETURt! 
SIN( 
5VS 

2 VfIL( 

ATN( 
COS< 

6 Ft~ 
43 IF 

LIST 
HOT 
POS( 
RIOHU( 
SPC( 
TAB( 
VERIFY 

I CHR$ ( 
DATA 

12 FOR 
I INPUT 

LOAD 
30M 

57 PRINT 
2 RHD( 

SOR( 
TAN( 
WAlT 

ANALYSIS SUMMARY 

202f.l FOR T=I TO CL 

169 PROGRAM L I NES (0-10399) 
313 INSTRUCTIONS 
383 TOTAL VAR I ABLES 

47 VARIABLE NAMES 
50 BRANCHES 
43 LOGIC DECISIONS 

35X RELATIVE COMPLEXITY 
MINUTES TO PROCESS' 27.4508333 

2025 IF TY>AH OR TX)AW THEN TF=I ' T-CL:GOTO 205e:REM WORD PAST BORrER 
2030 IF Wf ( TX , TY) O"-" THEN TF-I : T-tL :"EM SPOT I S OCCLf'IED 
2046 TX",TX+I))( TY=TY+DY : REM UPDATE COORDIHflTE TO NEXT POHH IN t.tORD 
2050 : NEXT T : PRINT -*" ; 
2060 IF TF THEI! TF_8: 00TO 29OO : REI1 NO FIT 
207121 · REM ADD WORD 
2838 B=FN R(2)-1 :REM 0"WORD AS I S , .. IotORD BACKWARDS 
2B98 :FOR TMI+«(CL-I)*B)TO I+«CL-])'(l-B»STEP 1-(211\1) 
2100 : : Wt: (X,Y)_MIDS(CIott: ,T,j) 
2 110 :X"X+DX YzY+DY 
2 12121 : NEXT T 
2130 'PRINT · PRINT "[RYSl";Qa:; " COFF1";" IS ADDED" 
2]50 I£XT Clot 
Z20e RH~I · PR 1 NT "CCLR1[RVSlOPTIOH MENU" 
.1:228 PRHlT "CDQWNltRYS1W[OFFIORD LIST" 
2230 PRINT "[DOWHl[RVSIPCOFFIUZ2LE" 
2240 PRINT "CDOWN1CRVSIA[OFF 1HSUER KEY" 
224 1 PRINT "[DOWHHHIT CRVS1SPACECOFFl TO COHTltU AFTER THE ABOVE )" 
2242 PRINT "[ 2 DOWNl OR" 
2243 PRINT "COOWNllRVSID[OFFliFFERENT PUZ2LE-~ WORDS" 
2244 PR I NT "[DOIotHllRVS1NCOFF1EW t.tORDS & PUZZLE" 
2245 PRINT "COOWHlCR'lSlEIOFFlND " 
2258 XXt"'"[OOIoINlCRVSIYWR CHJICE? " : OOSUB 18100 PRIHT. 
2255 XMt""WPADHE" GOSUB 19300 :CH_XF REM EDIT 
2260 Otl CH GOSUE :227f1,2279,227E1,4700,378IL298e 
:2265 GOTO 2206 

CLOSE 
DEF 
FRE( 
IHT< 
l.OG( 
OPEH 
READ 

1 RUt! 
1 s'rEP 

43 THEN 
UNKHOWt! 

2270 DY~3 IF PD THEH XXf-"[CLR1PRINT TO CRVSISlOFFlCREEN OR [RVSlPCOFF1RIHTER " 
GOSUB 10100 P" INT 

2280 IF PD>O AND XAt:="P" THEN DY=PD 
2318 PRim " CCLR1 " . 
2320 OPEN I, DV 
2325 IF DY)3 THEN PR INT "PRIHT IHG TO YOUR PRINTER" 
233121 ON CH OOSUB 450",3000,4000 : CLOSE I 
2335 IF DVs3 THEN GOSUB 19130 REM FREEZE TILL KEY HIT 
2340 GOTO 221218 
2900 PRINT "I CLRlTHfiT HAS FUH - TRY IT AGAIN LATER. " : END 
3000 PRINT. ],LEFTS(ZSt:,(2*AW-LEN(TPt:»/2)+TPt: : REM TITLE-PRINT PUZZLE 
3o.."'() PRIHTlI REM E:LAt,Y. 
3030 FOR Y-] TO AN 
304fi FOR )(-1 TO flI.l 
3050 I!' W$()(.Y)a"-" THEN PRINT.I,CHRf(64+FN R(26»;:QOTO 3078'REM RANDOM 
ZO;;~ PRINTi!I , H$ (X,Y); REM CORRECT LETTER 
30;'0 PRHIU 1," ", REM SPACE AFTER LETTER 
8OSO H£l(T X 
3tl~O PRINTU REM CARRIAGE RETURN 
3100 PRHITU REM BLAIIK 
311 121 llEXT Y 
313121 ~ETUPN 
33 18 FOR Y~I TO AH 
3320 FOR X'', TO AW 
3330 . ·wt: (X,Y)="-" 
3340 : NEXT X 
335.. NEXT Y RETURN 
3780 RLH 
4988 PRINT'I , LEFT1(ZSt:,(2*AW-LEN( TPf»/2) +TPf REM TITLE-ANSWER KEY 
4928 PRINT.I : REM BLANK 
4tl3tl FOR Y"I TO AN 
4tl40 : FCfI X_] TO FtW 
4050 PRINTtI ,wt:(X,Y); REM PRlHT LETTER 
4960 :PRINTi!L""; ' REM SPACE AFTER LETTER 
4 .. 7.. NEXT X 
4080 'PRINTtI · REM CARRIAGE RETURN 
40~9 ' PRINT. I REM BLANK 
4]00 NEXT Y 
4120 RE TURN 
451210 PRINTU,"HERE ARE THE ~DS I 'VE HIDDEH= 
4520 FOR Z"I TO NW 
4538 :PRI NT.l ,SS(Z)'REM PRINT WORD 
4540 NEXT Z 
4560 RETURN 
4780 XX$~" [ CLR1SRME SIZE?":GOSUB 10100: IF Xi1t:- " Y" HEN 470 
4710 IF XA$O"N" THEN 4780 
4720 XQS=" CCLRIHCJI.J WIDE ( IO-1~)·:GOSUB 102:00 : IF XA(10 OR XA>39 TI£N 4720 'REM L 

INEI5OSETr.'I 
4722 FiW"XA 
4738 XQ$" " [CLRl[D()I.JN1HJW HIGH (10-11) ": GOSUB 10200 : IF Xf\{le OR XA>31 THEN 4739 

(Continued on pagtl33J 
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NOGfES ON A §PANI§H BA§IC 

BY NIKI DELGADO & W. J. MORRISSEY 

In the September-October 1979 issue of Recreorional Com
puting, Jim Day suggested certain Spanish language words for 
possible use in a Spanish version of BASIC. (These are repro' 
duced be/ow {or reference - Ed.) Mr. Day's idea is excellent 
and well found ed. 

The purpose of these notes is to offer some alternatives 
10 Mr. Day 's suggestions, which would be more linguistically 
and semantically correct. 
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DIRECT COMMANDS 

DEL 
LIST 
LOAD 
RUN 
SAVE 

TACHA 
LlSTA 
PONE 
ANDA 
SALVA 

INDIR ECT COMMANDS 

DATA 
OEF PN 
DIM 
END 
FOR ... TO ... STEP 
COSUB 
GOTO 
IF ... THEN 
INPUT 
LET 
NEXT 
ON .. . COTO 
PRINT 
READ 
REM 
RESTO RE 
RETURN 

DATOS 
OEF FN 
DIM 
FIN 
DE ... A ... GRADA 
VASUS 
VA A 
51 ... LUEGD 
ENTRA 
HACE 
PROXIMO 
POR ... VA A 
T IPO 
LEE 
NOTA 
RESTAURA 
RETORNO 

RECREATIONAL COMPUTING 

ENGLISH 

DEL 

FOR .. TO .. STEP 

PRINT 

ON .. GOTO 

RESTORE 

RETURN 

SPANISH 

BORRA or TACHA -BOR RA 
is much more commonly used 
than Day'sTACHA,and would 
work as well. 
POR .. A .. GRADO instead 
of DE A GRADA, DE carries 
the meaning "of" excep t when 
used with an infinitive. I'OR 
much more closely translates 
the connotation of "for" 
used in this statement. GRA
DA refers to steps of the type 
found in bleachers,elc., where
as G RADO refers to degree
a much closer match for "in· 
c remenl ". 
IMPR - Derived from imprime 
( imprimir) is used 10 indicate 
printing. When abbrevialed, 
IMPR would be more easily 
recognized by a native speak
er than TIPO which bears 
no resemblance to anything 
dealing with writing but in
stead refers to a manner of 
classifying as "kind". This is 
a good example of a false 
cognate . 
EN .. VA A gives Ihe appro
priate connotation for Ihis 
slatement. EN t ranslates as 
"on" or "in" as "in case 
o f" . POR translates as either 
"for" or "to" and changes 
the meaning of the statement. 
REPONE carries the same 
meaning as suggested by 
"restaura" but is shorter and 
more readily recognizable. 
Both terms translate as "re-
instate". 
VUELVA is a more direct 
command indicating return to 
a previous place or state. 
RETORNO is a noun form 
which t ranslates as "the re
turn to" instead of the action 
of returning. RETORNA could 
be used 10 convey the same 
message but is less common 
and direct. 

Computer language commands are designed to be prac
tical and easily interpreted. Spanish mnemonics will 
work best if they COllvey the most accurate meaning 
possible rather than a derivat ion from approximate 
cognates . Cognates can be misleading. 

I 

I 

-a 
c 
Q) 
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CLUB & ClASSROOM 
DISCOUNTS 

PEOPLE'S COM PUTER COMPANY PUBLICATIONS 
Recreationo.l Computing 

Dr. Dobb'sJoun~l 

Clubs, users grou ps, schools and any others interested 

]1 ~t:ac~a:~ ::rV::;::in~~. ~~:~~;:Ss ~~lo1~ant ity orders _~~~ 
:.! ' All orders will be shipped via UPS -faster than the post > 

o ffice! 

!~~i 

DISCOUNT SCHEDULE 
(olle year) 

QUANTITY DISCOUNT RC 
Regular Subscrip-
tion RateIY ear none S12.00 
5-10 copies 10% 10.80 
11 -24 15% ]0.20 
25-49 copies 20% 9.60 
50-74 coies 25% 9.00 
75 + copies 30% 8.40 

TERMS 
• Good in the U.S. only. 

DO) 

121.00 
18.9 0 
17.85 
16.80 
15.75 
14.70 

• Quantity o rders must be made up on one title only
no mixing among tides. 

• All copies must be shipped to sam e name and street 
address (no P.O. Box). 

• Payment must accompany ord er-check or money 
order only. 

• Minimum one-year subscription. 

"""""""""""1_""""""""""""""111111""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

:~~ 
'-" ::;:. 

MICROPHYS PROGRAMS 
2048 FORD STREET 

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11229 
(212) 64&0140 

Microphys, a leader in educational software develop
ment, is pleased [0 announce the re lease of a series of 
entertaining, ramily-oriented programs which will pro
vide hours of challenging fun for vi rtually all age groups. 
These programs are p resently avai lable for use on a 
C ommodore PET. Apple 11 a nd TRS 80 versions wi ll be 
released by September, 1980. 

I. The WORD GAME programs require only 8K of StOrage. Players 
try to fil l in missing letters in a randomly chosen title or phrase and 
earn points according to the graphic display on a "Wheel of 
Fortune." The scores of each of the players are recorded, 1000 
points being required to win the game. "{hen or<!ering. spe<: ify: 
PC375 SONG TITLES PC378 STATESMEN 
PC376 FAMOUS PLACES PC379 SCIENTISTS 
PC377 ENTERTAINERS PC380 SPORTS FIGURES 

Each of these programs retails for $10. 

2. A realistic draw POKER game has been developed which pits the 
skills of various players against one another and against the 
Computer House. Graphic displays depict each hand; players 
bet, draw cards, and bet again. The House is programmed to make 
movcs in ae<:ordance with the hand it has been dealt and the nature 
of the bett ing which has taken place. The computer evaluatcs each 
hand, both before and after cards have been drawn, rearranges the 
cards in each hand appropriately. and clearly displays a summary 
of each game. Total standings of the House and players arc 
ra:orded and displayed after each game. 
POKER is designed for usc on the PET with a minimum of 16K of 
storage. When ordering, specify: 
PC385 POKER This program retails for SIS. 

3. A family BINGO program has been developed which permi ts from 
I to 20 players to enjoy the excitement of this computer-controlled 
and managed game. The computer displays the randomly seie<:ted 
numbers and evaluates the cards in the game after each call is made 
in order to determine if a winning card exists. The computer can 
also display the status of any given card during the course of a 
game. A set of 20 Bingo eards is included with the program; 
players may also create their own cards and enter these into the 
computer. The program permits the following types of games: 
a. a'nybingo(horiwntal. vertical, or diagonal) b. frame 
c. fillf card d. leiter L e. leiter T f. leiter X g. leiter H 
BINGO is designed for use on the Pt..,. with a minimum of 16K of 
storage. When ordering. specify: 
PC390 BINGO This program retails forSl5. 

4. Cryptogram fans have responded favorably to the CRVPTO 
program which is designed to create cryptograms from various lines 
of text which arc entered by the user. The encoded cryptogram 
is tht:n displayed along with its unique code number. To de<:ode 
this cryptogram, CRVPTO is run from line 9000. 
CRVPTO will permit user no. I to create an encoded messaae which 
he may mail or transmit to user no. 2. assuming both have access to 
the program. The code nllmber will permit user no, 2 to have his 
computn decipher the message should he encounter difficulty. 
CRVPTO is designed for use on the PET with a minimum of 8K of 
storage. When ordering. specify: 
PC3S0 CRYPTO This program retails for 515. 

Nott: All programs arc a\ailable from your local computer dealer. 
The~ may also be obtained directly from Microphys, 

Educators: Be sure to wrile for our free educational software catalogue 
which describes oler 140 prosram~ for usc in Chemistry. Physics. 
Math. English Vocabulary and Spelling. These programs arc designed 
for useon the PET with a minimum of 81-\ of storage. 

n !::r\I.t:R INQUIR IES INVITEO 
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C om~ut.1I ~n 
. pOI I idn. 

BY ROBERT B. ARNOT, M.D. 

In 1965, only II countries in the world 
recognized East Germany as a country. 
The Government and the National Olym
pic Committee formulated a policy which 
over the next 15 years brought this hard 
line East Bloc state from obscurity to 
international recognition. By 1976, the 
DDR (Gennan Democratic Republic) had 
actually beaten the United States by win
ning 47 medals in the Olympics to our 
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40. At Lake Placid this year, they had 
double the number of US medals! The 
triumph is even more spectacular in light 
of East Germany's population, 17 million 
people-less than that of New York 
State. 

This feat is now widely recognized to be 
due to a superb sports organizational sys
tem at the heart of which is sports medi
cine. The OOR can identify the motor 
genius at age three as a future gold medal 
winner. Future gymnasts, sprinters and 

swimmers may be identified before nurs
ery school! Once selected for one of the 
17 sports institutes, systems of physio
logic pacing and biomechanics ensure 
their later Olympic triumph. 

The United States, with superb basic sci· 
ences and technology, is meeting that 
challenge by harnessing biomedical princi
ples with the cutting edge of American 
technology using the powerful minicom
puter. The Sports Medicine Center at 
Lake Placid has used three computer-

I 

based systems over the past two years 
with the US Ski Team, the Luge Federa
tion, and the Olympic Development 
Women's crew, as well as with cyclists, 
runners and figure skaters. 

The Compu ter 

For biological measurements only 
Hewlett-Packard and DEC have the corn
mercially available interfaces for under
taking such a project. We selected a DEC 
11/34 and will upgrade this year to the 
VAX or 11/60. It has 128 K core, and 
peripherals include a fully interactive 
graphics package, the VT -II, printer 
plotter (LXY-ll ), DUAL RK06 14 
megabyte disks, RX02 floppy discs. Pro
grams are written in assembly language 
for data collection and FORTRAN IV 
with extensions for data processing. 

Physiologic Pacing: t he Olympian's exer· 
cise prescription 

Pulmonary gas exchange analysis or the 
measurement of expired respiratory 
gasses has been available literally since the 
discovery of molecular oxygen by Lavoi
sier. In the past, however, large " Doug
las" bags collected the expired gasses 
which were chemically analyzed for oxy
gen and carbon dioxide content. Fast re
sponse gase analyzers and then mass spec
trometers allowed accurate calculation of 
these values. The addition of a digital 
pneumotachograph which, using a hot 
wire anomometer, could calculate gas vol
umes, provided the instrumentation upon 
which a computer- based system could be 
constructed. 

Using a fifty-channel 150 hz. analog digi
tal convertor, oxygen and carbon dioxide 
concentrations, expired air flow rates and 
volumes, work load and electrocardio
graphic data are processed on line by the 
computer. These samples are measured 
each 1/60 second. The most difficult pro
gramming problem has been matching 
flow rates with the constantly changing 
gas concentrations. Delay time for gasses 
reaching the analyzers and the identifi
cation of the full respiratory cycle by the 
computer were the key challenges. The 
system processes all metabolic and cardio
respiratory data and displays fifteen
second averages during the test. 

Computer driven ergometers allow the 
operator to deliver fixed system inputs to 
the athlete in order to determine what his 
potential is and how to make the most of 
it. The first of these is a ramp function by 
which the speed constantly increases. For 
a runner this would mean beginning a test 
at four miles an hour and continuing, if 
world class, to fifteen miles per hour. The 
computer printout would assess purely 
descriptive data: maximum lung and 
heart sizes, maximum amount of oxygen 

processed by the muscles, maximum 
heart rate. Far more important, however, 
a point occurs during the ramp where the 
abrupt increase of a substance called lac
tic acid is detected. This lactic acid makes 
our legs bum and engenders an acute 
feeling of shortness of breath. It is also 
the best pace for a marathoner to train 
at to increase his speed. By knowing both 
the speed and heart rate at which this 0c

curs, we can then prescribe the most im
portant pari of his training program. Sim
ilar markers allow us to determine what 
long slow distance and interval training 
should be. For the US Cross Country Ski 
Team we used these two markers of "an
aerobic threshold" for the increase in lac
tic acid and maximum oxygen consumed 
near the end of the test. Additionally, by 
adding differing amounts of arm and leg 
work it is possible to detect how effective 
summer training has been and tactically 
whether very much arm work can be 
added on hills without overwhelming the 
athlete. FUrther, by using a square wave 
where the athlete abruptly increases 
speed, one can detect how quickly the 
body can deliver oxygen on demand and 
with it, the effect of interval training. 
These tests may be repeated up to each 
six weeks to represcribe training programs 
and detect overtraining. For home com
puter systems this "anaerobic threshold," 
which is our most critical marker for any 
endurance sport, may be calculated easily 
by using an East German program and the 
values of lactic acid taken in a routine fit
ness, hospital or sports program. The 
microcomputer has as its input values the 
maximum lactic acid values taken after 
a workout at 70% and the 90% of race 
pace. This program accounts for the East 
Germans' successes in women's swim
ming, the marathon, cycling and crew. 

Biomechanics 

For thousands of years athletes were 
judged by comparison with those they 
compete against. Using a new computer 
technique, it is possible to compare any 
athlete against the best in the world and 
to further optimize his style for his given 
strengths and his anatomy. In this tech
nique, two plane films are made of the 
world's best in any given sport at the 
Olympic Games or World Championships. 
important landmarks, usually hip, knee, 
ankJe and shoulder joints, are then "digi
tized" by projecting the film onto an xy 
digitizer and nlarking the joints with a 
cross hair. The computer indentifies that 
point and stores it. By projecting each in
dividual frame, often at the rate of 100/ 
second, it is possible to calculate centers 
of gravity, angular accelerations and limb 
velocities and linear displacements. From 
an analysis of the world's best, certain 
simple recommendations 'may be made. 
As an example, a ski jumper's hip exten
sion should be 329 degrees per second at 

take off from the ninety-meter hill at 
Lake Placid. Most Americans do only 289 
degrees per second. East European Lugers 
beat Americans off the start ramp only 
because of their high angular accelera
tions at the hip and shoulders. The key 
importance of the information for US 
athletes is that there is no longer a Euro
pean mystique. We simply had not known 
of weight training programs that would 
produce these speeds. That's now in the 
works. Although these programs are usu
ally run on DEC PDP II series or a large 
Data General System, at the Univers.ity of 
illinois Dr. Charles Dillman now has an 
Apple programmed to do these same cal
culations. The expense of that system will 
allow home users, schools and colleges to 
take advantage of these techniques. 

In Lake Placid, however, we have a sys
tem that is literally on the cutting edge of 
US technology. Rather than digitize film, 
point by point, we are able to "predigi
tize" the joints using infrared light emit
ting diodes. A two-camera infrared 
sensing system then directly stores these 
points in the computer. The diodes show 
points accurate to I mm and 315 hz. 

Further, by using an embedded three co
orctinate system, woe mark each limb. The 
computer then calculates the instant cen
ter of motion of each joint in space. Since 
the knee is not a hinge at all, the conven
tional approach of marking a point on it 
is really quite innaccurate. The infrared 
system shows each joint fully three· 
dimensionally in space, processes the data 
on line, and gives an instant analysis after 
the motion is complete. We currently use 
this with a luge ramp in our laboratory to 
reengineer our athletes' starts. The hard
ware is made in Sweden by SELCOM and 
is interfaced to our 11/34 through a DR
I I B which allows simultaneous rather 
than sequential direct memory access of 
data collected. The data acquisition rate 
is 16K/second and requires the storage 
space of an RK06 or larger for multi 
joint longer experiments. The program, 
developed at MIT, has been further opti· 
mized by a graduate student there, Eric 
Anthonson, so that it runs entirely on 
floppy discs. We expect this summer to 
have a smaller portable system. This 3D 
system obviates the need for gogiometers, 
a~celerometen and, in many cases, strain 
gauges and allows a fu lly three
dimensional view of human activities. 

Summary 

Computers in sports medicine may be the 
single most important facet of developing 
winning Olympic teams. Without the 
speed and ease of data collection, the tre
mendous sophistication of US science and 
technology would be otherwise unavail
able to the developing competitor. Look 
to Los Angeles, 1984, for the results! • 
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PROGRAMMING PROB LEMS 
© 1980, BY BOB ALBRECHT, DON ALBERS AND JIM CONLAN 

PR OBLEM #24 THREE DIGIT NIVEN NUMBERS 

You may wish to solve, or at least read, PROBLEM #22 
TWO.DIGIT NIVEN NUMBERS before you try this one. 

A Niven number is a positive integer which is divisible by 
the sum of its digits. 

720 is a Niven number because 7 + 2 + 0" 9 is a divisor of 720. 
o 123 is not a Niven number because I + 2 + 3 = 6 is not a divisor 

of 123. 

Write a program to compute and print or display all three
digit Niven numbers. A three-digit Niven number is a Niven 
number in the range, lao to 999, inclusive. 

PROBLEM #25 NIVEN NUMBER TEST SUBROUTINE #1 

A Niven number is a positive integer that is divisible by the 
sum of its digits. 

• These are Niven numbers: 7, 24,120,1236 
• These afl: not Niven numbers: 37, 123, 1234 

Write a subroutine to find out if a !lumber is a Niven number. 
We will call the number to be tested, NPT. Your subroutine 
should RETURN with FPT = I if NPT is a Niven number or 
FPT = 0 if NPT is not a Niven number. 

{

o ifNPT isnot a 

--1 Your L Niven number. 
NPT Subroutine I FPT = 1 if NPT is a Niven 

L. _ __ ---'. number. 

Use this program, or a similar program, to check out your 
subroutine. 

100 REM·" NIVEN NUMBER TESTER 

200 REM ••• ASK FOR NU¥BER TO BE TESTED 
210 CLS 
220 PRINT: INPUT "ENTER AN INTEGER, 1 TO 999999" ; N 
230 IF N <> INT (N) OR N <0 OR N >999999 THEN 220 

300 REM"· USE NIVEN NUMBER TEST SUBROUTINE 
310 NPT=N 
320 GOSUB ____ ~ line number of your subroutine 

400 REM ••• PRINTRESULTOFTEST 
410 IF FPT = 0 THEN PR INT NPT " ' S NOT A NIVEN NUMBER" 
420 IF FPT'" 1 THEN PRINT NPT "IS A NIVEN NUMBER" 
430 GOTO 220 
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ENTER AN INTEGER, 1 TO 999999? 123 
123 IS NOT A NIVEN NUMBER 

ENTER AN INTEGER, I TO 9999991 
24 IS A NIVEN NUMBER 

ENTER AN INTEGER, 1 TO 999999? 

ENTER AN INTEGER, I TO 9999991 

ENTER AN INTEGER, I TO 999999? 

ENTER AN INTEGER, I TO 9999991 

Not an 
integer 

Not a positive integer 

24 

Not an 
3.14 integer 

O+---Q§~a Positiv~!~e!§> 

1000000'--<Ioob~ 

and so on. 

Hang on to your subroutine. You will find it useful in future 
problems. 

PROB LEM #26 RUNNING DICE TOTALS 

A six-sided die is thrown repeatedly until the running total 
is more than 12. 

THROW NO. RESULT TOTAL 

I , , 
2 1 5 
3 2 7 , 1 • 5 , 12 , 3 15 

This time, we got 15. Possible fmal totals range from 13 to 
18. Write a program to simulate this process N times. Count 
the number of times each possible final total (13 through 18) 
occurred. After N times, print or show the results in a table 
such as the one below. Two RUNs of our program are shown. 

HOW MANY TIMES? 1000 HOW'MANY TIMES? 10000 

F1NAL NUMBER OF FINAL NUMBER OF 
TOTAL TIM.ES TOTAL TIMES 

12 310 13 2728 

I' 261 I' 2448 
15 162 15 1879 

I' 139 I' 1499 
17 87 17 960 

I' ' I 18 '86 

How would we do this problem without a computer? For each 
possible fmal total, what odds might you give in a betting 
situation? 

PROBLEM #27 FOUR CATS CHASING 

Four cats are in the four corners of the TV screen of your 
computer (one cat per comer). Suddenly, the cats begin to 
chase each other. Each cat chases the cat which is in the 
nearest comer, clockwise from its comer. 

, .... ", ..... ,.". 
, .... 

'. :. 

t 
1:,J! , .. , 
'". :. -

Write a program to make it happen on the screen of your 
computer. Will the cats ever meet? If so, where? Will their 
paths ever cross? If so, where? Will there be a cat fight? 

You might want to leave a trail of cat-tracks (paw pads?) 
behind each cat. We also suggest that you put in a variable 
time delay so that you can easily slow down or speed up 
the action. 

PROBLEM #28 SQUARISH POINT PICKING 

Two pOints are chosen at random within a square of side I. 
What is the probability that the points are more than one
half unit apart? 

P, 

MORE THAN Yl 
THIS TIME 

LESS THAN III 
THIS TIME 

Do this by computer simulation. Write a program to simulate 
picking two points at random N times, where N is supplied 
in reponse to an INPUT statement. After each pair of points 
is picked, compute the distance between them. If the distance 
is greater than \h, add one to X, the success counter. At the 
end of N times, the simulated probability will be SIN. 

Here is a RUN of our program. 

HOW MANY TIMES? 100 
DISTANCE GREATER THAN .5: 53TIMES 
SIMULATED PROBABILITY IS .53 

HOW MANY TIMES? 1000 
DISTANCE GREATER THAN .5: 497TIMES 

SIMULATED PROBABILITY IS .491 

HOW MANY TIMES? 234 
DISTANCE GREATER THAN .S: 122 TIMES 
SIMULATED PROBABILITY IS .521367521 

OK, someone. What is the theoretical probability? 

PR OBLEM #29 TH REE -DI GIT PER MUTATI ON PRIM ES 

A permutation prime number is a prime number obtained by 
a permutation of the digits of another, different prime 
number. 

There are no one-digit permutation primes. 
• There are four pairs of two-digit permutation primes, shown below. 

13,31 17,11 37,73 79,97 

Let's look at 3-digit numbers. Here are some sets of 3-digit 
permutation primes. 

179,197,719,971 
337,373,733 
107,701 __________ _ 

For this problem, a three-digit number is an integer in the 
range 100 to 999, inclusive. Therefore, 017 and 071 are not 
three-digit prime numbers. Leading zeros don't count. 

Write a program to compute and show all three-digit prime 
numbers which are permutations of the digits of any three
digit number entered by someone. For example. here is how a 
RUN might look: 

3-DIGIT POSITIVE INTEGER1 791 
PERMUTATION PRIMES ARE: 

179 197 719 
3-OIGIT POSITIVE INTEGER? 123 
SORRY, NO PERMUTATION PRIMES. 
3·DIGIT POSTIVE INTEGER? 601 
SORRY, NO PERMUTATION PRIMES. 
3-OIGIT POSITIVE INTEGER1 37 
THAT'S NOT A 3-OIGlT POSITIVE INTEGER. 

Accept only 3-digit 
positive integers! 

Why not? 601 ill a 
prime number. 

Which three digits provide the greatest number of 3- digit 
permutation primes? 

PROBLEM #30 THR EE -DIGIT PERM UTATION, AGA IN 

A three-digit permutation prime is a prime number in the 
range 100 to 999 which can be obtained by a permutation of 
the digits of another, different prime number in the range 
100 to 999. 

If you haven't done PROBLEM #29 THREE-DIGIT PERMU
TATION PRIMES, we suggest that you at least read that 
problem before doing this one. 

This time, write a program to compute and print a frequency 
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distribution showing the. number of 3-digit permutat ion 
primes which can be generated from 3-digit numbers, Show 
only those 3-digit numbers which actually do generate permu
tation primes. 

100 doesn't, 
101 doesn't, even though it is prime.· 
102 doesn 't. 
103 doesn 't, even though it is prime. · 
10 4 doesn 't, even though 401 is prime,· 
lOS doesn 't. 
106 doesn 't, even though 601 is prime .• 
107 does. Aha! Got one! 107 and 70 1 are prime. 

The second 3 · digit number which generates 3-digit permu
tation primes is 113 (113, 13 1 & 311), What is the third? 

Side problem: There are exactly 900 three-digit numbers. 
How many of these numbers generate permutation primes? 

-Why not? Read the definition of a three- digit permutation 
prime. 

THREE-DIGIT PERMUTATION PRIMES 

If we RUN your program, we expect it to begin like 
this: 

3·D1GIT 
NUMBER 

'"' '" 
and so on. 

NUMBER OF 
PERMUTATION PRIMES , 

3 

PROBLEM # 31 PERSISTENCE OF A NUMBER 

Pick a number. Pick a positive integer. Let's pick 237. 
Multiply the digits, 2 x 3 x 7 :: 42 
Multiply the digits of the above product: 4 x 2:: 8 
St op·! The result is a one-digit number (8), 
Again . This time we pick 397. 

1. 3x9x7= 189 
3,7x l = 14 

2.lx8x9=72 
4. lx4=4 STOPI 

Got it'? Start with any positive integer, Multiply the digits 
to get another positive integer. Multiply the digits of that 
integer to get another .. . and so on, until the result is one· 
digit (0 to 9). Here is an example of a number which ends in 
ze.ro (0), 

I. 
Start with 12345 
I x2x3x 4 x5:: l 20 2. l x2x O=0 

The persistence of a number (positive integer) is the number of 
times it takes to get to a one-digit number, 0 through 9. 

The persistence of 237 is 2, 
The persistence of 397 is 4. 
The persistence of 39 is 3. 

Write a program to compute the persistence of a posit ive in
teger. Here is a samp le of our program. 

POSITIVE INTEGER, PLEASE? 123 
THE PERSISTENCE OF 123 IS 1 

POSITIVE INTEGER, PLEASE? 99 
THE PERSISTENCE OF 99 IS 2 

POSITIVE INTEGER, PLEASE? 123456789 
THE PERSISTENCE OF 123456789 IS 2 

POSITIVE INTEGER, PLEASE? 333333 
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THE PERSISTENCE OF 333333 IS 4 

and 50 on . 

T his problem was inspired by the following article: N. J. A. 
Sloane, "The Persistence of a Number," 1. Recreational Math., 
Vol. 6, No.2, Spring 1973, pp. 97-98. 

PROBLEM # 32 TRIPLE TH REAT 

The triplets each got a new electric blanket for their birthday 
this year. T he blankets are of the very latest design. They cool 
in the summer and heat in the winter. The blankets have a 
remarkable temperature range. Unfortunately, there was a 
catastrophe the very first night that the blankets were used. 
The controls got switched around. Arnold got the control for 
Bertrand's blanket, Bertrand got the control for Clem's blan
ket, and Clem got the control for Arnold's blanket, You can 
imagine the difficulties that followed. Things got worse and 
worse. 

Arnold likes to be cool and sets his blanket at 71 degrees, 
Bertrand is more moderate and sets his blanket 72. Clem likes 
to be warm and sets his blanket at 73. 

The temperature in the room was 72 degrees when they 
climbed into bed, Arnold was too warm at 72 so he decreased 
his control (Bertrand's blanket) one degree. Meanwhile 
Bertrand, being perfectly comfortable at 72, did not change 
his control (Clem's blanket.) Clem was feeling a bit cold at 72 
and increased his control (Arnold's blanket) by one degree. 
Well, things got worse and worse, 

After one minute had gone by, all the changes started to take 
effect. Arnold was now feeling warm at 73, Bertrand was 
feeling cold at 7 1, and Clem was feeling cold at 72. They all 
turned over and changed their controls by one degree. Well 
things got worse and worse. 

After one minute had gone by, all the changes had started 
to take effect and it would take a computer to describe how 
things changed, minute by minute, degree by degree, through· 
out the night. Wou ld you care to compute the fate of the 
triplets? 

Eoeh sprin" Gr""n~ .. e" uoJ"nr.ers 
eonfron. ,he hunters who d,," and 
.Irln .. Imos . .. U H .. rp Se .. 1 pups IJom 
on ,he lee·floe. 0 ' New'o"n"' .. n" 
Gr".npeaee Is ehan,ln, .he 0 ..... .. nd 
' 1I1)1n, ,he . . .. Is. Send )lOur eon.rj""don 
to: Gr •• npeoe" Fo"nd .. tton I 140 For. 
Moson / s.tn Fr .. neueo, CA Q4UJ 

ROGRA 

PT 23: NAME INVERTER 

People's names, when stored in a file, are most con· 
veniently stored in the form 

last name, first name 

to simplify alphabetic sorting. However, when you're 
writing a letter or printing a mailing label, the order 
must be reversed. The routine below, written in TRS·SO 
DISK BASIC, accomplishes this task by placing the por· 
tion of the name following the comma first. If there is 
no comma, the name is printed wilhoul change. The 
subroutine in lines 110 through 130 accepts A$ (last 
name first) and generates B$ (first name first), 

5 CLEAR 100 
to LlNEINPlIT "ENTER LAST NAME FOLLOWED 

BY COMMA THEN FIRST NAME,"; AS 
20 GOSUB 110 
30 PR INT BS 
40 GOTO 10 
50 END 

110 SIZE = LEN (A$) 
120 N = INSTR(A S, ". "): IF N = 0 B$ = AS: RETURN 
130 as", RIGHTS (AS, SIZE - N) +"" + LEFTS(AS, 

N - I) 
140 RETURN 

CONT RIBUTED BY RICHA RD M. GILMAN 

PT 24 : DOLLAR EDIT 

This program will print dollar values in the traditional 
financial format with a leading dollar sign and commas 
at intervals of $1000 and a leading zero if the amount 
is less than $1. It should work on most BASIC systems 
with string variables, but you should be wary about 
two things: the local definition of STRS and the size 
of the local floating-point data representation. In the 
implementation used here, STR$ returns the string 
representation of II positive number without any leading 
blank; many systems return the number with a leading 
blank which wiU have to be removed by adding 

9155 ZS:: RIGHT${ Z$, LEN(Z$) - I) 

As to the other, the constant in line 9120 should be 
changed to reflect the local floating-point representa
tion accuracy. A 23·bit mantissa allows accurate reo 
presentation (that is, to the penny) of a maximum of 
$83886.0S. That's small by today's financial standards. 

50 DIM ZS «(O) 
100 INPUT Z 
200 GOSUB 9000 
300 PRINT ZS 
(00 COTO 100 

9000 REM TillS SUBROUTINE PRODUCES A OOLi.AR VAI..UE FOR TIlE 
9010 REMVARIABI..E Z INZ$.TIIEVALUEOFZISDF.STROYED 
9020 REM IN THE PROCf.5S. TIlE RESUI..TS ARE SIMII..AR TO THE 
9010 REM LONGER AND MOR£OO).tPUCATED ROlfnNE BY MIKE 
9040 REM OONAHUE PUBLlSIlED IN TilE NOVEMBER 19n KILOBAUD 
9OS0 REM MICROCOMPUTING (PAGE 16-4). 
9060 REM ONE MUST BE CAREfUL NOT TO CAl..I.. THIS ROUTINE 
9070 REM EXPECTING ACCURATE RESULTS WilEN Z IS LARGER THAN 
9080 REM TIlE MAXIMUM NUMBER Of CENTS WlllCH CAN BE REPRESENTED 
9090 REM EXACTLY. IN FINANCE ONE OOES QUIBB LE ABOUT FRACTIONS 
9100 RUIOFPENNIES .. 
9110 IFI<OTlIEN9110 
9120 IF Z<UlooooTlIEN 91S0 
9110Z$ ··'~ ....... 
91(0 RI:.,tIJtN 
91S0 ZS - STRI(INT(IOO 'Z 'O,S)) 
9160 IF LEN(ZS) > 2TIIEN9180 
9170 ZS - RIGIITS (''OOO··'ZS.J) 
9180 Z_, 
9190 IF LEN(ZI) <-Z TilEI' 9230 
9200 Zo4 - UFTS(Z$, LEN(ZSI-I)' ":. ~ RIGNTS{ZS,Z) 
9210 z _z .. 
9220 COT09190 
9HO ZS - "S ". LEFTS(IS.LEN(U) - 2)~" ·"RIGIITS(ZI.2) 
9HO RETURN 
9150 f..ND 

'1 - 10.50 
S ••••• 
11 
$1.00 
? 10,50 
SIO .50 
? 99.345 
S99.35 
? 9999.45 
$9,999.45 
? 99929292.9 
S ••••• 
? 99999.99 
$99.999.99 

Negative number 
Not allowed 
on' 
One dollar 

Y.lcenl 
Rounded up 

Too big? 
Yes! 

Notecomllla 

CONTRIBUTED BY DENNIS ALLISON 

PT 25: CONTOUR PLOTS 

When investigating functions of two variables, it's often 
useful to study a graphical representation. Here is a 
technique that allows one to easily generate a contour 
plOI of a fUnction of two variables on the terminal or 
on the line printer. For simplicity, we assume the 
function values are stored in an M by N array, A. 

To form the plot, one first finds the maximum and mini· 
mum values of the function stored in the array. The 
string, R$, contains the characters to be printed for 
the various densities, beginning at the smallest. From 
the maximum and minimum values, one computes 
the increment per stop, D, 

D:: (MX - MN) / (LEN (R$) - 1) 

To make the plOI, one then steps through the array, 
one element al a time, selecting and printing the right 
character, The expression 

INT( (A(I,J) - MN)/D) + 1 

will take on values from 1 at the function's minimum 
to LEN(R$) at the function's maximum. Using this as 
an index in 
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40 

MID$( R$, INT(A (I, J) - MN)/D + 1, 1) 

selects the appropriate character to print. This choice 
of index truncates away from the maximum so only 
points which attain the maximum will be so displayed, 
with the maximum density character. 

CONTRIBUTED BY BRUCE K. OPITZ 

PT 26: YET ANOTHER STRING SQUEEZE 

Here's a squeezed version of the squeeze program 
wrote when I had problems getting PTS. Another 
String Squeeze appeared in the Sept/Oct 1979 Re. 

" ~ ,... 1NI'UJ ....... 'oosuo_ rIUJ'<TCf'O, PU<t, C1.Z/oI" OOTO'OO 
lIDO am. ow ............. ,"" "1D«VI1)' AI'f . ~)'!PAn ' OOUI'T_ ontl!>Wm/JJ< 
". POUPfo lfOAlT, Ul'I'S' KIDl(.VrI, ...... ." O'Oo.nT ' ,.".,..., ",,". MIDI{VI1,"""', I). """ 

n ·~· crn.vrn 

.'" "",""!'Ion,"",,,, 

CONTRIBUTED BY W. T. BURNHAM 

PT 27: TRS·SO INPUT USING INKEY$ 

Here's a simple little program which demonstrates the 
use of INKEY$ on the TRS-BO. INKEY$ inputs are 
particularly useful in program environments where you 
want complete control of the input; one such case in 
real-time games where the keyboard input controls the 
play. 

RDI __ .. LtITlE ROllTlNE FOR AN I!'<PVT 
ST .. n:ME.Vf ",nlOI1T USII<G -lNPIlr. 
AI> .. f UI< _us. IT O\1TPVTll lAO::· 
w .. R\lS. I<OTE, INPIff IS UMm!D TO 
15 CllARACl'ERS UNLESS rou ClEAR 
PoIORE STRI!'<G SUCH. 

,0 cu:"~,CI.$,~RlNT"Wlt"T 's rOU~NA)tE1">GOSUB 100 
:III PRlNT e J.IW.CHRI(IO), f1lItIl' i!<400. CI, fOR T ' ,"to 1000, NEXTT,GI)TO ,0 
'OIl AI ' I)ol(EYI:IF AI - --ruEN 100 
110 n _ .. I_Bl:CI ' O . .. 1 
110 If...sc(''I) · 'jT''EN~n\JRN 
ao 1'R1NT8400,BI,GOTO'OO 

CONTRIBUTED BY W. T. BURNHAM 

PT 28: INPUT WITHOUT TEARS. HOW TO AVOID 
READY WHEN PEOPLE MESS UP ON INPUT. 

I teach elementary school, and the biggest problem with 
programs is the kids' ability to get out of RUN mode on 
INPUT or GET statements. Since it takes teacher time to 
reRUN or often relOAD programs, I have searched for 
ways to protect INPUT statements from curious pro
gram users. 

The most common problem is simply hitting RETURN 
before data, especially in programs calling for speed. A 
very simple way to solve Hils is sh.own below: 

10 lNPUT"-+-+-+$+-+-+-";A$ 
20 IF A$="$" THEN PRINT "tt,,: GOTO 10 
30 your program 

In this sample program, $ is any character of your 
choice. If you want it to look like the cursor, type shift
ed SPACE. I use $ for string entries. A$, of course, could 
be any string variable. PRINT"t ttl in line 20 moves the 
cursor up to reprint line 10 in the same place on the 
screen. t is cursor up, +- is left cursor, and -+ is right 
cursor. 

For numeric input, you can use the same method, but 
you have to add lines to change your string variable into 
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a numeric variable and avoid the problem that VAL(A$) 
=0 if A$ is all letters. The revised program looks like 
this: 

10 INPUT"-+-+-+$+-+-+-"jA$ 
20 IF A$="S" THEN PRINT"tt": GOTO 10 
30 N=VAL(A$) 
40 IF A$="O" GOTO 60 
50 IF N=O THEN PRlNT"PLEASE ENTER A. 

NUMBER! ttt,,: GOTO 10 
60 your program 

Here, N is your numeric variable. line 40 is necessary 
because, if A$ is a zero, N will be zero and line 50 would 
trap your input. 

Experience in the classroom has shown that kids will 
hack away at keys on the keyboard just to see what will 
happen. In order to keep the program running, I needed 
an input routine that would only recognize letters and 
numbers, and disregard the RUN/STOP key. The next 
routine, which I have put into all my programs as a sub
routine, does just that. It will only accept the numbers 
o through 9 and the letters A through Z, or the shift of 
those characters. Line 9020 uses modulo arithmetic 10 

convert the shifted ch.aracters into unshifted ones. 

9000 ZY$="": POKE 537, 136 
9010 GET ZZ$: IF ZZ$="" THEN 9010 
9020 IF ZZ$= CHR$(13) THEN 9100 
9030 ZZ= ASC(ZZ$)- INT(ASC(ZZ$)/128)·128 
9040 IF ZZ<48 OR ZZ>90 THEN 9010 
9050 IF ZZ>57 AND ZZ<65 THEN 9010 
9060 PRINT CHR$(ZZ);: ZY$=ZY$+CHR$(ZZ): GOTO 9010 
9100 PRINT: POKE 537, 133 
9110 RETURN 

For new-ROM PETs, lines 9000 and 9100 should have 
POKE 144,49 and POKE 144,46 instead of the values 
given above. 

line 9000 sets ZY$, which will accumulate characters to 
form the word, to a null string and disables the RUN/ 
STOP key. This also stops the timer. Line 90 I 0 gets a 
character from the keyboard. The next line exits the 
routine if RETURN has been pressed. Lines 9040 and 
9050 check to see that the character is a number or a 
letter; all other characters are simply ignored by return
ing to the GET statement. If a letter or number has been 
entered, the character is printed and added to the string 
ZYS, which makes up the entered word. 

I appreciate the assistance of Brian Howell and Peter 
McOoud in designing the last routine. You have to try 
this routine to believe it; you can whack away at cursor, 
shifted keys, anything you want, and nothing happens. 
When you type letters or keys, they appear on the screen 
just as if there was an INPUT sta tement. 

CONTRIBUTED BY GLENN FISHER 

PT 29: RANDOMIZLNG ROUTLNE 

This routine makes all elements of a list appear in ran
dom order before any element is used a second time. It 
is written to move list elements as little as possible. 

At each pass, the range of the random number function 
decreases by one. The element of the list chosen by the 
random number function is placed at the end to the ac
tive list, which are those elements still in the range of the 

random number fUnction. 

For example, if there are 20 elements in the list, the ran· 
dom number can be between I and 20 on the first pass. 
The element picked will be put in place #20 in the list, 
and other elements will be moved up one place to fill the 
empty space. On the next pass, the random number will 
be between I and 19. Let's say the random number 
function picks element 5. Elements 6 through 19 will be 
moved up one space (element 6 is moved to place # 5, 
etc.). Element 5 is then put in place # 19. On the next 
pass, the random number will be between I and 18, so 
element 5 will not be used again. 

DEFINITIONS: 

K is the random number. 
N is the number of elements in the list. 
T counts the number of times through the routine. 
WS(K) is the data in the list. 

PROGRAM LISTING 

10 T - O 
20 T-T+ I 

100 K - INT(RNO(I)° (N-T+I) +I) 

110 PRINT WIno 
200 IF K >(N - n THEN 300 
110 YS - WS(IQ 
220 FORt- KTO (N-n 
230 WS(1)-WS(I+t) 
240 NEXT 1 
2S0 WS(I) - YS 
300 GO TO 20 
399 END 

(initialize COUnl.,) 
(incromenl eo un,..,) 
(Ilk.. random number bel"""en I 

""d the luI unUJed elemenl) 
(YOUr use for the elemenl) 
(don'l ,".hum. if lin element) 
(u ve eJement) 
( move foUowJn& . Jements upone pl.a<:c) 

(PUI . lemen' II end of active lis!) 
(nexlpus) 

This illustration shows how the program moves elements 
in the list: 

active list o 
"-----_---'-c ) VIUJ/I1//1 

~ choose and remove element ~ 

I move elements up used element 

\( V~71/77I//1 ) 
replace ele~en~ at end "/ 

of active lIst 

( cWO/II/a 

CONTRIBUTED BY GLENN FISHER 

PT 30: A SIMPLE CARD SHUFFLING PROGRAM 

Here is a very simple card shuffling program I wrote 
one day after seeing a friend's abysmal attempt. This is 
wrtten in Apple Integer BASIC but can easily be adapted 
to other BASICs. Different amounts of cards (or what
ever) can also be easily accommodated. 

10 REM LOAD ARRAY 
20 DIM CARDS (52) 
30 FORI= I T052 

It is up to the user to 
interpret CARD(X) as being 

a certain card 

40 CARD(I) = I 
50 NEXT I 
60 REM SHUFFLE 
70 FORI=lt052 
80 J '" RND(52) 
90 TEMP = CARD(J) 

100 CARD(J) " CARD(I) 
110 CARD(I) = TEMP 
120 NEXT I 

rcst of program 

Pick a card and ... 
.. switch ... 

. the two. 
.. cards. 

This program segment takes each card in order and 
selects a random card for it to change places with. 
On occasion, I will equal 1, but that is acceptable since 
this is a random process. 

The Apple Integer RND(X) function will supply a 
number between 1 and X, which can make life nice, 
but for those with the more general RND function 
which supplies a real number between 0 and 1, line 
80 can be replaced with 

80 J ==INT«RND(l)·52)+1) 

This is a very fast shuffler, so if you want increased 
randomness, you can perform the shuffle two or three 
times. 

CONTRIBUTED BY PHIL REED 

MI\RKEJPLI\C€ 
Classified ad space available: $60 per vertical inch. 

Columns are 3%" wide. 

ComputerTown, USA! 
A grassroots, economical model of how to offer every
one in a community of 27,000 the opportunity to use . 
a microcomputer. your interest and help is invited. For 
more information, please send a large self.addressed, 
stamped envelope to: ComputerTown, USA!, Box E, 
Menlo Park, CA 94025. 

PCNET PAN 
An electronic mail package, PAN allows PET owners to 
send and receive messages over the telephone network. 
Entirely written in BASIC, PAN permits immediate 
message transmission, or unattended transmission at 
a specified time. PEOPLE'S COMPUTER COMPANY, 
PCNET Project, P.O. Box E, Menlo Park, CA 94025. 
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BY THE OLO SOLOIER 

In the fall of J 975, if you wanted a per
sonal computer you bought an ALTA IR 
or you rolled your own. Other machines 
were on the market, but the only one 
that gave promise of any real effort al full 
system availability was the big "A," 
grinning at you with its face fu!) of toggle 
switches and flashing lights. Keyboard, 
CRT. printer, and other peripherals 
were optional extras available "Soon." 

This was the situation when I, the proud 
owner of a secondhand DEC PDI'-BL 
and a superannuated Teletype, journeyed 
to the 1975 WESCON. 

Parked across the street from the conven
tion center was a molor home embla
wned "SPHERE - LOWEST COST COM
PUTE R SYSTEM," Inside I saw a device 
resembling a CR T terminal, with display 
and keyboard included, and-wonder of 
wonders - a full computer inside! No 
flashing lights or switches ! 

I was introduced to the marvels of the 
resident monitor on PROM, a working 
BAS IC, at an assembled cost under 
S2000. Never one to make hasty deci
sions, I took the li terature home to think 
things over. My PDJ'-8L was an able 
computer, but it suffered from the 
limita tions of a restricted and unexpand
able memory, the necessity of toggling 
in a bootstrap loader program, and the 
agony of a 3-6 minute load t ime for 
BAS IC. Magnetic tape and disks were 
available, but their price was (and still 
is) commensurate with the original 
$25,000 price of the computer. 

The SPH ERE was the answer toa maiden's 
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prayer. In late September I made my 
deposit, paying the balance by mid
October. Soon after, beguiled by SPHERE 
ads, [ sent money for additional memory 
and a printer. So far, lots of money out 
and nothing to show for it. I was learning 
the joys of purchasing a product in the 
early days of the production cycle. Was 
I nervous? You can bet your ASCII I 
was. 

Sometime in January of '76 the great 
day carne. My SPHERE arrived. Disap
pointing news # I, no cassette interface 
yet since the implementation of the 
"Kansas City Cassette Standard" was 
not finished. Bad news # 2, garbage on 
the screen when I turned the SPHERE on. 

Several phone calls to the SPHE RE 
plant in Bountiful, Utah, and I finally 
got a blinking curser and the capability 
of typing in programs in HEX . When the 
cassette board finally arrived in late 
January, 1 loaded a BAS IC that had 
to be the slowest BAS IC extant. Rumor 
was that it was an "Emulator" BASIC. 
This meant that a program was read 
into the SPH ERE to make it look like 
another computer, then tha t computer's 
BAS IC was fed in. The overhead for ail 
this was so great that benchmark pro
grams running 20 to 30 seconds on other 
machines would take from 3 to 5 minutes 
on the SPHERE. To make the situation 
more aggravating, this BASIC would 
not support cassette storage of programs 
or printer operation. 

During the subsequent months, after 
hundreds of phone calls, one trip to the 
factory and a half dozen shippings of 

the computer or suspect boards back to 
the factory, [ finally had reasonably 
reliable operation, but the promised 
BASIC was always "Just a few days 
from complete." 

At about this time I might have chucked 
it all had not " Programma Consultants" 
come on thescene. Headed by Mel Norell, 
a SPHERE dealer and probably the world's 
first personal computer store owner, 
Programma was independently developing 
SI'HERE software, as well as serving as an 
information center for other SPHERE 
owners developing software. In short 
order I had an excellent integer BAS IC 
with cassette utilities and printer driver. 
My SPHERE finally started earning its 
keep. 

The SPHERE Corporation was still 
there through 1976, with a sporadic 
newsle!ter and frequent new product 
announcements, along wit h recurring 
assurances that the promised BASIC 
was still "Just around the corner." 
In spite of their past track record, I was 
still sold enough on their futu re prospects 
to invest in a disk drive . Shortly after 
that, in early 1977, SPH ERE went under. 
Several attempts at reorganiZat ion and/ 
or acquisition went for naught. I owned 
an orphan. 

The utility of my SPHERE increased 
slowly until June of 1977, when I finally 
located and purchased an independently 
developed floating point disk BASIC 
with all the bells and whistles. I finally 
possessed a computer that, for about 
S6,OOO, delivered what I wanted - two 
years after I thought I had purchased it. 

I 

In the next two years I developed enough 
software to make the SPHERE an indis
pensable adjunct to my enginerering 
practice. [ began to worry what would 
happen if my essentially unsupported 
system were to die on me. Of all the com
puters avai lable in early 1979, the one 
least likely to become an orphan was 
the T RS-80; so I bought one and pro· 
ceeded to start moving my software 
across. My SPHE RE is still functioning 
perfectly, though, with not one cent 
spent for maintainance in the past year 
and a half. For my SPHERE, [ have 
six different BASICs, PL/S, FORTH, 
text editor and formatter, and a dual 
cassette system that has never-repeat 
NEVER -failed to read or write succes· 
fully. Eat your heart out, Radio Shack. 

DUring my SPHERE ownership, I learned 
a great deal more about the internal 
workings of computers than I had ever 
wanted to know. My initial pique at that 
noble crew from Bountiful, Utah, for 
their many broken promises has been 
replaced with admiration for what they 
did accomplish. SPHERE was two years 
ahead of the pack in their development 
of the package configuration that is 
now Ihe industry standard for micro
computers. 

I can't help wondering if - if som e far· 
sighted financier had plugged in cnough 

to get that new BASIC out, or if one of 
the bailout operations had succeeded , 
or perhaps even if the editors had held 
off a while longer, Bountiful, Utah, 
would be up there with Ft. Worth, Texas, 
and Silicon Valley as a major computer 
center. 

Perhaps a thousand SPHE RES were sold. 
There still exists a users group of around 
100. Via a monthly newsletter, soft
ware and hardware hints are traded. The 
assets of SPHE RE were purchased by an 
East Coast company with the intention 
of developing a turnkey business system; 
so perhaps the SP HERE marque will 
again see the marketplace. 

If I had waited until everything I wanted 
in a computer was available off the shelf, 
I would have saved myself quite a bit 
of aggravation. On the other hand, I 
did learn II great deal about computers 
that has stood me in good stead. Even 
with the two-year delay getting fully 
on-line, I was still up at least a year 
before other companies were offering 
systems functionally equivalent to my 
SPHERE al anywhere near the price. I 
count myself fortunate to be one of the 
privileged few to own a genuine 1975 
SPHERE. I think 1'1J keep it: it's paying 
its way. 
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Please send me copy(ies) of peC's 
What To Do After You Hit Return for which 
I enclose $10.95 plus shipping charge for each 
copy ordered. 

Send your order to People's Computer Company, Dept. K I, 
Box E, Menlo Park, CA 94025. 

PCe's First Book of Computer Games 

Fifth Printing 

• 

What To Do After You Hit Return 
is a compendium of games for kids 

and adults - games io develop de· 
cision making and problem solving 
skills for new and unexpected 
situations. 

Includes complete listings in BASIC. 
184pp. 5th printing. Retajl price: 
$10.95. (Add $1.25 book rate or 
$2.50 UPS for shipping. California 
residents add 6% sa les tax.) 

Nanle _______________________ _ 

Address _________________ _ 

City/Sta te ___________ Z ip _____ _ 

Or Olllf'ge it! 0 Visa 0 MasterCard 0 American Express 
No. Expires _______ _ 

Signature 
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WIRED By Mark Singer 

Reprinted by permission; 
© 1979, The New Yorker Magazine, Inc. 

Not every hobbyist keeps his TRS-80 
on his bedside table, but then few of us 
live out our electronic fantasies with the 
elan of Pierre Schwab. Mr. Schwab has 
five micros in his Manhattan apartment; 
in addition to the TRS-80, there's an 
Apple II, a Sol, a Sorcerer, and an fMSAI 
- not to mention four dual-disc drives, 
a high-speed pn"nter. a modem, and . .. 
the list gets staggering. 

A wn'ter from The New Yorker visited 
Mr. Schwab last spring, and his report, 
which appeared in the magazine's 'Talk 
of the Town" section on May 21. follows. 
We dedicate our reprint to all searchers 
after the perfect home brew. 

Pierre Schwab hates to lose touch. When 
the temperature is in the seventies aiRJ 
the sun is shining, he enjoys nothing more 
than spending the day indoors, in his 
apartment on the West Side , running up 
his electric bill. It is an entirely adequate 
apartment - eat-in kitchen, roomy foyer, 
living room with park view, two baths, 
two bedrooms. In one of the bedrooms, 
Pierre Schwab sleeps and plays; in the 
other, he works and plays. When we 
dropped by for a visit the other day, a 
portable table next to his bed was bare. 
Usually, Pierre Schwab, a slender, ele
gant, dark-haired man in his early thir
ties, keeps a TRS-80 microcomputer on 
this bedside table. Because we had come 
to see the TRS-80, which Schwab calls 
his "man-in-the-street computer," the 
news that he had lent it to a man in the 
street disappointed us. Before we could 
feel too let down, however, he pointed 
out that right there at the foot of the 
bed was another entertaining piece of 
electronic equipment. This turned out to 
be an Apple II microcomputer. It prints 
its output on a Sony Trinitron television 
set that sits on top of an adjacent table. 
("My first television," Schwab said, in a 
sentimental way .) A storage rack loaded 
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with video cassettes of several recent 
papuJar movies sits on top of the tele
vision set. The room also contains two 
video -cassette tape recorders, one of 
which can be programmed a week ahead 
of time; two cable-television channel 
selectors, one with a Home Box Office 
hookup; an Advent VideoBeam 710 
television projector and an Advent 
VideoBeam five -foot -diagonal television 
screen; a digital alarm clock; a stereo 
radio ; an electric blanket; a Sanyo an
swering machine and a Pageboy II re
ceiver (in Schwab's pocket); and, side by 
side on the floor near the bed, a red 
touch-tone te.lephone and a white rotary
dial telephone. One of the telephones 
rang. Schwab knelt down and felt each 
of them. "The red one is for business, and 
the white one is my private number," 
he said. ''When one dngs, I feel them to 
see which one is vibrating. r guess I 
should have lights put on them." 

In this instance, the red phone had been 
ringing. It stopped when his secretary, 
Judy Silberman, who was standing next 
to her desk in the living room, answered 
the call. Her telephone is connected to a 
console with thirty-two buttons, which 
houses, among other things, the tele
phone's memory. If Miss Silberman wants 
to call, say, Schwab's lawyers, banker, 
accountant, or doctor, the police, or 
Schwab's Pageboy II receiver, she· pushes 
the appropriate button on the console. 
In the course of a year, she saves at least 
fifteen minutes not looking up numbers 
and another fifteen not punching them 
out on the touch -tone phone. At her 
desk, she also has an I.B.M. self-correct
ing Selectric II electric typewriter, which 
functions as the printer for a microcom
puter - a Sol, from Processor Technology 
- that sits on another part of her desk. 
The Sol also has a video monitor and a 
keyboard. Schwab feels the same way 
about the Sol that he does about the 
Sony Trinitron television set in his bed
room. "My first microcomputer," he said 
as we entered the living room, having 
walked through the foyer and past the 
kitchen , where there is a programmable 

microwave oven and another cable
television channel selector with Home 
Box Office. "I didn't really know any· 
thing about computers until August, 
1977," Schwab told us. " Then I read 
several books about them and talked to a 
lot of people, and three months later I 
bought the kit to build the So!. It was so 
well designed that the nrst time I hooked 
it up, it came to life." 

Schwab's affection for the Sol hasn't 
diminished his fondness for some of the 
other things in the living room: a com
bination turntable, AM/FM tuner, and 
amplifier ; an eight . track tape player; 
two cassette recorders; a reel-to-reel 
tape recorder; a switching box; a stereo 
frequency equalizer; four speakers; a 
Beam Box indoor FM antenna; and two 
boom microphones, which he uses to 
record himself playing the piano. The 
piano stands in the foyer. 

A repairman sat at Miss Silbennan's 
desk and tampered with the I.B.M. 
typewriter. He held a hammer in one 
hand and a long, narrow tool in the 
other. With the hammer he struck the 
butt end of the tool. Schwab saw this 
and winced. "You sure you know what 
you're up to, hitting my I.B.M. with a 
hammer?" he asked, smiling. "What 
are you doing, anyway - chiselling your 
initials in there?" He watched some more, 
and then said to us, "Why don't we go to 
the computer room?" 

We had already seen two computers and 
the spot where a third one usually stands, 
but we had not yet, it seemed, been to 
Pierre Schwab's computer room. Now he 
led us there. The computer room used to 
be the second bedroom. A bed could no 
longer fit inside. There are, around the 
room, seven hundred and eighty-five 
switches and buttons, belonging, in part, 
to two computers, a Sorcerer, from 
Ex.idy, and an lMSAI (which Schwab 
calls '"the Cadillac of microcomputers"), 
and there are two keyboards; three video 
monitors; four dual·disc drives for feed· 

ing data to the computers; a dual·trace 
oscilloscope; an L/C/R bridge , fo r 
measuring inductance , capacitance, and 
resistance; two digital multimeters, for 
measuring voltage, current, and resis
tance; a signal tracer; a radio.frequency 
generator; a transistor tester; an inte
grated-circuit tester; a universal-fre · 
quency counter; a modem (in effect, a 
translator that allows two computers to 
talk to each other over the phone); a 
high. speed paper·tape reader; a high
speed printer; two "joysticks," for per
forming computer graphics; six cassette 
tape recorders; two stereo speakers; a 
monaural computer speaker; a third 
cable·television channel selector with 
Home Box Office; a digital clock radio; 
a wristband radio; a television camera; 
a 35 -mm. camera; several pocket cal· 
culators; a photocopier; an alarm system 
that emits low levels of microwave radio 
ation; five or six soldering irons; a wall-

two keys marked ">" and "<." "You 
rue with the space bar." We watched the 
blips float by, and we watched Schwab, 
casually tapping the space bar, track and 
destroy them with ease. Occasionally, a 
pair of blips collided, and when that oc
curred a third blip descended on a vertical 
line. "TItis is a particularly cruel game," 
he said. "When two airships strike each 
other, a parachutist ejects, and if you 
shoot a parachutist, it's worth six hun
dred points. Here, we'll sit and watch for 
one." A few moments later, blips col
lided, the parachutist ejected, Schwab 
obliterated him, and a shower of simu
lated debris rained down the screen. 

Most of the equipment in the computer 
room began to ftnd its way there when 
Schwab realized, after building the Sol, 
that his fascination with computers had 
grown. His initial interest developed from 
an interest in electronic calculators. 

he told us. "Unless they write their own 
programs, whatever programs are gener
ally available to them are written so badly 
that you have to have a Ph.D. to under
stand them. I happen to come from a 
consumer-oriented background. My 
father owned Contis-Frawa, a chain of 
women's -clothing stores in Switzerland. 
My company will write and sell intelli
gible computer programs to the average 
consumer. Pretty soon, programs will be 
sold in bookstores. 1 think computers are 
great tools - but, still, only tools. My 
goal is cheap software." 

With the cheap, and easy, software, 
Schwab, who seems to think that the 
energy crisis will end any day now, plans 
to help the owner of the garden·variety 
home computer ask his hardware to tum 
out the lights, cook dinner, pay the bills, 
order groceries, feed the tropical fish, 
turn on the lawn sprinkler, play games, 

... ...... 

~-----------------~~ 
to-wall, floor-to-ceiling bookcase jam
med with volumes in French and English; 
a laser; and a seven-horsepower outboard 
motor. 

"1 occasionally fantasize about aiming the 
laser out the window and scaring the wits 
out of the people on the street," Schwab 
said. "I actually use it, though, to do 
holography. I use the outboard motor on 
a little dinghy." His computer-room tele
phone, which has its own thirty-two
button console and its own memory, 
rang. After a brief conversation, he hung 
up and said, "Would you like to playa 
game?" 

He inserted a thin plastic disc in one of 
the disc readers on the IMSAI computer 
and typed in some instructions on the 
keyboard, whereupon the rules for a 
game called Target flashed on a video 
monitor. After a few more instructions, 
blips began to float horizontally across 
the monitor. "The blips are airships," 
Schwab said. "The smaller blips are 
worth two hundred points and the larger 
ones are worth one hundred points. You 
aim with these arrows." He pointed to 

He had started collecting them (he has 
winnowed his collection down to half a 
dozen) when the rust models came on the 
market, ten years ago. In 1975 , he pub· 
lished a book titled "How to Use Pocket 
Calculators." His oeuvre has since ex
panded to include "The Chess Tutor; 
Opening Moves" and a book, which he 
collaborated on with the Austrian his· 
torian Friedrich Heer, titled "Great 
Documents of the World : Milestones of 
Human Thought" (selections from the 
Code of Hammurabi, the Laws of Solon, 
Plato's "Republic," Paul's Epistle to the 
Romans, the Koran, "Pacem in Terris," 
the plaque aboard Pioneer 10, and so 
on). Schwab has ideas for a few other 
books, including one to be called "The 
Encyclopedia of Basic Knowledge," but 
they will have to wait, because he has 
been preoccupied recently with his duties 
as president and sole owner of a young 
company called PRS - The Program of 
the Month Corporation. Although he is 
the only person on his block who owns 
five microcomputers, he feels conftdent 
that in time most households will have at 
least one. "Today, most of the people 
who own microcomputers are hobbyists," 

and keep track of friends. "My friends ," 
Schwab announced, like a herald, as he 
inserted another disc and saluted the 
keyboard. His address book flashed on 
the video monitor. Most of the entries 
were women's names. "I'm a bachelor," 
he said. ' 'The list is dynamic." He pointed 
out that the list also included the ad
dresses and phone numbers of his most 
trusted computer dealers, his favorite 
restaurants, and the garage where he 
parks his car. "On the video monitor -
that's 'soft' copy," he said. "The printer 
will give 'hard' copy - a sheet of paper. 
I can print the names and addresses and 
take the paper with me in my car. I have 
a telephone in the car. If I don't have a 

. dinner reservation, I can look at the list 
and quickly call and make a reservation. 
I don't have a computer in my car. Not 
yet. I need to work on that." 

There was a pause. "And now I must 
show you one more thing," he said. He 
stood up and walked out of the computer 
room, and we followed. "Just in case all 
systems fail," he said, pointing to an ob
ject on the wall. It was an ebony abacus, 
made in Taiwan. 
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BY SARAH LEFORGE 

How many limes in the course of history 
has the axiom "Necessity is the mother of 
invention" proven true? A recent ex
ample involves Professor Donald E. 
Knuth of Stanford University's Computer 
Science Department. "Necessity" is a 
system of high quali ty printing for 
mathematical books, to replace the 
rapidly disappearing monotype process 
using hot lead typeface. "Invention" is 
Knuth's development of a mathematical 
typography applying mathematical con
cepts to program the design of page 
formats and individual characters. With 
his new systems, TEX and METAFONT, 
Knuth explains to a computer where to 
place characters on a page and how to 
draw them. 

When the second edition of volume two 
of Knuth's book, The Art of Computer 
Programming, was being printed, he 
learned that an entirely photographic 
process was being used. The results were 
much less satisfactory than those of the 
lead type and photography process used 
for the first edition. Knuth realized that 
the decline in quality meant real trouble 
for him and everyone publishing mathe
matical books in the future. Seeking al
ternat ives, he examined the experimental 
systems of comp uter typesetting already 
available and concluded that their de
velopers lacked sufficient knowledge 
about printing and the mathematics 
needed for printing. He reasoned that 
the problem was not one of· program
ming a computer to copy existing fonts, 
as had been done up to this time, but 
of designing fonts for the new equip
ment. He asked himself how the great 
type designers of the past would do this. 

Intrigued by the notion that if he "could 
find a purely mathematical way to define 
the letters and convert them to discrete 
raster patterns" he would have solved the 
problem once and for all, Knuth canceled 
his sabbat ical to South America and 
began to work. 
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ypography? 

Step one - research on the history o f type 
design at the Stanford Library. Knuth 
found that the idea of defining letters 
mathematically dates back to the fif
teenth century. Subsequent work in 
letter design convinced calligraphers that 
too strict adherence to the rules of 
mathematics, a rigid use of compass and 
ruler, failed to produce letters of "cal
ligraphic grace." Strictly geometric letter 
forms were not pleasing. (Knuth's META
FONT system includes a randomization 
feature whereby he avoids the too perfect 
letter.) 

Informed and encouraged by his research , 
Kn:lth began developing his own systems. 
In answer to the problem of representing 
two-dimensional formulas as a one 
dimensional sequence of instructions 
for transmission to the computer, Knuth 
designed the language he calls TEX (pro
nounced "tech"). The language is simple, 
clear, and unambiguous. A great ad
vantage of TEX is that it shows an author 
exactly how his pages will look when 
printed. He can make changes or cor
rections immediately, if desired, without 
the worry of second party error or mis
interpretation. 

T EX is designed to produce a unified sys
tem which blends in the mathematical 
features with the word-processing 
routines. "The main idea of TEX is to 
construct what I can boxes. A character 
of type by itself is a box, as is a solid 
black rectangle, and we use such 'atoms' 
to construct more complex boxes analo
gous to 'molecules,' by forming hori
zontal or vertical lists of boxes .... A 
mathematical formula breaks down into 
boxes in a natural way; for example, the 
numerator and denominator of a fraction 
are boxes, and so is the bar line between 
them (since it is a thin but solid black 
rectangle). The elements of a rectangular 
matrix are boxes, and so on ." 

Describing the new printing equipment 
used for digital typography, Knuth says 

that it essentially treats each page of a 
book as a huge matrix of O's (positions to 
be left blank) and I's (positions to be 
inked). "The total job of a system like 
TEX now becomes one of converting an 
author'S manuscript into a gigantic bit 
matrix." There are clear indications that 
"discrete raster-based printing devices 
will soon make the other machines 
obsolete for nearly all publishing activity 

. The ultimately relevant thing will be 
mathematics; the mathematics of 
matrices of O's and I's!" 

While TEX programs the page design, 
METAFONT programs the individual 
characters and symbols. Fig. I shows the 
digits 0 to 9 drawn by METAFONT. 

0 1 2 3 L 

5 6 7 ~ 9 
Figure 1. 

Digits 0 to 9 drawn by the METAFONT 
programs. (Further refinements to these 
characters will be made before the font 
has its final form.! 

The computer program for drawing the 
numeral 3 directs, "First draw a dot 
whose left boundary is 1/6 of the way 
from the left edge to the right edge of the 
type and whose bottom boundary is 3/4 
of the way from the top to the hot tom of 
the desired final shape. Then take a hair
line pen and, starting at the left of the 
dot, draw the upward arc of an ellipse; 
after reaching the top, the pen begins to 
grow in width, and it proceeds downward 
in another ellipse in such a way that the 
maximum widtll occurs on the axis of the 
ellipse, with the right edge of the pen 
8/9 of the way from the left edge to the 
right edge of the type. Then the pen 
width begins to decrease to its o riginal 
size again as the pen traverses another 
ellipse taking it down to a position 
48% of the way from the top to the 
bottom o f the desired final change 

" 

This program, Knuth explains, " ... 
describes the curve traveled by the 
eel/ter of the pen, and the shape of this 
pen is a(Jowed to vary as the pen moves. 
The main advantage of this approach is 
that the same definition readily yields 
a family of infinitely many related fonts 
of type, each font being internally 
consistent." 

The numeral 4 illustrates another featur~ 
of METAFONT, the eraser. This was used 
to cut the top left of the thick line at an 
angle. 

Using the techniques of METAFONT, a 
complete font of 128 characters can be 
produced in about two months. In the 
past it has taken designers months, some
times even years, to create a font. 

Not all symbols lend themselves readily 
to a computer program. Special problems 
arose for Knuth in the formation of S. 
Sleepless nights and assistance from his 
wife at length gave him an acceptable S. 
" I finally came up with a satisfactory 
solution [the middle S in Fig. 21 , some
what like those used in the sixteenth 
century but generalized to ellipses. Each 
boundary of each arc of my S curve is 
composed of an ellipse and a straight line, 
determined by (i) the locations of the 
beginning and ending points, (li) the slope 
of the straight line, and (iii) the desired 
left extremity of the curve." 

METAFONT can be extended to create 
any number of fonts by changing the 
paranleters of the program. Each program 
has about twenty parameters which 
specify features such as the sizes and 
proportions of various parts of the letters. 
A change in the parameters produces a 
new font all of whose characters are 
consistent and harmoniously related. 
Fig. 3 shows the effects of varying 
parameters to MET AFONT . 

sssssss 
Figure 2. 

Different S's obtained by varying the 
slope in the middle. (This shows 
1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 1, 4/3, 3/2, and 2 times 
the "correCI" slope.) 

Anyone interested in the printed word 
cannot help being excited by the promise 
of TEX and METAFONT. As a final note, 
these systems, the offspring of sophisti
cated equipment and Professor Donald 
Knuth's mathematics, will not eliminate 
the need for artists to design type face. 
They will provide a challenging new 
medium. 

The first edition of Knuth's book, The 
Art of Computer Programming, won for 
him the National Medal of Science, The 
second edition started him on a quest 
that may signify a new age in printing and 
win him a place in history beside 
Johannes Gutenberg, the inventor of 
movable type. 

Note: For furthe r information about 
Knuth's work see "Mathematical Typo
graphy" by Donald E. Knuth, Dr. Dobb's 
Journal, Mar. '80, pp. 5-20 and the 
Stanford University News Service release 
of 2/26/80 . 
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Different styles of type Obtained by varyiog the parameters to MET AFONT: 
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(al Computer Modern Roman; (bl Computer MOdern Bold: (e) Computer Modern San$-serif; (d) Computer MOdern Sans-serif Bold; 
(e) Computer Modern Tvpewriter; (I) Computer Modern Slanted Roman: (g) Computer Modern Roman with small caps; (h) Com
puter Modern Roman with small cap$ and "small lower case"; (i) Computer Modern Funny. 
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BY MA RK Z IMMERMANN 

Concerning the algorithm used in 
"Textrapo]ation" : 

The program TEXTRAPOLATION 
attempts to extrapolate on text 
recently typed into it, in order to 
guess what is coming up next. It 
does this by following a vel)' simple 
algorithm, one which will work for 
any language input. Tn order to 
guess the next character, 
TEXTRAPOLATION looks at the 
latest characters typed, and then 
scans backwards trying to find the 
"best" match among the preceding 
text. (Actually, only the preceding 
255 characters are saved.) For ex
ample, suppose that the input up 
to the present has been: ''T HE 
PROGRAM TEXTRAPQLATION 
ATTEMPTS TO EXTRA," What 
will the program guess for the next 
letter? The most recent character 
typed in was "A," L60king back, 
one sees that "A" has been 
followed by " T," "P," and "M" in 
the past. The last two letters typed, 
"RA," occurred before "P" and 
"M," and the last three letters, 
"TRA," occurred only before "P." 
So, a three letter match is the 
" best" that can be found, and the 
program predicts that the next 
letter in put will be a " P. " (Actu 
ally, this match extends back for 
five letters; " EXT RA" occurred 
before, within the word " T EXTRA
POLATION .") In t he case of a t ie, 
where two matches of equal length 
occu r, the most recent occurrence 
wins. Spaces count, and upper-case 
and lower-case letters are distin
guished . Thus, if a period is always 
followed by two spaces, the 
program will catch on to that after 
the first time and never get it wrong 
again. 

©1918, by Mark Zimmermann 
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English is quite a redundant language . 
One mathematical way to measure that 
redundancy is to ta ke a message up to 
a certain point and then to try to guess 
what comes next . For example, in the 
previous sentence, if one just looked at 
the fragment "One mathern," most 
English speakers would have no difficulty 
guessing that the next few letters were 
"a," then "t," then "i." etc. 
In fac t, tests have shown that a person 
can guess about 75% correctly for text 
written using the 26 letters plus punc
tuation and spaces - a surprisingly high 
percentage. Instead of requiring five or 
six bits per character, most text really 
needs only one of two bits/character to 
encode it! T his high redundancy is of 
critical importance in cryptanalysis, the 
science and art of code breaking. (See 
The Codebreakers by David Kahn (Mac
millan, 1967), pp. 159-762.) 
The program that follows allows one to 
get a measure of the redundancy of any 
text. It's called "TEXTRAPOLATION" 
because it attempts to extrapolate, that 
is, to predict the future, based on the text 
that has already been typed in. It is 
specifically adapted to the Commodore 
PET , though working from the flowcharts 
and the ideas described here it should not 
be too difficult 10 adapt the program to 
other machines. A version written 
completely in BAS IC took about two 
seconds to predict the next letter of the 
text, an unacceptably long delay , so the 
program as presen ted contains a 6502 
machine-language subroutine to do the 
necessary sorting and searching. It 
responds in about 0 .1 seconds, as fast as I 
can reliably type. 
The algorithm used fo r extrapolation is 
the last 254 characters of text as data . 
Look back through the data string for the 
previous occurrences of the mosl recent 
character. If you find a match, check to 
see whether the character before it 
matches also, and so on. Find the longest 
matching substring within th e data. The 
predicted character is the character that 

ABABC BCABACABCB .... 
What character do you predict comes 
next? Looking back for matches with the 
last character, "B ," one finds five possi
bilit ies, but only one of those matches 
the nex t - to-Iast character "c" (and in 
addition, matches the last four char
acters). The matching sections are under
lined here: ABABCBCABACABCB . . . 
Since the character following----uie best 
previous matching substring is "C," the 
program guesses that "C" will be next 
in the input text. In the data string 
"FOURSCORE AND SEVEN YEA RS," 
the best matching substring is the under
lined " RS" in " FOURSCORE," so that 
m:ggram predicts "C" (instead of a 
space). 
Clearly the input need not be in English; 
the program as written starts out com
pletely ignorant and learns as it receives 
text. Small changes in scorekeeping and 
output (like suppression of the com
puter's guess until after the next symbol 
is typed) would make this extrapolation 
scheme into a good strategy for playing 
"rock -paper-scissors" or "odd-even" or 
olher such games where predicting the 
opponent 's choice is essential to winning. 
Perhaps it could also be adapted to 
making an "intellige nt" typewriter, which 
predicts words, given only a fragment, 
and thereby increases typing speed. The 
algorithm used here tends to extrapolate 
20%- 30% of the input correctly, 
depending on how often words are 
repeated and o ther stylistic fac tors. It 
doesn't approach the human's 75% 
predictive level, but on the other hand, 
it does a lot better than the 3% level 
expected from random guessing out of 
a set of about 30 symbols! 

PROG RAM LIST ING 
100 POKE 135,31: REM KEEP BASIC 

OUT OF PAGE 31 IN PET 
ISO FOR 1=7936 TO 8191: POKE 1,0: 

NEXT I 
200 PRINT "clear screen" 
250 A$="" 
300 GET A$ : IF A$="" GOTO 300 
320 IF A$="reverse-field" THEN PRINT: 

PRINT:PRINT: PRINT R; "RIGHT 
OF"; C; '"TOTAL = "j RIC; GOT0250 

340 C:C+l: IF N$=A$ THEN R"R+l 
400 A=ASC(A$):POKE 8191,A:PRINT 

AS; 
500 IF PEEK (226)=39 THEN PR INT: 

PRINT:PRINT:REM SPACE DOWN 
AT LINE END 

600 SYS (826) :R EM MACHINE 
LANGUAGE ROUTINE 

700 P=PEEK(2): IF P=O GOTO 1000: 
REM P=O MEANS SYMBOL NOT 
FOUN D 

800 NS"CHRS (PEEK(7936+P»: REM 
GET PREDICTION 

followed that substring. 
An example may make that clearer. Take 1000 

900 PRINT "down, reverse-field";NS;"off
reverse-field, back, up";: GOTO 250 

PRINT "down, null-symbol, back, up" 
::N$='''':GOTO 250 t he data string Note: items in lower-case within quotes refer 

to PET cursor control characler. 

(continued 'rom page 27) 

Figure 6. Jimmy Connors' Tennis Backhand Figure 7. Chris Evert's Tennis Backhand (topview) 
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Textra 

BY MARK ZIMMERMANN 

Concerning the algorithm used in 
"Textrapolation" : 

The program TEXTRAPOLA TlON 
attempts to extrapolate on text 
recently typed into it, in order to 
guess what is coming up next. It 
does this by following a very simple 
algorithm, one which will work for 
any language input. In order to 
guess the next character, 
TEXTRAPOLATfON looks at the 
latest characters typed, and then 
scans backwards trying to find the 
"best" match among the preceding 
text. (Actually, only the preceding 
255 characters are saved,) For ex
ample, suppose that the input up 
to the present has been: "THE 
PROGRAM TEXTRAPOLATION 
ATTEMPTS TO EXTRA." What 
will the program guess for the next 
letter? The most recent character 
typed in was "A," Looking back , 
one sees that "A" has been 
followed by "T," "I)," and "M" in 
the past. The last two letters typed, 
"RA," occurred before "P" and 
"M," and the last three letters, 
"TRA," occurred only before "P." 
So, a three letter match is the 
"best" that can be found, and the 
program predicts that the next 
letter input will be a "P." (Actu
ally, this match extends back for 
five letters; "EXTRA" occurred 
before, within the word "TEXTRA
POLATION.") In the case of a tie, 
where two matches of equal length 
occur, the most recent occurrence 
wins. Spaces count, and upper·case 
and lower·case letters are distin· 
guished. Thus, if a period is always 
followed by two spaces, the 
program will catch on to that after . 
the first time and never get it wrong 
again. 

© 1978, by Mark Zimmermann 

4. RECREATIONAL COMPUTING 

alation 

English is quite a redundant language . 
One mathematical way to measure that 
redundancy is to take a message up to 
a certain point and then to try to guess 
what comes next. For example, in the 
previous sentence, if one just looked at 
the fragment "One mathern," most 
English speakers would have no difficulty 
guessing that the next few letters were 
"a," then "t," then "i," etc. 
In fact , tests have shown that a person 
can guess about 75% correctly for text 
written using the 26 letters plus punc· 
tuation and spaces ~ a surprisingly high 
percentage. Instead of requiring five or 
six bits per character, most text really 

ABABCBCABACABCB .... 
What character do you predict comes 
next? Looking bflck for matches with the 
last character, "B," one finds five possi
bilities, but only one of those matches 
the next·to-last character "C" (and in 
addition, matches the last four char
acters). The matching sections are under
lined here: ABABCBCABACABCB ... 
Since the character following the best 
previous matching substring is "C," the 
program guesses that "c" will be next 
in the input text. In the data string 
"FOURSCORE AND SEVEN YEA~" 
the best matching substring is the under
lined "RS" in "FOURSCORE" so that 
wgram predicts "E' (inst~ad of a 
space). 
Clearly the input need not be in English; 
the program as written starts out com
pletely ignorant and learns as it receives 
text. Small changes in scorekeeping and 
output (like suppression of the com· 
puter's guess until after the next symbol 
is typed) would make this extrapolation 
scheme into a good strategy for playing 
"rock-paper· scissors" or "odd-even" or 
other such games where predicting the 
opponent's choice is essential to winning. 
Perhaps it could also be adapted to 
making an "intelligent" typewriter, which _ .. ," . 
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matches also, and so on. Find the longest 
matching substring within the data. The 
predicted character is the character that 
followed that substring. 
An example may make that clearer. Take 
the data string 

rvu,~u 

800 N$=CHR$ (PEEK(7936+P»): REM 
GET PREDICTION 

900 PRINT "down, reverse·fie!d";N$;"off
reverse· field, back, up";: GOTO 250 

1000 PRINT "down, null-symbol, back, up" 
':N$="":GOTO 250 

Note: items in lower· case within quotes refer 
to PET cursor control character. 

(continufJd from page 21) 
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Figure B. Chris Evert's Tennis Backhand (sideview) 

Figure 10. Jack Nicklaus' Golf Drive 

Figure 7. Chris Evert's Tennis Backhand (topview) 

Figure 9. Elie Nastase's Tennis Backhand (topview) 
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RADIO SHACK COMMUNI
CAnONS PACKAGE 
#26-1146 $29.95 
PROGRAMMA INTERNA
TIONAL TIELINE $24_95 
3400 Wilshire Blvd_, Los 
Angeles, CA 900 I 0 
A.C. S. S. DOS 3.0 COM· 
MUNICA nONS FEATURE 
$49.95 
Computer World 
625 Main St., Nashville, 
TN 37206 

After spending piles of money 
to obtain stand-alone computing 
capability, why go to more 
trouble just to talk to other com
puters? Well, for one thing, 
there are dozens of computer 
bulletin boards out there where 
some interesting information is 
available. There are also several 
computer data bases accessible by 
phone, offering everything from 
newsheadlines to scientific joumal 
searches. Some timesharing serv
ices maJce available rORTRAN, 
COBOL and other languages that 
are not readily available to micros. 
One big selling point to 'me was 
the possibility of program transfer 
between machines with different 
storage media. I dumped some 
old paper tape pgrograms into the 
local timeshare, then milked them 
out to disk storage on my 80. 
Beats typing them in again from 
listings. 

DOS 3.0 I purchased this DOS 
primarily for its advertised com
munication capability. Unfortu
nately, the documentation is so 
sparse, or I am so dense, that 
I was never able to go on line in 
the communicaton mode. I have 
seen comments on several bulle
tin boards indicating I am not 
alone in my failure. There is an 
enhanced documentation package 
in preparation, so perhaps some
day I will get to use some of the 
promised goodies. 

RADIO SHACK COMMUNICA
TIONS PACKAGE PROGRAM
MA TIEUNE Both of these 
packages are readily-loaded, 
menu-driven operations permit-

ting such desirable functions as 
on-line baud rate changes, tenni
nal operation, program and me 
exchange, and remote operation 
of your computer. 

Documentation on both programs 
is easy to follow, and both seem 
to perfonn all advertised functions. 
The PROGRAMMA program 
seems to have a smoother "flow" 
to it, and it has become my stand
ard, primarily because the on
screen prompting of TIELINE 
reduces the need to reference 

fear dismantling. I was able to ad
just speed on one of my more 
intractible drives, but I would 
have been happier if the adjust· 
ment were more accessible. I 
would, however, recommend 
DDT even for those who fear 
screwdrivers, since the ability to 
diagnose a problem before send
ing a unit in for repairs, or even 
the ability to remove blame from 
disk drives can be valuable tools 
of computer system management. 

DDT. Don't leave home without 
paper documentation. When you it. 
are on line with both Ma Bell 
and a timeshare service, several 111e Old Soldier 
minutes leafIng through an in- MOllntaill View, CA 
struction manual can make you 
nervOllS. 

If you have an expansion inter
face, RS232, and a modem, a 
whole new world waits out there 
for you. 

TI,e Old Soldier 
Mountain View, CA 

DISK DRIVE TIMER (DDT) 
Tape $14.95, Disk $19 .95 
Morton Technology Inc., 
Box 11129, Santa Rosa, CA 
95406. Available for TRS-SO 
and Apple. 

I have had my share of problems 
with my TRS-80 disk dIives. 
Two out of three needed swop
ping within the warranty period . 
Annoying fo r me, but disastrous 
for the one-drive system. When 
I saw the ad for DDT, I jumped 
at it. 

The tape version (TRS-80 only) 
loaded the first try , unusal in it
self, and tl1e menu came up im
mediately. I was given the choice 
of checking speed of all drives, 
checking speed of a single drive, 
or a graphic display of a single 
drive speed to guide adjustment. 

The directions for speed adjust
ment were adequate, but tl1e 
problems inherent in getting to 
the potentiometer to make those 
adjustments may deter some who 

THE COMPLETE MICRO
COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
HANDBOOK 
Edward L. Safford, J r. 
Tab Books 
$9.95,324 pages. 

THE COMPLETE MICROCOM
PUTER SYSTEMS HANDBOOK 
is a general guide to microcom
puters and how to use them, and 
is probably best employed as a 
reference manual for the novice. 
There are discussions on an array 
of topics, from programming con
cepts to electronic and mecha
nical diagnostics, as well as de· 
finitions and general e1>planations 
of microcomputer tenninology 
covering the spectrum from the 
basics to bubble memory. Back
ground material is included wher
ever appropriate. It is unfortu
nate that the usefulness of the 
many photographs is dim inished 
by the poor quality of repro
duction, but the illustrations and 
drawings are very informative. 
A detailed table of contents and 
the index are important aids in 
finding specific topics. 

The microcomputer fie ld is a very 
broad subject. To touch upon so 
many parts of it required some 
sacrifice in depth of coverage. 
However, the HANDBOOK sup· 
plies enough information on e
nough facets of microcomputers 
to help the beginner know what 
questions to ask. It could be a 
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Software 
& Books 
great help in defming the speci
fic needs of a prospective micro
computer purchaser. 

Reviewed by, 
Su.ran Bowers 

1HE MOST POPULAR SUB
ROUITNFS IN BASIC 
Ken Tracton 
Tab Books 
$5.95 184 page'l 

THE MOST POPULAR SUB· 
ROUTINES IN BASIC is a collec
tion of well over 100 short 
subroutines in 15 categories, de
signed for use as "building mod
ules" in BASIC programming. 
Most are less than ten lines in 
length and all are presented in a 
businesslike, no-nonsense manner. 

Chapter One briefly explains what 
subroutines are and how to 
use them. The subroutines them
selves are found in the next fIfteen 
chapters. Included in the cate
gories are annuities, conversions, 
graphs, mathematics, physics, se· 
quencing and Uajectories. The 
chapter on conversions is es
pecially good, with 52 frequently 
used conversions in chemistry, 
physics, mathematics and mech
nics. Those most useful to elec
tronic hobbyists are given special 
attention. Chapter Seventeen pro
vides programming examples 
using some of the subroutines, 
and is followed by a short but 
complete index. 

Each routine is accompanied by 
documentation which includes a 
statement of its purpose, variables 
needed, variables altered, variables 
returned, and equations used, in 
addition to the source code and a 
test run. When explanations are 
necessary they are clear and 
very concise. Equations are de
fmed so that programmers with 
little mathematics may still under
stand them. 

Inexperienced hobbyists, especi
ally those without extensive 
mathematics background, may 
fmd THE MOST POPULAR SUB· 
ROUTINES IN BASIC to be 

exactly what they have needed 
to help them become more effi
cient programmers. More exper
ienced and professional program
mers will also find it very helpful 

Reviewed by, 
Susan Bower.r -University of 
Wisconsin 

THE GUIDE TO SIMULA
TIONS/GAMES FOR 
EDUCA TJON & TRAINING 
4th Edition. 
Robert E. Horn and 
Anne Cleves (eds) 
Sage Publications, 
275 Beverly Drive, 
Beverly Hills CA 90212 
$49.95 692 pages 

A serious, educator-oriented 00-

pendium of tutorial articles, re
source Listings, and capsule de
scriptions of simulation games. 
There's infonnation here of in
terest and use to the gamesmith, 
but very little of it relates directly 
to computer games. They don't 
mention Dungeons & Dragons or 
any of the other fantasy games 
either. 

The time Is 8 PM. Tn 
Len A ngelel. Dick en
k" a me#tlge [0' his 
/rleruJ Jane III New 
York Ciry onto his 
PA N Iy!tem. To tet 
10 .... nighr phone rote.., 
Dick "time lag'" rh e 

Reviewed by, 
Dennis Allison 

KATIE AND 
THE COMPUTER 
Fred D'ignazio 
lIJustrated by Stan Gilliam 
Creative Computing Press 
PO Box 7S9 -M , 
Morristown N. J. 07960 
36 pages 

This is a kid's book written for 
parents. There's an allegorical 
storyline where characters who 
personify the various functions of 
a computer act out for Katie 
how the computer works. The 
whole effect is rather strained and 
uncompelling. When I t ried it out 
on my daughters, they were left 
confused and bored. It would 
still have redeeming value had it 
amused me, the parent; it did 
not. Daughter Katie appreciates 
it, though it sits 9n her shelf 
unread; it is nice to have your 
name up there in lights. 

Reviewed by, 
Dennis Allison 

me~ge [0' '~".""((~c"~:;~~-:?,~~~~:; ,"on at JAM. 

THE DELPm CALCULUS 
Maury Green 
Deil Books 
$2.25 

Advertized as a book about a 
supercomputer with "millions of 
microchips" which maJce it all
powerful and give it the potential 
to be the greatest blackmailer 
of all time, this novel provides 
recreational reading for the com
puter buff. An intriguing concept 
of computer control of the U.S. 
forms the basis of this light, but 
entertaining, story. Set during the 
Presidential campaign of 1980 
and the fllSt months o f the new 
President's tenure in 1981, this 
story is timely, to 'say the least. 

In the story, a "think tank" de
tennines that the construction 
and covert use of a massive 
computing system provides the 
only way to assure the securi ty of 
the U.S. and convinces the 
Presidential front-runner that it 
should be implemented in secre
cy. The genius who develops the 
system falls victim to his own love 
of power and creates a very 
credible blackmail scheme using 
Delphi, the computer, to control 

other computer sytsems and, 
through them, transportation, 
fmance , communications, in order 
to threaten the continued exist· 
ence of the United States. 

Although people with characters 
drawn from recent history, Water
gate, the CIA, national politics, 
etc.) and containing the obliga
tory racial and sexual vignettes, 
this is an enjoyable little book 
that can help pass the time for 
anyone even fainlly interested 
in computers. The threat may 
wen be real, but for the more 
serious reader, Alan Drury in his 
counterpoint novels Promi.re of 
Joy and Come Ninevll/J, Come 
Tyre presents in much greater 
depth a far more li terary examin
ation of potentia! national and 
international political threats. 
Still, it is a good sign to see 
"microcllips" on a popular novel's 
cover -maybe the world is be
ginning to learn about us after all! 
You'll probably see a lot of this 
li lle book in airports, train 
stations, and on the subway this 
year. 

Reviewed by, 
Harold Kinne, Ph.D., 

3AM; Dick in Los An
gele, and Jane in Ne .... 
York City a~ both a· 
sleep. Dick', PAN dill" 
Janes's nllmber, ~erlftCl 

that J/Me's PAN is 
ready, and trarl.$mlts 
rhe me#tlge. Botll 
PANs rhen hang up the 
phonel. Dick's PAN 
shows the menage as 
"sent." Jane's PAN 
hold, the message for 
revle .... the next day on 
Jane" cas,ette "'pt. 

PCNET, a project of People's 
Computer Company, has avail
able a computer mail support 
software for the Commodore 
PET. Other versions for the 
Apple wil l be avai lable soon, 
The new PCNET computer mail 
system is called PAN-a program 
on cassette tape for use with an 
BK or larger PET. All that is 

required is a telephone line, an 
auto dial-auto answer modem, 
and a personal computer (avail
able at present only for the 
Commodore PET). 
The PAN software, a perpetual 
license for its use and a user's 
manual sell for $12; a user's 
manual is available separately 
for $2. 

If you would like more informa
tion on the PCNET project, 
or would like to order the PAN 
software including a perpetual 
license agreemen t, contact 
PEOPLE'S COMPUTER COM
PANY, 1263 EI Camino Real, 
Post Office Box E, Menlo Park, 
California 94025. 
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MORE ABOUT WIZARD'S CASTLE 

If any of you were ADVENTUREous 
enough to try adapting Wizard's Castle 
II for your system, you have realized 
that this is a non-trivial task. This follow
up is meant to make the job a little easier 
by giving you more information about 
the program. If you have any questions, 
feel free to write (I enjoy mail). Enclose 
a self-addressed stamped envelope and 
tell me about yourself (age, interests, 
equipment owned, etc). 

The biggest problems people are going 
to have will all deal with that bizarre 
line O. The reason that is in the program 
is because the Exidy Sorcerer's BASIC 
has no RANDOM command. For ma
chines that have such a command, delete 
the REM, the POKEs to 260 and 261, 
and the USR call. For Sorcerer owners, 
type the line as 0 REM-----------. Leave 
BASIC with the BYE command and EN
ter the following at OlDA: ED SF 28 
FC 32 FF F7 C9 II. Return to BASIC 
and the line is as it should be. This ma
chine language subroutine moves the 
contents of the Z-80's refresh register 
to the last location on the screen via 
the accumulator. For non Z-80 own~rs, 
you will havl: to come up with some other 
method of randomizing the initial seed. 

Another source of grief for a lot of 
people is going to be the extensive use 
that was made of string arrays. If your 
BASIC has long strings instead of string 
arrays some ml\.ior changes must be 
made .. Your best bet would be to write 
either Kevin Williams, 325 0 Vermont 
S.W., Grandville, MI49418 or Dana 
Kaempen, 46 W. 56th St., Westmont, 
IL 60559 because they have both 
managed to get versions running on HP 
systems that have the long strings. 

To make life as easy as possible, I am also 
going to make the following offer: Send 
me a blank tape, a SASE with about 
80 cents postage, and $1 .00 and I will 
make you a copy of either the Sorcerer 
or TRS-80 version (instructions not 
included). 
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Best wishes. 

Joseph R. Power, 
124 Cedar Street #5 
E. Lansing, MI 48823 

LEARN WITH THIS 

Good morning! 

Here is an interesting little diversion that 
my class in beginning programming en
joyed. I have not seen it published any
where, so it might even be original! 

I. Begin a sequence by choosing any 
two integers 0 thru 9. 

2. Add the two integers. 
3. If the sum is less than 10, write the 

sum as the next number of the se
quence; otherwise, add the 2 digits 
of the sum and write that total as the 
next number of the sequence. 

4. Add the new number to the number 
preceding it in the sequence. 

5. Go to step 3. 

Example: Star t with 3 and 6. Add them 
and get 9. The sequence so far is 3, 6, 

9. Add 6 and 9 to gel IS. Since this is 
more than 10, we add the I and the 5 
to get 6. 'The sequence now is 3, 6, 9, 
6. Add the 9 and 6 to get 15 , which 
once again becomes 6 so that the se
quence now is 3, 6, 9, 6, 6 . Continuing 
in this manner we find that the complete 
sequence is 3, 6, 9, 6, 6, 3, 9, 3, 3, 6 
.. and it has begun to repeat. 

Questions: 

1. Try two other starting numbers. Do 
t hey give a sequence that repeats? 

2. Would any two numbers eventually 
give a repeating sequence? Can you 
prove it? 

3. Write a computer 
out this process. 

Some comments on the process are 
listed below, published upside down so 
as not to spoil the fun . 
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Sincerely, 
Douglas E. Scott 

A Plea to Cryptarithms Fans 
For those of you who have enjoyed the many 
mathematical puzzles that have appeared in 
Jack (Nine Hexl Crehore's column, it is ob· 
vious that he has spent much time and effort 
in producing them. Now Jack needs some of 
your time and effort. Jack would appreciate 
someone lending him a helping hand by typing 
and organizing his material. If you can spare 
some much needed time, please contact him at 
P.O. Box 96, Charlotte Court House, Virginia 
23923, Tel. 804-542-5930_ 
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WHAT'S THE ONE THING 
NO ONE HAS THOUGHT 

ABOUT DOING WITH 
COMPUTERS? 

We acknowledge that computers are the most valuable data 
processing devices ever conCllived for business and education. 
and are the most creative toys on earth. However. the poten' 
tial of computers has only begun to be explored. Avant·Garde 
Creations has discovered and developed a way to use comput· 
ers in the areas of self·transformative experiences.life·aware
ness. making relationships work. and "getting your act to
gether". 

Previously. it was thought that such trips as est. Lifespring. 
Actualizations. and others were the only means of significant· 
Iy dealing with the above areas. We acknowledge that they are 
iJldeed valuable experiences, But because one has to devote 
many full days and hundreda of dollars to such trips. all 
those people who aren't yet ready to get into all this that 
deeply are left with nowhere to turn for such awareness ex' 
periences. 

The intention of Avant·Garde Creations is to change that. 
We have the knowledge and techniques. and now we have the 
programs. AI! 6 are available on disk at this time. Over the 
next 6 months 5 more life dynamic programs will be develop. 
ed in the following areas: physical, meaning. sexuality. nor· 
malcy. and responsibility. 

Why spend hundreds of dollars to find out if you're into 
working on such areas of your life? \'-Ihy not get something 
you can use over and over. at your convenience? 

One of the most exciting aspects of our programs is that in 
many r,rogram sections. it was discovered that "game
playing' was the most effective method of getting people 
to perceive a difficult truth. So from time to time you're given 
100% original games to play. games specifically designed to 
give you the opportunity to "get" something challenging or 
elusive. So even if you don't "gel" something. you'll have a 
great time! 

Apple IT and Applesoft with 48K required with single disk 
drive. 

No.6 The I.i{~ Dynam,c T",n,farmoliM &"..n·~n~ 
NO.7 Th, R.u. Ii"". hip Lif_ D.nom,c . 

Sl.~~.';ppd 
SI.';,9~ ppd 

NQ. 8 TMC""m"r.l..f' D_.""m~Pac~ 
(Campi,,,, with 2 dnowing'CIIMI . • nd 
an 88-PO(e p""urn 'rumuo)) SI9,9.~ ppd 

SI~9S ppd 
SI.';9.~ppd 
SI~,9Sppd 

No.9 Th,ItI"",., .. I..{. Dynam," 
No. 10Th. C""dilio.in,l/ Lif' D,'n'''''" 
No_ 111'71.E"'·i""'''''"ILiI.D.n.m~ 

Camp"",,, i"rwr.m Li.tinp.v. i loble k9.'; to ppd 

If you don't have an Apple n 
with Applesoft, there are ap-
proximately 5 Apple stores in 
every state. We'll send you the 
address of the one nearest you. 
Your Apple dealer will be glad 
to give or rent you (very 
cheaply) some time on one of 
their computers, and will be 
happy to get you started run· 
ning the program. In case you 
think you need to understand 
computers to run our pro
grams. we assure you that if 
you can read English and type 
your name, you won't have any 
problem. 

AVANT-GARDE CREATIONS 
P.O. Box 30161 Eugene. OR 97403 Dept. C6 
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--- ANNOUNCEMENTS---, 

Unless the U.s. Exploits Its ad
vantages In computer software I and higher education, the 1980$ 
may be remembered as the de-

I cade when technological progre" 
was "invented in America (bul) 
made in Japan," warns WiUiam 
F. Miller, Stanford computer se i. 
enties! and presldent of SRI 
International, anindependent non
profit firm in nearby Menlo Park. 

While Japan already has 17,000 
of the 22,000 ·working induSirial 
robots in the world, the U.S. 
remains supreme in the sophis
ticated software concepts needed 
for the extensive applicat ion of 
robotics, Miller said. The same 
holds true in computer- based text 
editing and grpahies, as WIlli as the 
design automation necessary for 
very large systems integration 
(VLSI), 

American universities produce "in. 
noval;ve and concept_oriented 
graduates" in computer science 
and engineering, a feature the 
Japanese hope to Import, Miller 
adds. Moreover, American in
dustries remain more receptive 
to such graduates than the japa
nese or German systems "al
though they certainly wlll change 
over time." 

But America should not under. 
est imate its foreign competitors. 
''We are in a global competition," 
Miller wams. ''Where the Japa
nese are playing a global game, 
we are playing a national one .. _" 

''We can no longer structure our 
pnlcesses, our rejWiations, our 

I approach to the (relations) be· 
tween government and business I as though we had only to deal 
with the American marketplace." 

Where the U.s. had more than 
half the world's productive capa
bility at the end of World War 11, 
today its &hare is about 25 per
cent. Without computer science, 
this country would have been in 
"perpetual recession" during the 
past decade, Miller said. 

America should "be eclectic" in 
selecting the best ideas from other 
count ries as we ll as our own, he 
suggests. Among the key areas: 

H"'ntm Resource Development: 
The Japanese emphasize life-long 
employment, retaining and im
proving the expertise of employ
ees in a single {"lIm, and providing 
managers with a variety of op_ 
pOrtunities to work with gov
ernment officials. 

OJpital StructureS: These should 
be changed to favor innovation 
and technological development. 

Business·Govemment RelatlOfIJ: 
Given global competition, this 
should be marked by greater 

I cooperation and a less "adver
\. sarial" attitude. 

, ----

Strategies Planning: "The most 
Important single factor in Japan. 
ese success is t he fact that they 
have a national strategies plan," 
Miller says. 

A Month·Old Baby is being 
tended by a computer called 
ORCA III in London. ORCA 
soothes the baby when she cries, 
tells her bedtime stories and will 
teach her English, French and 
German when she starts to talk. 
ORCA can also do household 
chores: tum on lights and open 
the garage door, for instance, 
as we ll as guarding the ho\lSt 
against th ieves. Starting with an 
ITT 2020, 28-year-old Richard 
Zawadski expanded the com
puter's capabilities to include 
speech synthesis and voice recognl. 
tion. He and his wife, an engineer , 
rewired the ho\lSt and set up 
microphones in the nursery. The 
computer switches on the instant 
the baby starts to cry, and talks 
back in a soothing tone which 
reproduces both hls and hls wife's 
voice. ORCA makes up bedt ime 
stories which nart with "Once 
upon a time," and end up with 
"They lived happily ever after." 

The Teuapin Turtle is now 
available with a plugable inter
face from any standard RS-232 
port to the Turtle. That means 
they can be run f ro m nearly 
any computer o r even remotely 
via modem and acoustic coupler_ 
Initial pricing will be $150 for 
the interface or $ 125 with a 
turtle. For more information 
contact TerraPini/Inc., 678 Massa· 
chusetts Ave. 205, Cambridge 
MA 02139 (617) 48~- I 033. 

Lightpen for APPLE II is D 

self-contained light pen which 
plugs direct ly into the Apple. 
Other versions are available for 
the PET and the TRS· 80. Uling 
the light pen, programs can use 
menu se lection to acquire data. 
The 3-G light pen is completely 
asembled and ready to plug into 
the Apple game paddle port . 
A demonstration game cassette, 
sample program, Bnd complete 
instructions aN! included with the 
pen. The cos t is $32.95 plus 
$ l. SO US postage ($6 foreign) 
from 3.G Company, incorpora
ted, Rt. 3 Box 2SA, Gaston OR 
97009. (503) 662-4492. 

The PET Toolkit, a PET com
patible printer, and a large key
board are but a few of the PET 
support hardware items available 
from Skyles FJeciric Work$, 231 
E. South Whisman Road. Moun. 
tain View, CA 94041. (415) 965-
1735. 

The RESET E-X-T-E-N·D·E·R 
(tm) is a device that will help 
TRS-80 (1m) owners who are 
having trouble accessing the little 
RESET button in the back of 
the keyboard after add ing an 
Expansion Interface. 

Most TRS- 80 (1m) users are lAX Area PET Society offers 
currently sticking a pencil PET software at $ 1.50 per pro
through the hole in the Expan_ gram. Send a stamped, self
sion Interface connector hood 'addressed envelope to them for a 
to get to the RESET button. list of what they have available. 
A better .solution is the RESET Write: PET Ubrary, 401 Monu-
E-X·T-E-N.D_E_R, complete ment Road, Jacksonville, FL I 
with push button, spring, grom- 322 II . 
met, rivet and instructions, is I 
available for $3.99 from Em- MOUNTAIN COMPUI'ER INC. 
manuel B. Garcia, Jr. &. Associates announces MusiC SYstem for 
-203 N. Wabash, Rm. 2102, Apple II computers. this 16 
Chicago, Diinois 60601 (312) voice digital synthesizer is $Bid 
781.9750. to set new standards fo r computer 

generated music. Its capabilities 
Otarles Mann &. Associates has permit the creation of the sounds 
announced the release of a new of real musical instruments uliU
programmable Business Data Base "ting the principle of additive 
System for the TRS- 80 com- synthesis. The generation of 
puter. The system allows the sounds is accomplished through 
\lStr to define and build data fully programmable waveforms, 
bases for such purposes as inven- envelopes, and amplitudes for 
tory cont rol, general ledger ac- each musical ''voice."' Provided 
counting, accounts receivable and with the hardware system is soft
accounts payable. The cost of the ware fot editing and playing of 
sytem is $89.95. Additional in- musical composit ions. The Editor 
formation is available from CM- program permits graphical input 
&A, 7594 San Remo Trail, Yucca of slleet music utili"ting standard 
ValleY,CA92284;714·365·9718. music notat ion. The Player pro-

gram permits polyphonic per
IRS-SO LEVEL II BASIC, a self_ formance of musical composi. 
teaclling guide for learning to tions. Stereo output is to users' 
program and use a Level II TRS- ste reo amplifier and speakers, o r 
80 mic rocomputer system, is now directly off card with stereo 
ava ilable from Radio Shack. headpllones. For further informa· 
According to Radio Shack, no lion, contact: Mountain Com
matter what your level of ex- puter Inc., 300 Harvey West 
peTience with computers U, this Blvd., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 
3SI-page manual includes all Phone(408)429-8600 
the information needed to make , ____________ --j 
the computer work for you. 
The book is \\oTItten by Bob 
Albrecht, Don Inman and Ramon 
Zamora (Bob and Ramon are 
former- RC editors, and all three 
are frequent contributors). Priced 
at $9.95, the book is available 
at all Radio Shack dealers. 

ComputerTown, USA! began in 
April 1979. Bob A1brecht and 
Ramon Zamora started the pro
ject by going to local places such 
as a pina parlor and a popular 
bookstore afew n ights each month. 
They brought along their personal 
computers, a bit o f software and 
magnines, and made the equip
ment available to anybody who 
was interested. ComputerTown 
USAI has given more than 1000 
people-kids and adults-the op
portunity to useamicrocomputer, 
Ilas been the subjed of many 
news stories and magazine articles, 
and is spreading across the land. 
If you would like more informa
tion about starting a Computer
Town in your community, wri te 
to ComputerTown USA I, P.O. 
Box E, Menlo Park, CA 94025, 
and include a stamped, self_ 
addressed envelope. 

Teaching Programming is a newly-
started newsletter directed at 
teachers of computer program-
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ming. The subscription fee is $8 Advertising Manager 
for 12 issues (one year). If you PI' 
Wallt to see it flIst, the editor, eop e s Computer Company 
Craig Nansen, will send you an 1264 E1 Camino Real, Bo}!.: E 
issue free. Write to Craig Nansen, Menlo Park, CA 94025 
1112 Glacia l Drive, Minot, ND 
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BAC~ISSUE§ 
PCC NEWSPAPERS 

Half Off S.lel 
All t2 awilabll back i;sUOlI of PEOPLE'S COMPUTER 
COMPANY NEWSPAPER for only $12. 

#3 Mly·Junl 1973 ZINGO/"Going to 8id"/How to 
Buy an Edusystem!BASIC MUSIC CHOMP. $2.00 

# 10 July·Aug 1974 A FaOiOllY of Futur. fOfms!LDW' 
CO$! Home School Microproc:essorSymmtllNCH· 
WORM! MAlE/Analysis of Te;JS8r/Camputer 
Illi teracy Problem by Pam tykM. $2.00 

# t3 -"n·flb 1975 8uild your own BASlC{Mysterious 
RNO!More INCHWORM /Computers & ArtlBl
OSIN Son of Hardware. $2.00 

# t8 Noy·Oec 1975 NUMBER{Tiny BASIC/An~log to 
Digital Conwrsion/Minuet in G Major. $2.00 

#19 .hin·fell 1976 Space Games/Tiny 8ASIC Snlo· 
worktl OIOOLE/STTR/More Musi&. $2.00 

#20 MlI·Apr 1976 G~mOll for thl Pocket Calculator! 
SOUAAES/Make Beliew Computerl/STRTRK/ 
Huntington Computer PrOject. $2.00 

# 21 Mly·June 197& Biofeedbeck!POUNCE/"'We'r, 
Building Our Own Campu19r"/f'rogrammlf', Tool· 
box!CCCfTV !II Terminal and Gamr Center. 
$2.00 

# 22 J~IY ·Aug t976 low CtIst Soltware{Tiny BAStC, 
TinY Trek/Your Brain is a Hologrtlm. $2.00 

# 23 Sept·Oct 1976 Oungecons & Dragons/HATS/One 
on One!PtANETS{The Positiw 01 Power Think· 
ino $2.00 

#24 Nov·Oec 1976 STORYfSNAKE/Morl Build Your 
Own Computer/Introducing PI LOT!F AO GS. $2.00 

#25 -"n·feb 1977 REVERSE!Robotsmny PILOT! 
Space & Computers/Conversational Programming. 
$2.00 

#2G MlI·Apr 1977 l·80 P1LOT!6502 Assembly Plo· 
gllmming/Tiny BAStC for 8eginners. $2.00 

Only the issues listed above are avail· 
able. Pfice includes issue, handling, 
and shipment by second class or for· 
eign surface mait. Within the U.S., 
please allow 6·9 weeks to process 
your order second class. Outside the 
U.S., surface mail can take 2-4 months. 
For faster service within the U.S. we'll 
ship UPS if you add $1.00 for 1·2 
issues and $.50 for each issue there· 
after. We need a street addfess not a 
PO Box. Outside the U.S., add $1.50 
per issue requested for airmail ship
ment. 

PEOPLE'S COMPUTERS 

#27 May·June 1977 Graphie$, Comput6rs & Cupy· 
right Laws, PILOT & Tiny 8ASIC, Home Com· 
pulers for Beginners. Women & Compulers. 
$2.50 

# 28 July·AullUft 1977 Hnthkit's 8080 & LSI·Il . 
Oo·lt· YoufJIIlf CAl, Robot PETs. $2.50 

# 29 Sept·Oct t977 Computer Networks, the $595 
PET, More Tiny languages, $2.50 

#30 Noy'Oec 1977 Oz Graphics, Bia·leedback & 
Micros, Our PET's First Steps. $2.50 

# 31 JIn·Feb 1978 Robots, Video Oiscs, PET Upd~tl 
& PlolI'ams, PASCAL & COMAL. $2.50 

#32 Mlrth·Apr 1978 Epic Compuler Games, TRS· 
80 Review. MicrtlS for the Handicapped. $2.50 

#34 July·Aug 1978 Computer Whiz Kids, Public Ae· 
tas to Computers. Man·made Minds. $2.50 

# 35 Sept·Oct 1978 Computer & Museums, Kingdom, 
APL, Sorterer of hidy. $2.50 

# 36 Nov· Dec 1978 Tht Return 01 the Ollgom, APt, 
Animated GamOll lor TRS·SO. $3.00 

Circle your choices. 

RECREATIONAL COMPUTING 

# 37 hn·Feb 1979 AnilicallnteUigecnce, A fantasy by 
Jules Verne, TRS·BO P~rsonal Software. The 
Appl~ Corps is with U$. $3.00 

# 38 Mlrth·Apr 1979 Artificial Intelligrmct, Calcuillor 
Comics. Chess Recomii!md, Lord 01 the Rinlll. 
$3.00 

# 39 Mly·Junl 1979 Now Pew Can Read, Game of 
Life, TRS-SO Prograffi$, Oetectil'll Gama Program. 
$3.00 

# 40 J.ury.Aug 1979 CompuwTown, USAl, Crypta. 
rrthms, OP GamOll Playing. FORTE Music Pro. 
gramming L,nguaga. $3.00 

#42 Noy-Oec 1979 Sh~i GamOll_ Creeting New Char. 
ICtlfs on thl Ti 99/4, Music for Atari TRS.SO 
& PET. $3.00 ' 

# 43 hn·hb 1980 Computing for Health and Equa
ity (PET). n Gr.phics & Animation Pt. 2, Mora 
Music for Allri. $3.00 

# 44 Mlr-Apr 1980 Special GamOll Issuel Racreetion 
Apple 11 Hi·ROlI Graphics, Galaxy 11 , TAS·SO 
Tiny Trek. $3.00 

# 45 MIoy·June 19S0 Intro to Compuler Music, CBBS 
Phenl Numbers. 6502 Machine Language_ Fiw 
New Personal Computers. $3.00 

#411 July·Augl98o Fantasy GamOlll Writl Your Own; 
Wiurd'$ Calle, Star Tr.k, Wonderful World of 
Eamon, The End of Fortran Man $.3.50 

3 10 13 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 21 28 29 30 
31 32 34 35 36 31 38 39 40 42 43 44 45 46 

Please send me the issues circled. 

o Yes, send me #3-26 for only $12 

o j'm ordering $20 or more and I want a 10% discount. 

I enclose $ (U.S. check or money order). 
Foreign add $.50 per issue (this includes postage and 
handling). 

Please send in this form or facsimile to: Recreati onal 
Computing, 1263 EI Camino Real, Box E, Menlo Park 
CA 94025. 

My Name ______________________ ___ 

Add"" _______________________ __ 

City/State/Zip _____________________ __ 


